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Chapter Seven/Collecting Research Data with Tests and Self-Report Measures

OBJECTIVES

221

10. Describe the characteristics of key in
formant interviews, survey interviews,
and focus group interviews.

11. Describe three levels of structure in
quantitative research interviews and
three levels of structure in qualitative
research interviews.

12. Discuss the advantages of using tele
phone interviews and computer-as
sisted telephone interviewing.

13. Describe several factors that should be
considered in selecting individuals to
be research interviewers.

14. Describe the two phases in the training
of research interviewers.

15. Describe four tasks that are involved in
conducting an interview.

16. Explain the respective advantages and
limitations of taking notes on an inter
view or recording it on tape or by
computer.

17. Describe procedures for analyzing
questionnaire or interview data using a
quantitative research approach and
using a qualitative research approach.

Collecting Research Data with
Questionnaires and Interviews

1. Describe the relative advantages and
limitations of questionnaires and inter
views in educational research.

2. Describe each step in constructing and
administering a research questionnaire.

3. Describe several procedures for pro
viding anonymity to questionnaire
respondents.

4. Describe the relative advantages and
limitations of closed-form and open
form items in questionnaires.

5. Explain the effects of respondents'
knowledge and the number of items on
attitude measurement in questionnaires.

6. Explain the advantages of precontact
ing a sample to whom a questionnaire
will be sent.

7. Describe several features of a cover let
ter that are likely to increase the re
sponse rate to a mailed questionnaire.

S. Describe several strategies for follow
ing up with nonrespondents in order
to maximize the response rate to a
questionnaire.

9. Describe each step in preparing and
conducting a research interview.

OVERVIEW

This chapter describes the use of questionnaires and interviews as data-collection instruments
in both quantitative and qualitative research. We describe the distinctive characteristics of each
method and compare their advantages and drawbacks. Also, we present techniques for con
structing and administering these instruments.

After studying this chapter, you should be able to

e. hermeneutic theory.
d. item-response theory.

7. A potentially serious disadvantage of
general personality inventories is that
they usually are
a. expensive to purchase.
b. difficult to score.
e. difficult to administer.
d. based on self-report.

S. The Test Locator is designed specifically to
a. identify tests that measure a particular

construct.
b. determine the publisher of a particu

lar test.
e. identify reviews ota particular test.
d. serve as a refereed journal that identi

fies new tests and reviews them.
9. Computer-adaptive testing (CAT) differs

most dramatically from traditional stan
dardized tests with regard to
a. the opportunity to randomize the or

dering of item presentation.
b. the feasibility of machine scoring.
e. computer interpretation of the nu

merical test scores.
d. the potential for each test-taker to

take a different version of the test.
10. The likelihood of eliciting honest re

sponses to personality measures can be
increased by
a. assuring individuals that their answers

will be kept confidential.
b. telling individuals that they can see

their results on the personality mea
sure after it has been scored.

e. using computer-adaptive testing.
d. using principles drawn from

hermeneutics.

2. To calculate the of a
measure, the measure is administered
to a sample of individuals and then,
after a delay, is again given to the same
sample.
a. alternate-form reliability
b. test-retest reliability
e. internal consistency
d. reliability of subscores

3. Generalizability theory is useful for
a. determining whether test-validity evi

dence generalizes to populations
other than the ones on which it was
collected.

b. assessing the relative contribution of
different sources of measurement
error in a test.

e. determining the degree of similarity
across item characteristic curves.

d. all of the above.
4. An important advantage of item re

sponse theory over classical test theory
is that it
a. speeds up the process of constructing

a test.
b. yields better validity generalizations.
e. facilitates the construction of parallel

tests of a construct.
d. enables the measurement of more

constructs in each item.
5. An important purpose of criterion

referenced measurement is to
a. compare an individual's performance to

the performance of other individuals.
b. compare an individual's performance

to an absolute standard of proficiency.
e. extensively sample-a broadly defined

content domain.
d. compare an individual's performance

to his or her previous performance.
6. A good way to check the reliability of a

performance assessment is to use
a. alternate test forms
b. generalizability theory.
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Chapter Eight/Collecting Research Data with Questionnaires and Interviews

QuestionnarresandInterwews
as Data-Collection Methods
Questionnaires and interviews are used extensively in educational research to collect dat
about phenomena that are not directly observable: inner experience, opinions, values, in~
terests, and the ~e.They also c~ be used to ~ollectdata about observable phenomena,
but ~ore c~nve~ently~an by dIrect observation.. For example, it is much easier to use a
questIonnarre or mtervrew to ask a principal how many teachers have at least one com
puter in their classroom than to walk around the school and malce your own count. Of
course, the advantage of ease is negated if the resulting data have poor validity.

Questionnaires are documents that ask the same questions of all individuals in the
sample. (Ifthe sample has subgroups, the questions asked ofeach subgroup mayvary.) Re
spondents record a written or typed response to each questionnaire item. Also, the re
spondents typically control the data-collection process: They can fill out the questionnaire
at their convenience, answer the items in any order, talce more than one sitting to complete
it, malce marginal comments, or skip questions.

Interviews consist oforal questions asked bythe interviewer and oral responses bythe
research participants. Interviews typically involve individual respondents, but there is in
creasinginterest in conducting group interviews. Respondents typicallyspealcin their own
words, and their responses are recorded by the interviewer, either verbatim: on audiotape
or videotape, through handwritten or computer-generated notes, or in short-term mem
ory for later note talcing. The interviewer is largely in control of the response situation,
scheduling with the participant a mutually agreeable time and place and then controlling
the question pace and sequence to fit the circumstances of the situation.

Selecting between Questionnaires and Interviews
Questionnaires have two advantages over interviews for colleetingresearch data: The cost of
sampling respondents over a wide geographic area is lower, and the time required to collect
the data typically is much less. Questionnaires, however, cannot probe deeply into respon
dents' beliefs, attitudes, and inner experience. Also, once the questionnaire has been dis
tributed, it is not possible to modify the items, even iftheyare unclear to some respondents.

The major advantage ofinterviews is their adaptability. Skilled interviewers can follow
up a respondent's answers to obtain mote information and clarify vague statements. They
also can build trust and rapport with respondents, thus malcing it possible to obtain infor
mation that the individual probablywould not reveal by any other data-collection method.

Robert Jackson and J.w. M. Rothneydid an extensive follow-up study of890 adults five
years after their high school graduation.! The entire sample was sent a four-page mailed
questionnaire, and a subsample of 50 individuals was selected for a personal interview
that included the same questionnaire items. The researchers found that 83 percent of the
questionnaires were returned, whereas 98 percent of the plarmed interviews were com
pleted. Two experienced counselors rated each questionnaire or interview protocol for ev
idence ofpersonal problems. The mean number ofproblems yielded bythe questionnaire
data was 2.8, whereas the mean number of problems yielded by the interview data was
8.8. Thus the interviewyielded more complete information, particularlyinformation con
cerning negative aspects of the self.2

1. Jackson, R M., & Rothney, J.W M. (1961).A comparative study ofthe mailed questionnaire and the interviewin
follOW-Up studies. Personneland GuidanceJournal, 39, 569-571.

2. These findings are generally Supported by another study: Legacy, J., & Bennett, E (1979). A comparison of the
mailed questionnaire and personal interview methods of data collection for curriculum development in voca
tional education. Journal ofVocotional Education Research, 4, 27-39.

Questionnaires and Interviews as Data-Collection Methods

This advantage of the interview method is offset by some limitations. One is that it is
difficult to standardize the interview situation so that the interviewer does not influence
the respondent to answer questions a certain way. Another limitation is that interviews
cannot provide anonymity for the respondents. In other words, the respondents must re
veal their identity to the interviewer. Of course, the interviewer can analyze and report the
interview data so that the identity of the participants is not revealed.

The questionnaire is more commonlyused in quantitative research, because its stan
dardized, highly structured design is compatible with this approach. The interviewis more
~ommOnly~sedin qualitative research, because it permits open-ended exploration oftop
ICS and eliCIts responses that are couched in the unique words of the respondents. How
ever, both methods can be used in either type of research. Robert Ym, for example,
recommends using both methods when doing case study research.3

Validity and Reliability Issues
Questionnaires and interviews must meet the same standards of validity and reliability
that apply to other data-collection measures in educational researclL As we explalhbelow;
these standards are discussed at length elsewhere in the book. Therefore, do not interpret
our brieftreatJpent ofvalidity and reliability here as an indication that they are tangential
to good questionnaire and interview design.

Ifyou are using a questionnaire or interview in a quantitative study, the validity and
reliability standards described in the chapter on tests (Chapter 7) are relevant. For exam
ple, questionnaires often solicit respondents' opinions about particular topics and issues.
If the researcher wishes to clainJ that these are the respondents' true opinions, she should
collect evidence that the content of the items represents these construcci (content-telated
evidence ofvalidity). Another option is to determine whether the respondents express sim
ilar opinions on other measures ofthe same construct (convergent evldence ofiralidity).

In practice, researchers tend to apply looser validity and reliability standards to ques
tionnaires and interviews than to tests because they typically are collecting information
that is highly structured and likely to be valid (e.g., the respondents' years of schooling).
Also, they are interested in the average response ofthe total group rather than the response
ofa single individual. Alower level of item reliability is acceptable when the data are to be
analyzed and reported at the group level than at the level of individual respondents.

Ifyou are usinga questionnaire or interview in a qualitative study, the validity and re
liability standards described in Chapter 14 are applicable. For example, the validity of a
questionnaire or·interviewcan be checked byusing the method oftriangulation described
in that chapter.

Survey Research
The term survey frequently is used to describe research that involves administering ques
tionnaires or interviews. The purpose ofa survey is to use questionnaires or interviews to
collect data from a sample that has been selected to represent a population to which the
findings ofthe data analysis can be generalized. This emphasis on population generaliza
tion is characteristic of quantitative research, but not of qualitative research. Because we
considerboth qualitative and quantitative research in this chapter, we do not use the term
survey as a general label for the use ofquestionnaires and interviews in researclL However,
the chapter includes references to publications about surveys where appropriate.

The term survey research occasionally is used as if it were a particular type ofresearch
design.. We think that it is less confusing ifthis term is used to refer to research studies that

3. rm, R K. (1994). Case study research: Design and methods (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
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Chapter Eight/Collecting Research Data with Questionnaires and Interviews

rely primarily on questionnaires or interviews for data collection. The reason is that either
type of instrument can be used to achieve the purposes ofvarious research designs (par
ticularly, descriptive, causal-comparative, and case-study designs). For example, Table 8.1
on page 236 presents the results of a data analysis that is typical of a causal-comparative
research design. The results shown in Table 8.2 (see page 250) are typical of a descriptive
research design.

Steps in Constructing and Administering
aResearch Questionnaire
In this section we describe the major steps in carrying out a research study using a ques
tionnaire: (1) defining research objectives, (2) selecting a sample, (3) designing the ques
tionnaire format, (4) pretestingthe questionnaire, (5) precontactingthe sample, (6) writing
a cover letter and distributing the questionnaire, (7) following up with nomespondents,
and (8) analyzing questionnaire data.

Step 1: Defining Research Objectives
Some researchers develop a questionnaire before they have thoroughly considered what
theyhope to obtain from the results. It is important thatyou define your research problem
and list the specific objectives to be achieved, orhypotheses to be tested, by the question
naire.You might start with a broad topic (e.g., teachers' involvement in staffdevelopment),
but you should sharpen its focus before beginning on the design of the questionnaire.

D. A deVaus suggested five types of questions that you can ask yourself for this pur
pose.4 They are stated below in relation to the above-mentioned topic, teachers' involve
ment in staff development:

1. What is the timeframe ofyour interest? Are you interested in teachers' current
involvement in staff development, or do you want to study trendsin their in
volvement over a period ofyears?

2. What is the geographical location ofyour interest? Do you want to study teach
ers in a particular state or region, or do you want to compare teachers in differ
ent locations?

3. Are you interested in a broad descriptive study or do you want to specify and
compare different subgroups? For example, will you compare elementary, mid
dle school, and high school teachers, or will you study teachers-in general?

4. What aspect ofthe topic do you want to study? Are you interested in teachers'
involvement in particular types ofstaffdevelopment activities, whether their in
volvement is mandatory or voluntary, or the amount of involvement over a
given time period?

5. How abstract is your interest? For example, are you interested in reporting facts,
or do you want to interpret the information, relate it to a broad social context,
or develop theory from the findings? -.

In describing the steps involved in conducting a questionnaire study, we shall refer to
a studyby Corrine Glesne and RodmanWebb.s These researchers were interested in track-

4. deVaus, D. A. (1992). Surveys in social research (3Id ed.). Boston: Allen & Unwin.
5. G1esne, C.• & Webb, R (1993). Teaching qualitative research: Who does what? IntematilmalJoumal ofQualita·

tiveStudies in Education, 6, 253-266.

Steps in Constructing and Administering a Research Questionnaire

ing the growing emphasis on qualitative research in higher education in the United States.
Theywanted to determine who teaches qualitative research methods courses, the content
of their courses, and their teaching methods. Their questionnaire was designed to obtain
this information:

The survey [questionnaire] asked about the training and academic background ofqualitative
research professors, content ofcourses, program requirements, and faculty perceptions ofand
interaction with students pursuing qualitative research dissertations.6

Glesne and Webb noted the irony of basing a study about the teaching of qualitative
research methods courses on a quantitatively-oriented questionnaire survey. They chose
to use questionnaires anyway because of their usefulness in collecting both closed and
open-ended information frem a widesprea;d sample.

Step 2: Selecting aSample
Once your research objectives or hypotheses are clearly stated, you should identifythe tar
get population from which your sample will be selected. (This and other sampling tech
niques are described in Chapter 6.) lfyou do not have thorough knowledge ofthe situation,
you might malce the mistake ofsending your questionnaire to a group that does not have
the desired information. For example, a graduate student seekirlg data on school financial
policies sent questionnaires to principals of elementary and secondary schools. Many of
the returned questiomiaires were incomplete, and few specific facts of the sort wanted
were obtained. This questionnaire failed because at that time the school superintendent
and district specialists handled most matters concerning school finance. Because the prin
cipals who received the questionnaire had little specific knowledge about the topic, they
were unable to supply the information requested.

The salience of the questionnaire content to the respondents (i.e., how important or
prominent a concern it is for them) affects both the accuracy of the information received
and the rate of response. A review of 181 studies using questionnaires judged to be
"salient," "possibly salient," or "nonsalient" to the respondents revealed that the return
rate averaged 77 percent for the salient studies, 66 percent for those judged possibly
salient, and only 42 percent for those judged nonsalient.7 These findings suggest the need
to select a sample for whom your questionnaire items will be highly salient.

In the studyby Glesne andWebb, the researchers gained access to a mailinglist for the
International Journal ofQualitative Studies in Education, which is a major journal pub
lishing qualitative research studies. They then sent a copy of their questionnaire to 360
professors whose names were on the journal's mailing list. The researchers commented:

This was, admittedly, a fishing-net approach. Our assumption was that this readership would'
include people who teach qualitative research methods courses, and not everyone on the list
taught such courses.8

Using this admittedly biased sampling approach, they received usable questionnaires
from 73 respondents in 37 different states. The sample included 40 men and 33 women.
Twenty-five held the title ofprofessor; 28 the title of associate professor, 18 the title ofas
sistant professor, and 2 the title of lecturer.

6. Ibid., p. 254. . .. .
7. Heberlein. T. A., & Baumgartner, R (1978). Factors affecting response rates to mailed quesnonnarres: A quantl

tative analysis ofthe published literature. American SociologicalReview, 43, 447-462.
8. Glesne & Webb, Teaching qualitative research, p. 254.
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Step 3: Designing the Questionnaire
Some research questionnaires appear to have been thrown together in an hour or two. The
experience of receiving these haphazard questionnaires has led many educators to de
velop negative attitudes about the questionnaire as a research approach, and so they de
posit them in the recycling box with little more than a quick glance. You will need to
overcome these negative attitudes by careful construction and administration of your
questionnaire. Figure 8.1 summarizes guidelines for designing questionnaires. These
guidelines are based on research findings about factors that influence questionnaire return
rate.

Guidelines for Designing a Questionnaire

1. Keep the questionnaire as short as possible.
2. Do not use technical terms, jargon, or complex terms that respondents may not understand.
3. Avoid using the words questionnaire or checklist on your form. Many persons are biased against

these terms.
4. Make the questionnaire attractive by such techniques as using brightly colored ink or paper and laser

printing.
5. Organize the items so they are easy to read and complete.
6. Number the questionnaire pages and items.
7. Put the name and address of the individual to whom the questionnaire should be returned both at

the beginning and end of the questionnaire, even if a self-addressed envelope is included.
8. Include brief, clear instructions, printed in bold type and in upper and lower case (Werds that are all

capital letters are hard to read.)
9. Organize the questionnaire in a logical sequence. For example, you might group items with the same

content or items having the same response options together.
10.When moving to a new topic, include a transitional sentence to help respondents switch their train

of thought.
11. Begin with a few interesting and nonthreatening items.
12. Put threatening or difficult items near the end ofthe questionnaire.
13. Do not put important items at the end of a long questionnaire.
14. Provide a rationale for the items so that the respondent understands their relevance to the study.
1S.lnciude examples of how to respond to items that might be confusing or difficult to understand.
16.Avoid terms like several, most, and usually, which have no precise meaning. .
17.State each item in as brief a form as possible.
18.Avoid negatively stated items because they are likely to be misread by respondents. The negative

word tends to be overlooked, and respondents might give an answer that is opposite to their real
opinion.

19.Avoid "double-barreled" items that require the subject to respond to two separate ideas with a sin
gle answer. For example: Although labor unions are desirable in most fields, they have no place in
the teaching profession.

20. When a general question and a related spedfic question are to be asked together, it is preferable to
ask the general question first. If the specific question is asked first, it tends to narrow unnecessarily
the respondent's focus when answering the general question that follows.

21. Avoid biased or leading questions. If the respondent is given hints as to the type of answer that is
preferred, there is a tendency to give that response.

Source: Adapted from information in: Berdie, D. R., Anderson, 1. E, & Niebuhr, M. A (1986). Questionnaires: Design
and use (2nd ed.). Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press.

Steps in Constructing and Administering a Research Questionnaire

Anonymity
In most educational studies, respondents are asked to identify themselves, but anonymity
might be necessary if highly personal or threatening information is requested. A ques
tionnaire dealing with sexual behavior, for example, might receive more honest responses
ifthe respondents remain anonymous.

The major problem with anonymous questionnaires is that follow-ups to improve the
return rate are impossible. There are several solutions to this problem. One is to create a
master code sheet that contains a code for each individual in the sample. The codes are put
on the questionnaires. When an individual returns the questionnaire, the researcher can
check off that person's name on the master code sheet. After a designated period of time,
the researcher can determine which individuals have not returned their questionnaires
and send them a new questionnaire.

This method is not completelyanonymous, because the researcher can link the ques
tionnaire (which has the code on it) to the individual's name by referring to the master
code sheet. For complete anonymity, a variation of this approach can be used. The re
searcher sends each individual a prepaid postcard with the code on it and a questionnaire
that contains no code. When the individual completes the questionnaire, she returns the
questionnaire and the postcard separately. The postcard tells the researcher that this indi
vidual has completed the questionnaire, but he does notknowwhich ofthe returned ques
tionnaires belong to that individual.

Item Form
Writing items for questionnaires (and for interviews, too) may seem straightforward, but
it is actually an art form. You need to be able to write succinctlyand clearly. This is no easy
matter. More importantly, you need to have a good understanding ofyour respondents so
that you can use langnage that theyunderstand, so thatyou can obtain all the information
you need without exhausting their patience, and so that the items engage their interest
and willingness to respond honestly.

A major difficulty in constructing questionnaire items is that educational terms often
have multiple meanings. For example, the terms charter school, standards-based educa
tion, and teacher empowerment may mean different things depending on the individual
educator and the region in which ~heworks. Ifyou use such a term in a questionnaire item,
it is highly advisable to include a definition that corresponds to your research objectives.
For example, suppose a researcher is interested in educators' responses to the charter
school movement, not as it is occurringnationallybutwithin the state being studied. Given
this objective, the item might read: "The state department of education adopted a statute
in 2001 that allows school districts to start charter schools, which are defined as schools
that receive district funding but are administered independently, albeit with mandatory
conformance to standards of the state department of education. What is the current sta
tus ofcharter schools ofthis type in your district?"

A questionnaire item can be either closed form, meaning that the question permits
onlyprespecified responses (similar to a multiple-choice question), or open form, mean
ing that respondents can make any response they wish (similar to an essay question).
Which form to use is determined by the objective of the particular question. Evidence on
the relative merits of closed and open questions, however, suggests that the two formats
produce similar information.9

9. Bradburn, N. M. (1982). Question-wording effects in surveys. In: R. M. Hogarth (Ed.), Question framing and re
sponse consistency (pp. 65-76). San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
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The advantage of designing questions in closed form is that it makes quantification
and analysis ofresults easier. For example, supposeyou wish to knowthe size ofa teacher's
home town. Probably the least useful way to ask the question is: What is your home tOWn?
This question requires that you be able to read each teacher's response and then lookit up
in an atlas to determine the population. Asomewhat better question would be:What is the
population ofyour home town? In this case you could classify the responses into POPUla_
tion categories such as those used bythe U.S. Census Bureau. Astillbetter approach WoUld
be to ask: What is the population ofyour home town? (Check one.), and provide the fOl
lowing response choices:

___ rural, unincorporated
___ incorporated, under 1000
__ 1,000 to 2,500
__ 2,500 to 5,000
__ 5,000 to 10,000
__ 10,000 to 50,000
__ 50,000 to 250,000
__ over 250,000

don't know

This item requires little effort on your part to analyze the data, and alsominimal effort
from the respondents. .

To determine the multiple-choice categories to use in closed-form questions, you can
pilot-test the question by asking it in open form of a small number of respondents. Their
answers can be used to develop the categories for the closed-form item. Ifyou expect un
usual responses, an "other" option can be provided.

In the questionnaire study on the teaching of qualitative research, Gle~ne andWebb
began by interviewing several qualitative researchers about their training, teaching, and
research. They used the interview information to develop an open-ended pilot question
naire, and sent it to six professors of qualitative research. Feedback indicated that the
open-ended questions were interesting, but time-consuming. There was a concern that
few professors would take the hour or more needed to complete the questionnaire. Based
on this feedback, the researchers redesigned the questionnaire into a closed-form format,
with open-ended options attached to most items.

MeasuringAttitudes
Questionnaires typically contain items each ofwhich elicits a different bit of information.

. In effect, each item is a one-item test. The use ofa one-item test is quite satisfactorywhen
you are seeking a specific fact, such as number ofyears of full-time teaching experience,
the number ofwins and losses during a particular football coach's tenure, or the propor
tion of students failing intermediate algebra When questions assess attitudes, however,
the one-item test approach is questionable with respect to both validity and reliability. A
questionnaire that measures attitudes generally must be constructed as an attitude scale
and must use a substantial number ofitems (usually at least 10) in order to obtain a reli
able assessment of an individual's attitude. lO

, Ifyou are planningto collect information about attitudes, you should first do a search
of the research literature to determine whether a scale suitable for your purposes already

10. For an expanded discussion ofthe measurement of attitudes by questionnaire, see: Schuman, H., & Presser, s.
(1996). Questions andanswers in attitudesurveys:Experimentson questionform, wording, andcontext. Thousand
Oaks, CA: Sage.

bas been constructed. (See Chapter 4 and Appendix E for information on locating such
Illeasures.) Ifa suitable scale is not available, you will need to develop one. Likert scales,
which typically ask for the extent of agreement with an attitude item (for example, a five-
oint scale ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree") are a common type of at

titude scale.
Ifyou develop an attitude scale for your questionnaire study, you should pilot-test it

in order to check its reliability and validity. Also, the pilot test should determine whether
individuals in the sample have sufficient knowledge and understanding to express a mean
ingful opinion about the topic. Otherwise, their responses to the attitude scale will be of
questionable value.

One method of dealing with respondents who lack familiarity with a topic is to in
clude a "no opinion" optiqn as one of the response alternatives for each attitude item.
Even still, individuals with little or no information about the topic might express an opin
ion in order to conceal their ignorance, or because they feel social pressure to express a
particular opinion. For example, Irving Allen conducted a questionnaire study of re
spondents attitudes' toward individuals and organizations that were the subject of con
siderable media attention at the time.H The respondents could express a favorable or
unfavorable attitude using sixLikert-type categories, or they could use a seventh category
to express no knowledge of a particular individual or organization. Ten percent of the
sample expressed a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward a fictitious organization,
about which it was impossible for them to have any knowledge! The subjects responding
to the fictitious item were found to have less formal education than the rest of the sam
ple. They also were more likely to express attitudes toward the other organizations and in
dividuals listed on the questionnaire than to check the "don't know" category, and to
express more favorable attitudes.

As we stated above, a "no opinion" option for each attitude item might alleviate the
problem identified inAllen's study. Another strategy is to include several information ques
tions at the beginning of an attitude questionnaire that can be used to screen out respon
dents who display little or no knowledge of the topics being studied.

Web Questionnaires
Researchers increasingly are using the WorldWide Web to administer questionnaires. For
example, Mike Carbonaro and Joyce Bainbridge administered a Web questionnaire to ob
tain data about elementary teachers' use of CarIadian children's literature in the class
room.12 Ofthe 63 school districts in the target population, 53 agreed to participate. In the
next phase ofsample selection, the principal ofeach of945 schools in the 53 districts was
invited to participate; a total of207 accepted. Each principal asked an appropriate teacher
to complete the Internet-based questionnaire. Atotal ofllO teachers (out ofa possible 207
teachers) completed it.

The following are distinctive features of the questionnaire design and administration
process used by the researchers:

1. Teachers logged onto the surveyWeb site using a designated ill and password
to avoid having any inappropriate person complete the questionnaire. Also, by
logging on, the teachers acknowledged their consent to participate in the study.

11. Allen,!. L (1966). Detecting respondents who fake and confuse information about question areas on surveys.
JourTUd ofAppliedPsychology, SO, 523-528.

12. Carbonaro, M., & Bainbridge, J. (2000). Design and development ofa process for web-based survey research. AI
bertaJourTUd ofEducatioTUllResearch, 46, 392-394.
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230 Chapter Eight/Collecting Research Data with Questionnaires and Interviews

2. Teachers responded to Likert scale items and closed-form items by clicking on
"radio buttons" (aWeb-page feature). They responded to rank-order items by
entering a number and to open-form items by typing a response.

3. After completing the questionnaire, teachers clicked a SUBMIT button, which
ttansmitted their data to the researchers' Web server. Ifa teacher clicked this
item without completing the entire questionnaire, theWeb software informed
the teacher ofwhich items still required completion.

4. The questionnaire data were secured in the researchers' Web server, so they
were only available to them and theWeb-server programmer.

5. Because the raw data were in electronic form, it was possible to import them di
rectly into statistical software for analysis.

This approach to questionnaire design and administration has obvious advantages
over conventional paper-and-pencil mailed questionnaires: Postal costs are eliminated'
the possibility ofmissing datawithin questionnaires is eliminated; and there is no need t~
transfer data manuallyfrom the questionnaire into an electronic formatand checkfor pos
sible errors in the transfer process. Also, Internet questionnaires can be designed to be in
teractive: Items can be tailored to the individual respondent, and respondents can be given
feedback as they complete the items.

Web questionnaires are a powerful research tool, but they have costs and limitations
that you should consider in deciding whether to use one in your research study. You will
need to have access to aWeb server and the ability to use specialized software to design the
questionnaire, to process incoming data, and to guard against data-securitybreaches and
multiple submissions from the same respondent or a submission from an ind,ividual not
in the sample. Also, each respondent needs to have access to a Web browser and the abil
ity to use it. Otherwise, the research study is vulnerable to sampling bias.l3

Step 4: Pilot-Testing the Questionnaire
You should carry out a thorough pilot test ofthe questionnaire before using it inyour study.
The pilot test should include a sample of individuals from the population from which you
plan to draw your respondents. Also, the pilot-test form ofthe questionnaire should pro
vide space for respondents to make criticisms and recommendations for improving the
questionnaire. Another useful pilot-test strategyis to ask respondents to state in their own
words what they thinkeach question means. The questions should be revised and retested
until they are understood accurately by all or most members of the pilot-test sample.

In a study of this procedure, William Belson elicited answers from respondents to 29
questions that incorporated problems ofinterpretation frequently found in questionnaire
items.14 He then studied the respondents' interpretations of the questions in a second in
depth interview. On average, only 29 percent ofthe respondents interpreted the questions
within permissible limits ofthe intended interpretation. This finding demonstrates the im
portance ofquestionnaire wording and the need to check it by a pilot test.

Questionnaires mailed to educators generally can be expected to yield a higher per
centage ofreplies than questionnaires mailed to samples ofthe general population. The re
sponse rate is higher for an educational questionnaire because it usually is targeted at a
homogeneous group, and this makes it possible to prepare a specific appeal for participa
tion that is likely to be effective. Ifyou have received responses from less than 66 percent

13. Bradley. N. (1999). Sampling for Internet surveys. An examination ofrespondent selection for Internet research.
Journal ofthe Market Research Society, 41. 387-395.

14. Belson. W. A (1981). The design and understanding ofsurveyquestiDns. Lanham. MD: LexIngton.

Steps in Constructing and Administering a Research Questionnaire

ofthe pilot-test sample, you probably should make changes in the questionnaire or in the
proced~esfor administering it before sending the questionnaire to the participants in
your mam study.

Apparently a pilot test of the questionnaire used by Glesne and Webb was not con
ducted. The authors state:

Our ~terviewand s.ubsequent survey questions grew out ofour own experiences and from
reading the few available sources on teaching qualitative research. We realize now that we
sho~d have gathered more demographic data such as information on ethnicity, salary, years of
seJ:Vlce, an? years at current rank. ... Ifwe had asked for more information about respondents,
we would likely have had other questions as well.IS

The researchers' commeniS reinforce the desirability of pilot-testing a questionnaire be
fore distributing it.

Step 5: Precontacting the Sample
Researchers have found that contacting respondents before sending a questionnaire in
c~eases.the rate ofresponse. Aprecontact involves the researchers identifying themselves,
discussmg the purpose ofthe study, and requesting cooperation. The precontact can take
tile form ofa letter, postcard; or telephone call, but some evidence suggests thattelephone
contacts are the most effective.16 Respondents also can be asked to return a postcard
mailed to them indicating their willingness to cooperate.

. Precontacts probably are effective because they alert respondents to the imminent
amval of the questionnaire, thus reducing the chance that it will be thrown out as junk
~ail.Precontacts also put a more personal, human face on the research study. Finally, hav
mg once agreed to cooperate, the respondent is under some psychological pressure to do
so when the questionnaire arrives.

Step 6: Writing a Cover Letter
The ~ain objective in doing a questionnaire survey is to get a high return rate.We know of
studiesw~ere the return rate was as low as 20 percent, which makes it virtually impossible
to generalize from the sample's data to the population that it is intended to represent.

Because the cover letter accompanying the questionnaire strongly influences the re
~:ate, it s~ouldbe ~esignedcarefully. The letter should be brief, but it must conveycer
tam informanon and lIDpressions. The purpose of the study should be explained so as to
persuade the respondents that the study is significant and that their answers are impor
~t.When using a questionnaire that includes sensitive or potentially threatening ques
nons, you should provide a specific description ofhow confidentialitywill be maintained.
You also should explain the conditions that you have established for informed consent
(see Chapter 3). A sample cover letter is shown in Figure 8.2.

Subtle flattery in the cover letter can have a positive effect. Ifappropriate, you can em
phasize the importance of the respondent's professional affiliation and the value ofinfor
mation that onlymembers with this affiliation can supply. An offer to send the respondent
a copy ofthe results also is effective. Ifsuch a promise is made, it should be honored. Fail
ure to do so is unethical, and will lessen respondents' willingness to participate in other re
search studies.

15. Glesne & Webb. Teaching qualitative research. pp. 254-255.
16. Unsky, A S. (1975). Stimulating responses to mailed questionnaires: A review. Public Opinion Quarterlv 39

82-101. ,. ,
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232 Chapter Eight/Collecting Research Data with Questionnaires and Interviews Steps in Constructing and Administering a Research Questionnaire 233

Sample Cover Letter for aMail Questionnaire

It is desirable to associate your study with a professional organization with which
prospective respondents might identify. For example, superintendents within a particular
state might respond favorably to a letter signed by the state school superintendent or the
president of a school administtators' association. Ifyour study is well designed and deals
with a significant problem, it usually is possible to have your cover letter signed by an indi
vidual whose endorsement represents a favorable symbol ofauthority to the respondents.

Responses to a questionnaire that is not aimed at a specific professional group tend
to be more difficult to obtain because specific appeals cannot be made. Even with a het
erogeneous group, however, you might be able to phrase your appeal in terms ofcommon
values that you expect most individuals to have, such as the importance of education and
community improvement.

Researchers have explQred the effect of enclosing a small cash reward with a ques
tionnaire.I7 Such rewards, usually rangingfrom a quarter to a dollar, consistentlyincreased
the response rate, as did small gifts or premiums. Because most ofthese studies were con
ducted over 20 years ago, inflation might have weakened the effect of small rewards. A
more recent studythat offered a reward oftwo dollars to complete a 25-page questionnaire
got a quicker reply from persons offered the reward, but the eventual response rate after
follow-up attempts was about the same forrespondents who received and who did not re
ceive the reward.I8 lfyou provide a reward, it should be described as a token of apprecia
tion rather than as payment for the respondent's time.

One of the items needed in the cover letter is a request that the questionnaire be re
turned by a particular date. Set this date so that the respondent will have sufficient time to
fill out and return the questionnaire without rushing, but will not put it aside to do later.
People tend to procrastinate if too generous a time allowance is given. A rule of thumb is
to calculate the probable mailing time and allowthe individual an additional week to com
plete the questionnaire and return it. You should include a stamped, self-addressed enve
lope with the questionnaire, so that individuals can respond with a minimum of
inconvenience.

The design and neatness ofyour questionnaire and accompanying letter can improve
the response rate. More expensive methods ofduplication are usuallyworth the extra cost.
A cover letter reproduced by the offset process on letterhead paper and signed with a dif
ferent color ink will command more attention than one poorly dittoed on cheap paper. A
word processor can produce individually typed letters, differing onlyin the names and ad
dresses of the recipients, at a relatively low cost. Such letters are superior to the best offset
copies and have the added advantage that small changes can be made at a reasonable cost
in each letter to make it more individualized.

17. For reviews of studies offering cash rewards and premiums, see: Linsky, Stimularing responses; Heberlein &
Baumgartner, Factors affecting response rates.

18. Shackelton, V. J., & Wild, J. (1982). Effects ofincentives and personal contact on response rate to a mailed ques
tionnaire. PsychoWgica1 Reports, 50, 365-366.

19. Heberlein, T. A., & Baumgartner, R. (1981). Is a questionnaire necessary in a second mailing? Public Opinion
Quarterly, 45,102-108.

Step 7: Following Up with Nonrespondents
Afew days after the time limit specified in the cover letter, it is desirable to contact nonre
spondents bysending a follow-up letter, alongwith another copyofthe questionnaire and
another self-addressed envelope.I9 Because your original cover letter did not succeedwith
the nonrespondent group, there is little point in sending the same letter again. Instead, you
should tty a different approach in your appeal for cooperation. For example, ifyou used a

February 1, 2002

College of Education
I. B. Smith, Dean

OKLABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY
Collegetown, Oklabama
M. A. Brown, President

Dear Mr. Jones:

Enclosure
sjc

Letterhead paper

Use mail-merge feature Mr. A. B. Jones
of word processor to ----... Superintendent of Schools
personalize address Mediumtown, Oklabama

Duplicated using word
processor or offset
process to look like The attached survey instrument concerned with procedures used in
individually typed letter selecting elementary school principals is part of a statewide study being

~ carried on cooperatively by the State Department of Public Instruction
Purpose ofstudy~ and Oklabama State University. This project is concerned specifically with

determining the present status of principal selection in our state. The re
Importance ofstudy~ suits of this study will help to provide criteria to be used for developing

better selection procedures and for improving the administrator training
program at Oklabama University.

Importance of We are particularly desirous of obtaining your responses because
respondent ----__.~ your experience in principal selection will contribute significantly toward

solving some of the problems we face in this important area of educa
tion. The enclosed instrument has been tested with a sampling of school
administrators, and we have revised it in order to make it possible for us
to obtain all necessary data while requiring a minimum of your time. The

Reasonable but specific average time required for administrators trying out the survey instru-
time limit ment was 9.5 minutes.

Makeretu~ We will appreciate it if you will complete the enclosed form prior
convenient for to February 10th and return it in the stamped, self-addressed envelope
respondents .. enclosed. Other phases of this research cannot be carried out until we

complete analysis of the survey data. We would welcome any com
Assurance of ments that you may have concerning any aspect of principal selection
confidentiality----~.~ not covered in the instrument. Your responses will be held in strictest

confidence.

Informed consent -----... Informed consent procedures for this study are described on the
enclosed sheet. Please take a moment now to read it.

Offer results • We will be pleased to send you a summary of the survey results if
Thank respondent~ you desire. Thank you for your cooperation.
Print in different color Sincerely yours,
to appear personally .. I. B. Smith
signed
Signed by high-status ------------------__.~ I. B. Smith, Dean
educator
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20. Wo~en,~. R, & Brezezinski, E. J. (1973, February). An experimental study oftechniques for increasing return
rate mmail surveys. Paperpresented at the annual meeting ofthe American Educational ResearchAssociation,
New Orleans.

ASynthesis ofResearch Findings on Response Rates for Initial Mailing
and Different Numbers of Follow-ups

Initial Rrst second Third
Mailing Follow-Up Follow-Up Follow-Up .

Source: Adapted from table 1 on p. 451 in: Heberlein, TA, & Bumgartner, P. (1978). Factors affecting response rates
to mailed questionnaires: A quantitative analysis of the published literature. American Sociological Revievv. 43,
447-462.
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21. For a summary of these findings. see the discussion of differences between volunteers and nonvolunteers in

22. gf':'~&6webb, Teaching quai1tative research, p. 254. Ecstatic is a computer!'~ for statisti""! analysis of
data.Ethnograph is acomputerprogram~or analyzing docw;nents andtranscnptions.Cross-tabulations are sta·
tistical analyses !bat showthe relationship between two vanables.

23. Glesne & Webb, Teaching qualitative research, p. 255.

should askyourself: Howwould the results differ ifall respondents had r~tumed~e 9-ues
'onnaire? Ifonly a small percentage of respondents did not respond, this 9-uestio~ IS not
·tical. Ifmore than 20 percent are missing, however, you need to pose this qu~stionbe
use the sample for whom data are available might no longer be representatIve of the

opulation to which you wish to generalize your findings. Researchers have foun~that re
'pondents and nonrespondents to questionnaires do not differ in most personality char
:cteristics, but nonrespondents tend to have achieved less academic success than
respondents,21 . . .

The ideal method to determine whether nonrespondents to your questIonnarre differ
from the respondents is to randomly select ~ sn;'-all n:=ber ofin~~dualsfrom th~ nom;e

. sponding group. Then solicit their cooperatio? m letttngyou~~sterthe questionnaIre
to them in an in-person or telephone-interVIew format. IndiVIduals who are reluctant to
complete a questionnaire may be more amenable to this approach.

A sample of20 individuals should be sufficient to check the nonresponding ~ouJ?'-:

comparison of their responses to each item with the respon~esof those.wh? replied ~
tially will enable you to determine whether tJ:e nonres?o~~g samp~e IS bIas~d. In this
case, you should note these differences and discuss therr SIgnificance m reporttng the re
sults of the responding sample.

Step 8: Analyzing Questionnaire Data
The researchers who studied the teaching of qualitative research in institutions ofhigher
education in the United States followed a typical approach to analyzing questionnaire
data:

All forced-choice answers in the survey were coded and ente(ed into the Ecstatic analysis pm
gram fO( quantitative data. This pmcedme allowed the easy generation ofpercentag,:s,m~,
ranges, and cmss tabulations. All comme?-ts an~ ope~-end~d answers ~ere entered m~mto
the Ethnograph text analysis pmgram which assisted m coding and SOrtIng respondents words
so that patterns could be ascertained.22

The quantitative data were analyzed to yield frequencies and percentages of respondents
checking each response category on particular closed-ended questions. For example, Table
8.1 shows the degree to which professors teaching qualitative research methods courses
themselves have had formal coursework in qualitative research. Glesne and Webb con
cluded from these results that

new faculty responsible fO( teaching qualitative methods courses generally have had more fO(
mal course work in qualitative methodology than olde(pmfesso~ . : .These p,:rcentages are
not smprising, since the offering ofqualitative research courses IS farrly recent~most colleges
ofeducation. ...What is smprising is that at each ofthe pmfessorate levels, a highe( percent
age ofwomen were trained in qualitative (esearch than men.23

The results shoWIl inTable 8.1 are consistentwith causal-comparative research design
(see Chapter 10). None of the three variables-professorial rank, gender, and amount of
qualitative-research coursework-was experimentally manipulated by the researchers.
The three variableswere related to each other in the data analysis in such a wayas to reveal
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personal appeal in the initial letter, you might try a professional appeal in the first foIl
upletteL 0

.Su~~essful f?llow-up letters usually take the approach that the researcher is COnfide
the mdiVldual WIshed to fill out the questionnaire, but perhaps because ofsome oversi
or an error on the researcher's part, it was overlooked. The follow-up letter then shOuld
peat the im~ortanceof the study and the value of the individual's contribution, but wf

thsomewhat different language and emphasis from that in the original letter. . .
Postcard reminders have been tried also, and in some cases they have been found

e~ectiveas letters. However, BlaineWorthen and E. J. Brezezinski found that a form lett:
WIth another copy of the questionnaire obtained up to 7 percent more responses tha):}
postcard with the same message.20 a

Figure 8.3 shows the pattern ofresponses reported in a reviewof98 experimental stud
ies on this problem. Although the reviewers point out that the results varied considerably
across studies, these average percentages suggest what can be expected from different
numbers offollow-ups. Afew ofthe studies used four or more follow-ups, but this did not
lead to a significant increase in returns over three follow-ups.

Suppose that you have a substantial percentage ofnonrespondents after reaching the
c~toffdate for the return of the questionnaires to be included in your data analysis. You

Chapter Eight/Collecting Research Data with Questionnaires and Interviews234
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24. Ibid., p. 262.

*lndicates that one respondent did not answer the question; the two lecturers were not included in the table.
Source: Table 1 on p. 255 in: Glesne, C, & Webb, R. (1993). Teaching qualitative research: Who does what? International

• Journal ofQualitative Studies in Education, 6, 253-266. Reprinted with permission of Taylor & Francis, Ltd.

Quantitative data collected by questionnaires can be analyzed bythe statistical meth
ods described in Chapter5. Methods for analyzing qualitative data are described in Chap
ter 14.

sample, (3) designing the interview format, (4) developing questions, (5) selecting and
training interviewers, (6) doing a pilot test ofthe interview procedures, (7) conducting the
interviews, and (8) analyzing the interview data25

Step 1: Defining the Purpose of the Interview
The first step in a studythatwill employ interviews to collect research data is to define the
purpose of the study. Your purpose will determine the nature ofthe interview because dif
ferent purposes require different levels of structure, types of questions, and interviewer
qualifications.

The different interests and orientations of researchers have given rise to different
types ofinterviews. Several have been developed for a particular purpose and context, but
you may be able to adapt tlJ.em for investigating your research problem. The following are
three major types ofresearch interviews: key informant interviews, survey interviews, and
group interviews.

KeyInformant Interviews
In a key informant interview, the interviewer collects data from individualswho have spe
cialknowledge or perceptions thatwould not otherwise be available to the researcher. Key
informants often have more knowledge, better communication skills, or different per
spectives than other members of the defined population.

A studybyEleanor Lynch, RenaLewis, and Diane Murphy illustrates the use ofkey in
formant interviews in educational research.26 The researchers described the purpose of
their study as follows:

The changing needs ofchildren with chronic illnesses pose some serious questions:
• How can school systems respond most effectively to the needs of children with chronic

illness?
• Should childrenbe served underspecial education? Ifyes, howcan procedures be adapted to

allowfor the week-to-week differences in children's educational needs?
• How can we ensure that adequate information is available to teachers and other school per

sonnelworkingwith children with chronic illnesses?
• What do families want for their children with chronic illness and how can schools help sup

port families' wisbes?27

The researchers identified two groups ofkey informants from whom to collect inter
view data relating to these questions. One group was school district personnel who were
in charge of services for children with chronic illnesses. This group could be expected to
have expertknowledge about the researchproblem beinginvestigated. The other group in
cluded parents of chronically ill children. The parents were key informants because they
had direct knowledge of their family's needs with respect to the chronically ill child. We
refer to this studybyLynch and her associates in the following sections to illustrate thevar
ious steps that are involved in using interviews in a research study.

Survey Interviews
The purpose ofsurveyinterviews is to supplement data that have been collected by other
methods. Margaret LeCompte, Judith Preissle, and Renata Tesch describe three types of

25. These steps are adapted from Stewart, C. J., & Cash, W. B., Jr. (1997). Interviewing: Principles and praeti<:es (8th
ed.). Madison, WI: Brown & Benchmark.

26. Lynch, E. w., Lewis, R. B., & Murphy, D. S. (1992). Educational services for children witb chronic illnesses: Per
spectives ofeducators and families. Exceptional Children, 59, 210-220.

27. Ibid., pp. 211-212.

25
19

6
28
12
16
18
7

11

Total

19 (76%)
17(68%)
2 (8%)

12(43%)
7(25%)
5(18%)
3(16%)
1 (5%)
2(11%)

UttIe or No Coursework (%)

6(24%)
2 (8%)
4 {16%)

16(57%)
5 (18%)

11 (39%)
15(83%)
6(33%)
9(50%)

Coursework (%)Title

Full Professors
Males*
Females

Associate Professors
Males
Females

Assistant Professors
Males
Females*

.Formal Coursework in Qualitative Research Taken by FacultyTeaching
Qualitative Methods Courses

potential cause-and-effect relationships. Inparticular, the observed relationship between
gender and coursework suggests (but by no means proves) that gender plaYs a causal role
in whether an individual chooses to specialize in qualitative research methods. Further re
search would be necessary to determine whether and howthese two variables are causally
related to each other.

We emphasize this feature ofGlesne andWebb's data analysis because it is commonly
assumed that questionnaires and interviews are only suitable, or most suitable, for de
scriptive research. In fact, questionnaires and interviews can be used in various research
designs.

Glesne and Webb included several comments from respondents in response to par
ticular questions. In this way; the reader is provided an ernic perspective, that is, the re
spondents' perspective on the phenomenon being studied. For example, they included
this comment from a respondent to an open-form question aboutwhat excites them about
teaching qualitative research methods courses:

1really enjoy and feel challenged to support students' research and their forays into what is
often new territory-seeing their eyes light up when they see what research can be and when
they move from "1 thought it'd be easier" to "Wow, 1never knew what was involvedJ"24

Steps in Preparing and Conducting Research Interviews
The steps involved in using interviews in educational research are similar to those involved
in using questionnaires. The steps are (1) defining the purpose ofthe study, (2) selecting a
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surve~ inte~ews. 28 The first ~e is the confinnation survey interview, which is a struc_
tured mtefVlewthat produces evIdence to confirm earlier findings. These interviews are
peciallyuseful in large-scale questionnaire studies where in-depthinterviewing cannot~c
carried out for all respondents. e

The second type of survey interview is the participant construct interview. which'
used to learn how informants strue:u:e their physical and social world The res~tis a s~~
ofcat~gory~temsusedbythe partICIpant. For example, leCompte conducted a research
study m.which she asked kindergarten children to tell her all the things they thought th
and therr te~chers,could d~ in kindergarten.29 The responses were used to develop a:;
pology of childrens percepttons of student and teacher roles. .

The third ~e of survey interview involves projective'techniques. Projective tech
~ques use ambIguous stimuli to elicit subconscious perceptions that cannot be observed
m the natural setting or solicited through regular interviewing. Projective techniques are
further explained in Chapter 7.

Fpcus Group Interviews

Agroup interview involves addressing questions to a group ofindividuals·who have been
assembled for this specific purpose. The individuals are selected because they arewell in
formed about the research topic.

Group interviews have been used extensively by social science researchers arid mar
keting researchers, who call them focus group interviews, or simply focus groups. Richard
Krueger and MaryAnne Casey identified the following as characteristics ofa focus group:

[It is] a carefully planned discussion designed to obtain perceptions on a defined area of inter
est in a permissiv~, no~tibrea~ening environment. It is conducted with approximately seven to
ten peo?~eby a skilled mterv:Jewer. The discussion is relaxed, comfortable, and often enjoyable
for particIpants as they share their ideas and perceptions. Group members influence each
other by responding to ideas and comments in the discussion.30

9ualitative researchers have become interested in the use of focus groups to collect
~ata m r~cent years. These researchers are finding that the interactions among the partic
Ipants snmulate them to state feelings, perceptions, and beliefs that they would not ex
~lress .if inte~ew~d in.dividually. Also, the focus group technique avoids putting the
mtefVlewers m a directtve role. They ask questions to initiate discussion, but then allow
participants to take major responsibility for stating their views and drawing out the views
ofothers in the group.

Procedures for selecting a focus group are described in the next section.

Step 2: Selecting a Sample
A sample of respondents should be selected using one of the quantitative or qualitative
sampling techniques described in Chapter 6. To study needed services for children with
chronic illnesses, Lynch and her associates selected two samples: (1) a stratified sample of
school districts in California, and (2) a nonrandom sample offaID.mes with such children.
Separate interviewguides were developed for respondents in each sample.

28. LeCompte, M. D., Preissle, J., & Tesch, R. (1993). Ethnographyandqualitativedesign in educatioTUll research (2nd
ed.). San Diego, CA: Academic Press.

29. LeCompte, M. D. (1980). The civilizing of children: How young children learn to become students. TheJournal
of11wugh~ 15, 10!H26.

30. Krueger, R A, & Casey. M. A (2000). Focus groups: A practical guide forappli£d research (3Id ed.). Thousand
Oaks, CA: Sage. Quote appears onp. 18.

Steps in Preparing and Conducting Research Interviews

Interviewers typically interview one respondent at a time, as in Lynch's study. It also is
possible to conduct a focus group interview, as we explained in the preceding section. The
focus group may consist of an established group, such as the teachers in a particular
schooL When using an established group, the researcher needs to be sensitive to pre
existing relationships among the group members. The focus group technique works best
when all members are on an equalbasis-forexample, all the teaching staffofa preschooL
If the school principal is included, the teachers may feel inhibited about sharing their ac
tual perceptions of the phenomena being investigated

Focus groups generallyinclude seven to ten individuals. This group size encourages a
wide sampling ofviews, but is not so large that some individuals do not have the oppor
tunity to speak.

When interviewing individuals, you can arrange to meetwith each respondent atyour
mutual convenience. In a focus group, however, all respondents must be assembled at the
same time and place. This is not an easytas!<, and so youwill need to follow systematic pro
cedures to ensure that it is accomplished successfully.31

Step 3: Designing the Interview Format
In quantitative research, the interview generally is structured to expose all respondents to
a nearly identical experience. Thus, the opening statement, interview questions, and clos
ing remarks should be carefully specified in advance to ensure that data from all respon
dents can be compared meaningfully. In qualitative research, however, the interview
format is not so tightly structured because the researcher's goal is to help respondents ex
press theirview of a phenomenon in their own terms.

Quantitative and qualitative research interviews also differ in whether the variables
are prespecified.In quantitative studies, the variables of interest to the researcher gener
ally are prespecified. For example, suppose the researcherwishes to determine the factors
that influence students to choose a particular major in college. Through a review ofthe lit
erature, the researcher might discover that parents, parents' friends, relatives, teachers,
and other students are possible sources of influence. In designing the interview the re
searcher could ask questions about each of these sources of influence, for exanJple: "Did
your father influence your choice of a major,"

Ifa similar studywere done from a qualitative researchperspective, there mightbe lit
tle or no prespecification ofvariables. Instead, the interview questions might be broader
in nature, for example: "Howdid you come to be an Economics major," At the stage ofan
alyzing the data, the researcher may choose to identify quantifiable variables or broad
themes and patterns.

Interview Formats in Qualitative Research
Michael Patton describes three basic approaches to collecting qualitative data through
open-endedinterviews.32The three approaches. which are describedbelow, varyin degree
ofstructure.

The irlfonnal conversational interview relies entirelyon the spontaneous generation
of questions in a natural interaction, typically one that occurs as part of ongoing partici
pant observation fieldwork. (Participant observation is explained in Chapter 9.) Because
the conversation appears natural, the research participants maynot even realize that they
are being interviewed.

31. Procedures for arranging a focus group meeting are described in Chapter 6 ofKrueger & Casey, Focus groups.
32. Patton, M. Q. (2001). Qualitative evaluation and research methods (3rd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
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The general interview guide approach involves outlining a set oftopics to be explored
with each respondent. The order in which the topics are explored and the wording of the
questions are not predetermined. They can be decided by the interviewer as the situation

evolves.
The standardized open-ended interview involves a predetermined sequence and

wording ofthe same set of questions to be asked of each respondent in order to minimize
the possibility ofbias. This approach is particularlyappropriate when several interviewers

are used to collect data.

Interview Formats in Quantitative Research
like qualitative research interviews, interviews in quantitative research vary in degree of
structure. The three basic approaches are described below.

The structured interview involves a series of closed-form questions that either have
yes-no answers or can be answered by selecting from among a set ofshort-answer choices.
The respondents' answers are not followed up to obtain greater de!,th, ~d thus are simi
lar to those obtained from a questionnaire. The advantage of an mteIVlewover a ques
tionnaire in this case, however, is that the response rate can be increased because the
interviewer can interactwith individuals to reduce the number ofunusable or"dont know"

responses. '.
The semistructured interview involves asking a series of structured questions and

then probing more deeply using open-form questions to obt~ additional inf9rm~ti~n.
For example, suppose a researcher is investigatingthe relationship between students. high
school experiences and their subsequent achievement in college. In one part of the mter
view, the interviewer might try to elicit significant experiences in coursework byas~gall
respondents: "What course did you like best?" Suppose the respond~ntansw~rs, I.liked
chemistry best because the teacher made it interesting." At this pomt, the mteIVlewer
might probe by asking: "How did the teacher make it interesting?" Another respondent
might say, "I liked my government class because we talked about real-life problems." The
interviewer then might probe by asking such questions as: "What are some examples of
these problems?" and "Why did you find these problems interesting?" In~ese twoe~
pIes, the interviewer began with the same initial question, but asked different probmg
questions based on the respondent's answer. This interview approach has the advantage
of providing reasonably standard data across respondents, but of greater depth than can

be obtained from a structured interview.
The study of children with chronic illness that we have been describing invol.ve~a

semistructured telephone interview. When an appropriate respondent from ea~h dis~ct
was identified, this individual was sent an information packet that included the mte~ew
protocol. This procedure provided the respondent an opportunity to reviewthe questions
and prepare for the interview. Specific questions were drafted and formatted by the ~ee
researchers working as a team, reviewed and revised by State Department o~Education
personnel who had content and research expertise, and subjected :0 final reVIe~and re
vision byan advisorycommittee composed ofexperts or representati~esfrO~~ouscon
stituencies (e.g., a special educator, a teacher, a parent of a chromcally ill child, and a

university student who had a chronic illness). ..'
The unstructured interview does not involve a detailed mteIVlew guIde. Instead, the

interviewer asks questions that gradually lead the respondent to give the desired inforrn~
tion. Usually the type of information sought is difficult for the respondent~o express or IS
psychologically sensitive. For ~s reaso~ th.e intervi~we: must a~apt continu~uslyto the
respondent's state ofmind. This format IS highly subjective and time-consummg.

Telephone Interviews
The telepho~eco~onlyis ~sed for interviewing because it is much less expensive than
face-.to-face mten:ews, espeClallywhen the sample is geographically dispersed. Although
relatively low cost IS the greatest advantage of telephone interviews, they have other sig
nificant advantages as well:

1. Y?U can select respondents from a broader accessible population than if inter
VIewers needed to travel to the location ofeach respondent.

2. B.ecause all interviewers can work from a central location, monitoring of inter
VIews and quality control is easier.

3. little cost is inCl1ITed when no one answers, making frequent callbacks feasible.
4. ~any groups, suGh as business people, school personnel, and parents, are eas

Ier to reach by telephone than by personal visits.
5. Telephone interviewing provides safe access to dangerous locations and access

to restricted locations where interviewers might not be admitted.

There is some evidence that telephone interviews can be used to collect sensitive data.
o.ne study found that.for no.nthreatening questions respondents' distortions were slightly
~gher for telephone mteIVlews than for face-to-face interviews.33 For threatening ques
non~, the r~versewas ~e.Although it would seem easier to establish rapport in a face-to
face mteIVlew, the physIcal presence ofthe interviewer might increase theperceived threat
of ~uesti~nsabout sens~tivetopics. Hanging up a phone obviously}s easier than ejecting
an mteIVlewer from ones home or office. Nevertheless, some investigators have been suc
c~ssful in.c.omple~g a very high percentage of telephone interviews, even when dealing
WIth senSItive tOPICS. In one study, completed interviews were obtained from 74 percent of
the sample in personal interviews and 70 percent in telephone interviews.34 Because the
same items were used for the personal and telephone intervieWS, it was possible to com
pare the responses for the two methods. The results generallywere verysinIilar over a wide
range of topics and item formats. .

When selecting a sample for a telephone interview, you will need the telephone num
ber of each individual whom you select. Ifyou use an organization's directory to select a
sample, the members' telephone numbers may be listed. If not, you will need to deter
mine the phone numbers by another procedure. The city telephone directory is useful, ex
cept for individuals who have unlisted numbers. (CD-ROMs andWeb databases listing all
telephone numbers in the United States are available as weIl.) Keep in mind that some in
dividuals, especially those with low incomes, do not have telephones.

You should avoid eliminating individuals selected for your sample because their tele
phone number is unlisted or theyhave no telephone. To do so would create a biased sam
ple, and thus weaken the generalizability ofyour research results.

As we noted above, the studybyLynch and her associates concerning the educational
needs of children with chronic illnesses was conducted by telephone.

Computer-Assisted Telephone Interviews
Computer-assisted telephone interviews involve the use of a computer to ~ist in gath
ering information from telephone interviews. This method virtually eliminates two major

33. Graves, R M., & Kahn, R L (1979) Surveys by telephone:A national comparison with personal interviews. New
York: Academic Press.

34. Ibid.
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242 Chapter EighVColiecting Research Data with Questionnaires and Interviews

sources ofcommon errors in interviews, namely, recording data in the wrong place on til
form and asking the wrong questions. Most telephone interviews require the interviewee
to jump to a different part of the form depending on the response of the person in r
viewed. For example, ifthe question is "Are you employed?" a "yes" response might call fo
the interviewer to check this response on the interview guide and then turn three pages t
a set of questions on mode of employment. lf the interviewer does not turn the corred
number ofpages, inappropriate questions maybe asked next, with the possible result ofa
bailly shortened interview.

This problem can be avoided bydeveloping a computer program that not onlyrecords
the subject's responses, but also branches to the next question that should be asked. For
example, as the interviewer types ''yes'' (or a code like"Y") into the computer, the response
will be recorded and the computer can be programmed to jump three pages in the COm
puter file containing the interview guide and display the first question on mode of em
ployment. The interviewer does not have to worry about turning pages, nor does she even
see any inappropriate questions. The next question that appears is the one needed. Re
sponse accuracy generally increases with such computer-assisted interview techniques,
because the interviewer can concentrate on responses rather than worryabout what qUes
tion to ask next. Also, because the interviewees' responses are entered into a computerfile
while the interviewis in progress, the data are ready for statistical analysis by computer as
soon as all the interviews are completed.

Step 4: Developing Questions
Whether questions are developed in advance of the interview or during each interview it
self depends mainly on the type of interview. The unstructured interview in quantitative
research and the informal conversational interviewin qualitative research involve on-the
spot fpnp.uliltion of questions, based on a general plan and the interviewer's reading of
relevant characteristics of each respondent (e.g., level of poise, talkativeness,.and intelli
gence). The other interview formats make greater use of prespecified closed-form and
open-form questions. For example, in the study of the needs of children With chronic ill
nesses, a series ofopen-form and closed-form questions was used.

The formulation ofgood questions in interviews at the unstructured end of the con
tim,lum depends on the interviewer's ability to think on his feet during the interview
process. Developing questions for more structured interviews is best done by designing
and trying out an interview guide. An intervjew guide specifies the questions, the se
quence in which they are to be asked, and guidelines for what the interviewer is to say at
the beginning and end ofeach interview. The interview guide should list the response op
tions for each closed-form question and provide space for the interviewer to write down
answers that do not fit prespecified response categories.

Figure 8.4 shows an interyiew guide from a studyby MichaelAnn Rossi. Herresearch
project involved case studies p.f"teacher-leaders" in mathematics, that is, teachers who
had participated in a special mathematics institute and returned to their school district
in a leadership role to improve mathematics instruction. Rossi was particularly inter
ested in the strategies and skills ofthese teamer-leaders, and the outcomes that they ef
fected. Her data-collection method involved interviewing each teacher-leader, the
teacher-leader's supervisor, and teachers with whom the teacher-leader had worked.
Separate interview guides were developed for each of these groups. The interview guide
shown in Figure 8.4 was for interviewing teachers with whom the teamer-leader had
worked.

Steps in Preparing and Conducting Research Interviews

Guide for Interviewing Teachers Who Had Worked with aTeacher-Leader

(Start by alluding to introduction from teacher-leader.) This is a visit to get acquainted. It's not an
evaluation ofyou, of your school program, or of the teacher-leader. Iwould like to get a picture of math
ematics teaChing and learning in your schooL My main focus is how you have worked with other peo
ple along the way regarding getting help with mathematics teaching and learning. I want to understand
the story since until now. I have a number of speCific questIons to ask.

1. Background
a. Name
b. Job title (or role)
c. Thumbnail sketch of your job; what you do, who you work with.
d. How long have you been teaching?
e. How long have you been in this school?

2. I'm interested in the flavor or feeling in the schooL
a. Can you give me 3 or 4 adjectives that would describe that? ..
b. Can you think back to when your school first got involved with changing mathematIcs teaching

and learning?
• when was that?
• why did the school get involved?
• how did you personally get involved?
• what did you expect?
• what do you think the teacher-leader expected?

c. Could you give me a quick sketch of how mathematics teaching and learning is changing in your
school right now?
• are teachers involved as individuals?
• how many are involved?
• what is the role of the principal? is she supportive of change, or blocking it?
• what is the purpose of the change?
• what procedures or gUidelines are followed, methods used?
• what does the teacher-leader do?

3. a. Describe your involvement since that time. . .
b. What contact have you had with others who are involved? (Especially PROBE for communIcatIon,

cooperation, peer coaching)
c. Are there stages or phases that can be identified regarding your involvement with the change?

Your school's involvement?
4. Generally speaking, what do you see as the teacher-leader's main role?

a. What's been her main contribution to your school's mathematics program?
b. Can you give me a few adjectives to describe herstyle, way of working with people?
c. What do you see as her special strengths?
d. Could you tell me about a specific incident when _ was especially helpful?

• What did she do?
• Why did you think this was helpful?
• What skills did you see her using in this situation?

e. Now let's take another incident.
• What did she do, in detail?
• Why did you think this was helpful?
• What skills did you see her using in this situation?

f. Do you think herskills and strengths have changed since you've known her? (GET IllUSTRATIONS
AND EXAMPLES)

g. Ask questions d, e, and f except use practical rather than helpful.

continued
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F,GURE 8.4 Continued

5. I'm interested in the program's results. For (1) you, (2) other teachers, and (3) the students:
a. What results have occurred?
b. Why do you think these results happened?
c. In your opinion, how did _ contribute to these results?

6. a. What would you say are the necessary ingredients of success in this kind of program?
b. Specifically, what recommendations do you have for how Math Project teacher-leaders work an

who is selected?
7. Do you have anything else to add?

Source: Appendix Fin: Rossi, M. A. (1993). The Califomia Mathematics Project: Empowering elementary teachers to
be leaders and change agents in mathematics reform Dissertation Abstracts International. 54 (09), 3314A. (UMI No
9405218)

Step 5: Selecting and Training Interviewers
You will need to decide how many interviewers to employ and whether they must have
special qualifications. The most important selection criterion is the int~rview~r'sa~ili~to
relate to respondents positively. An interviewer who might do a fine Job of mtervIewmg
successful teachers might be totallyunsuited to interview unmarried pre~antteenagers,
for example.

Matching
There is evidence to indicate that matching interviewers and respondents on such vari
ables as social class, race, age, and gender is likely to produce more valid responses.35The
interviewer's gender is of particular concern to some research~rs.Males.and ~emales tra
ditionallyhave been involved mainly in superordinate-subordinate relationship patterns.
These patterns can affect the interviewer-respondent relationship, especiallywhen the in
terviewer is male and the respondent is female.

To clarify the influence ofgender,36Ann OaIcIey identifie~ am~c~eparadi~ ro:d
a feminine paradigm in interviewing. In the masculine paradigm, illtervIewers mamtam
a superordinate, emotionally neutral stance toward the resp~n~ez:t,az:d they co~:rol

what the respondent says. In contrast, status differences are mmmuzed ill the femmme
paradigm; the interviewers share their human side; and they give the. respond~nts
greater freedom to speak as they wish. In selecting interviewers, you Illight c~nslder
whether these paradigm distinctions are relevant to your study. Ifr~lev~t,you will need
to decide which paradigm is most appropriate to your research objectives and whether
male or female interviewers are likely to be more effective. You should not assume,
though, that only men can follow the masculine paradigm and onlywomen the feminine
paradigm.

Respondentsas Interviewers
Some researchers recommend selecting interviewers from the respondent target popula
tion. An example of this approach is an investigation of at-risk students in urban high

35. For examples ofresearch studies that have explored tibese variab~es; see: Nederhof, A. J. (1981): Impact ofinter
viewer's sex on volunteeringbyfemales. PerceptuLllandMororSkills, 52, 25-26; Shosteck, H. (1977). Respondent
militancy as a control variable for interviewereff",:!-~ou~ofSOciallssues, 33, 3&-45.. . .

36. Oakley; A. (I981). Interviewing women; A contradietton m terms. In H. Roberts (Ed.), Domgfemzntst research
(pp. 30--61). London: Routledge & Kegan.

Steps in Preparing and Conducting Research Interviews

ools byEdwin Farrell, George Peguero, Rasheed Lindsey, and RonaldWhite.37The study
volved an ethnographic perspective, and interviewing was the prinIary method of data
llection. In designing the study, the principal investigator <Farrell) noted the difficulty of

, "a white, middle class, middle-aged academic," collecting data in "a social setting
de up, for the mostpart, oflow-income black and Hispanic adolescents."38 Farrell dealt

'th the problem byrecruiting students from the target population (students identified as
risk ofdropping out ofhigh school) to serve as interviewers. Sevenstudents collected the
terviewdata and also participated in the data analysis. Three ofthe students who worked

for the duration ofthe project were listed as co-authors ofthe journal article reporting the
stUdy's findings.

Training ofInterviewers •
Once interviewers are selected, all of them should be given training. The amount oftrain
ingneeded will be greater as the depth ofthe interview increases and structure decreases.
The training usually is carried out in two phases. In the first phase, the trainees study the
interviewguide and learn about the interviewconditions (e.g., logistics, necessarycontrols
and safeguards, topics beinginvestigated). The researcher's hypotheses orexpected results
should not be discussed with the interviewers at this point, because theyare likely to bias
the interviewers' perceptions. Interviewers should become so familiar with the interview
guide (wording, format, recording procedures, and allowable probes) that they can con
duct the interview in a·conversational manner without hesitating, backtracking, or need
ing to reread or study the guide.

In the second phase of training, trainees should conduct practice interviews and re
ceive corrective feedback until their performance becomes polished and reaches the de
sired level ofstandardization or structure, objectivity, and reliability.Videotape recordings
of practice interviews are quite effective in providing models ofacceptable interviewing
techniques and in givingcorrective feedback. The videotape can be replayed several times
so that trainees can locate procedural errors, suggestbetterprocedures, and discuss alter
native ways of dealing with problems that arise.

Depending on the interview task, some trainees may not be able to achieve the crite
rion standards ofperformance. Other trainees may not be able to staywith the project for
its duration. For example, in the study ofat-riskstudents described above, four student in
terviewers left the project at various points in time. Ifyou think that these problems are
likely to arise in your study, you should consider recruiting and training more interview
ers than you actually need.

In the studyofchildren with chronic illnesses, one ofthe research team members, two
graduate students, and a professional interviewer were trained in general techniques of
telephone interviewing, use ofthe two interview guides, and procedures for recording re
sponses. All interviewers were c1Iecked initially by a membe~ of th~ research team t? ez:
sure that they were accurate, appropriate, and consistent ill therr approach. Penodic
checks also were made throughout the study.

Interviewers who will conduct informal or unstructured interviews typical ofqualita
tive research require special preparation. They should have access to senior research~rs
who can impart their artistry and experience. Also, senior researchers can model the ill
terviewing process and supervise newinterviewers as they practice the process.

37. FarrelL E., Peguero, G., Lindsey, R, & Wbite, R (1988). Giviog voice to high scbool students: Pressure aod bore-
dam, 'yaknowwhatI'm sayin'?' American EducationalResearch]oumal, 25, 489-502.

38. Ibid., p. 490.
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Step 6: Pilot-Testing the Interview
Although interviews provide valuable data, they are quite susceptible to bias. Therefore'
the interview guide and procedures should be pilot-tested to ensure that they will Yield,
reasonably unbiased data. During the pilot interviews the researcher should be alen td
communicationproblems, evidence ofinadequate motivation on the part ofrespondentsf
and other clues that suggest the need for rephrasing questions or revising the procedure~
The pilottest also can be used to identify threatening questions. Norman Bradburn and hiS
associates defined a question as threatening when 20 percent or more of the respondents
feel that most people would be veryuneasy talking about the topic.39 This criterion can be
employed in the pilot test to identify such questions. lf there are threatening questions
procedures should be developed to lower or eliminate their threat value. '

Several methods of opening the interview should be tried to determine the one that
establishes the best rappon and cooperation. Also, the researcher should evaluate meth
ods of recording interview data to determine whether adequate information is being
recorded, whether the recording method causes excessive brealcs in the interview situa
tion, and whether methods for coding and analyzing the interview data are sound.

Tape recording pilot-test interviews is important even if a tape recorder will not be
used during the regular interview procedure. By playing back the interview, interviewers
can gain insights into their handling ofthe questions and become aware ofproblems that
escaped them during the interview itself.

Interviewers also should consider selecting a subgroup from the pilot sample to
check the wording of interview items. As we discussed in the section on questionnaire
pilot-testing, there is evidence that the same item can be interpreted differentlyby differ
ent respondents. If this happens, the validity of the interview is threatened. By pretesting
items, you can identify those that are ambiguous and revise them until all or most re
spondents interpret them similarly.

Step 7: Conducting tha.Interview
Researchers have discovered many interviewer behaviors that affect the quality of data
yielded bythe interviewmethod.A list ofrecommended behaviors, compiled from various
sources, is presented in Figure 8.5. Most apply to interviews conducted in the context ofei
ther quantitative research or qualitative research.

InteruiewingTasks
Researchers should consider reviewing the list ofinterview guidelines shown in Figure 8.5
to determine those that are important for the particular interviews that theywill conduct
or will train others to conduct. In addition, they should consider how theywW handle the
following interview tasks.4o .

Decidinghow to presentoneself. The interviewerwill need to decide what type ofper
sonal image to present to respondents. For example, suppose that the interviewer's re
spondents are teachers. The interviewer might decide to present herself as both a
researcher and a teacher (assuming that she has had teaching experience). In openingthe
interview, then, she might say something about why she is a researcher and also describe
her background in teaching. The latter information might help to establish trust and rap
port with respondents.

39. Bradburn. N. M.• Sudman. S.• et al. (1981). Improving interoiewmethodandquestionnairedesign. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass.

40. These tasks were adapted from: Fontana, A, & Frey, J. H. (1994). Interviewing: The art ofscience. In N. K Den
zin & Y. S. Lincolo (Eds.), Handbook ofqualitative research (pp. 361-376). Thousand Oaks. CA: Sage.

Steps in Preparing and Conducting Research Interviews

Guidelines for Conducting aResearch Interview

1. Assure respondents of absolute confidentiality before beginning the interview. If necessary. explain
the procedures that will be used to assure confidentiality.

2. Build rapport by engaging in small talk before beginning the interview and by using an everyday con
versational style.

3. Save complex or controversial questions for the latter part of the interview after rapport has been
established.

4. Explain the potential benefits of the study to the respondents. .
5. The interviewer should talk less than the respondent. As a rule, the less the interviewer talks. the

more information is proiluced.
6. Pose questions in language that is clear and meaningful to the respondent.
7. Ask questions that contain only a single idea.
8. In phrasing questions, specify the frame of reference you want the respondent to use in answering

the question. for example, ask. "What do you think of the way your child's teacher handles parent
teacher conferences?" rather than "What do you think ofthe teacher your child has this year?" The
latter question might be appropriate, however. if the goal is to determine the respondent's salient
frames of reference.

9. Use simple probes when appropriate, for example, "Can you tell me more about that?"
10.Avoid contradicting or appearing to cross-examine the respondent.
11. Do not hint---€ither by specific comment, tone of voice, or nonverbal cues such as shaking the

head-at preferred or expected responses to a particular question.
12.lf a respondent seems threatened by a specific topic, move on to another one. Try returning to the

topic later, with different phrasing.
13.When posing threatening or sensitive questions, ask the respondent about the behavior of friends

as well as about the respondent's own behavior.
14. Do not ask many closed-form questions in succession.
15. Do not change interview topics too often.
16.Avoid leading questions, for eXqmple ask, "What is your opinion of federal aid to education?" in

stead of "Do you favor federal aid to education?" However, in some cases a leading question may
be asked to elicit a particular type of information from the respondent.

Other aspects of the interviewer's image need to be considered as well, among the~
being dress, institutional affiliation, ethnicity, and life experiences. The researcher will
need to consider the respondents carefully to determine which aspects ofthe interviewer's
image are likely to be salient to them, andwhether these aspects ofimage are likely to have
an adverse or positive effect on the interview process. .

Establishingrapport. The interviewer needs to decide howmuch rapport to establish
with each respondent. Superficial rapport may be sufficient if the respondent appears
comfortable with the interview process. Stronger rapport is necessary if the interviewer
wishes the respondent to reveal deeply personal or sensitive information. Beyond a certain
point, however, building rapport might work against the interviewe.r. For~ple, the .re
spondent might feel so comfortable that he chooses to spend the mtervIew time talking
about matters that are irrelevant to the researcher's purposes.

Gaining trust. Trust can be an important factor in the interview pro~ss!f.sensitiv:e
topics are to be discussed. For example, school administrators may be qwte~g to <¥
wIge their views about the best way to improve school climate. It may.be an entir~lydif
ferent matter to ask their opinion about whether schools should prOVIde counseling for
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248 Chapter Eight/Collecting Research Data with Questionnaires and Interviews

students who feel confused about their sexual orientation. Ifsensitive topics are the focus
ofthe research study, the interviewer will need to establish a deep level of trust in order to
obtain the desired data.

Understanding the respondents' language and culture. Interviewers should have a
good understanding ofthe language and culture oftheir respondents, especiallyifnuances
of language and culture are important to understanding the phenomena being investi
gated. For example, suppose the interviewer is collecting data from computereducators in
a variety of institutional settings. In the course ofan interview, a computer educator may
use technical language and refer to various aspects ofhis workplace. Ifthe interviewer does
not understand the terminology and workplace, his ability to probe responses and take
notes could be significantly impaired. This problem can be remedied to an extent ifthe in
terviewer realizes when he is not comprehending the respondent's comments and feels
sufficiently comfortable to ask for clarification.

Being sensitive to nonverbal information. The interviewer will need to decide what
aspects of the respondent's behavior to focus on during the interviewprocess. Will the in
terviewer attend only to what the respondent says, or will she also attend to the respon
dent's nonverbal communication?

Raymond Gorden distinguished between four types ofnonverbal communication:

Prox£mic communication is the use ofinterpersonal space to communicate attitudes, chro
nemics communication is the use ofpacing ofspeech and length ofsilence in conversation,
kinesic communication includes any bodymovements or postures, and paralinguistic
communication includes all the variations in volume, pitch and quality ofvoice.41

Anyone of these forms of nonverbal communication can be a significant source of re
search data. Ifdesired, the interviewers can be trained to observe and take notes on their
manifestations in the interview process.

RecordingInterview Data
Note taking or tape recording are the usual methods for preserving the information col
lected in an interview. Before choosing one ofthese methods, the interviewer should con
sider carefully the advantages and disadvantages ofeach.

Ifan interviewguide is used, the interviewer probably should take handwritten notes
directly on a copy ofthe interviewguide. An alternative is to use a laptop computer: As the
respondent answers questions, the responses can be keyboarded directly into a computer
file. The chief advantage ofnote taking is that it facilitates data analysis. The information
is readily accessible and much ofit might alreadyhave been classified into appropriate re
sponse categories by the interviewer.

A disadvantage ofnote taking is that it might disrupt the effectiveness ofthe ,commu
nication between interviewer and respondent.When questions dealwith simple factual in
formation, respondents typicallyexpect their answers to be written down, and mayappear
upset iftheyare not. On the other hand, ifrespondents are asked to reveal sensitive or co~
fidential information, note taking may distract them and prevent them from giving infor
mation they otherwise might have given. In this case, the interviewer should consider
delaying note taking until after the interview is completed and the respondent has left the
setting. The risk is that the interviewerwill forget important details, particularly those thal
disagree with the interviewer's expectations.

41. Gorden, It L (1980). InterViewing: Strategy, techniques, and tactics (3rd ed.). Homewood, lL: Dorsey, Quote ap
pears on p. 335.

Steps in Preparing and Conducting Research Interviews

The use of tape recorders has several advantages over note takingfor recording inter
view data for research. Most importantly, it reduces the tendency of interviewers to make
an unconscious selection ofdata favoring their biases.The tape recordingprovides a com
plete verbal record, and it can be studied much more thoroughly than data in the form of
interviewer notes. Atape recorder also speeds up the interview process because there is no
need for extensive note taking. Furthermore, ifthe interviewis tape-recorded, two ormore
individuals who are trained in your data analysis procedures can listen to the tape--or
read the transcript-and code it independently. The reliabilityoftheir frequency counts or
ratings can then be determined.

The main disadvantage oftape recording an interview is that the presence ofthe tape
recorder changes the interview situation to some degree. In interviews involving highly
personal information, respondents might be reluctant to express their feelings freely~they
knowthat their responses are being recorded. The interviewer should carefullyexplam the
purpose ofthe recording and gain the confidence ofthe respondent, so as to minimize any
undesirable effects ofhaving the interview recorded.

In doing telephone interviews, you can purchase a duplex recording jack that con
nects the telephone and the tape recorder that you plan to use. As soon as the phone is
picked up, the recorder will begin recording, and it will record until the phone is hung
up. This method ofrecording telephone conversations is legal as long as one of the par
ties on the telephone knows it is occurring. Of course, research ethics require that you
inform the person to whom you are speaking that the telephone interview is being tape
recorded.

You might wish to transcribe the taped material using a typewriter or word processor.
Ifso, you can purchase a foot pedal that is connected to the tape recorder with a jack. You
can listen to the tape eitherwith earphones or though the regular speaker~Whenyou have
heard a short segment, you simply press the foot pedal to stop the tape while you record
that segment. Then you press the foot pedal again to start the tape.

Software is nowavailable to tum a computer into a tape recorder. This capability is es
pecially useful if you have a power-book computer that you can take to sites where you
plan to conduct interviews. The software allows you to record the interview, make nota
tions in the recording, and control the replay to facilitate transcription. Other software is
available to convert an audio recording or dictation into text.42

Whichever recording method you use, practice usually is necessary.You should reach
a level of automaticity in your recording skills so that you can focus your attention on the
interviewprocess rather than on the recording process. Also, practice might identifyprob
lelllS and issues that are best addressed prior to formal data collection.

Step 8: Analyzing Interview Data
The analysis of responses to closed-form interview questions is straightforward. It is typi
cal to calculate the percentage of respondents who indicated each response option for
each item. For example, in the study of children with chronic illnesses, Lynch and her as
sociates computed the percentage of school district personnel (N=80) and family mem
bers (N= 72) who mentioned barriers to services for this type ofchild. The percentages are
shown in Table 8.2. Note that only barriers mentioned by at least five respondents in each
sample are included in the table.

42. Specific tape-recording and dictation softwarepro~ are described ~: Fette,:",an, D, M., (1998). Webs of
meaning: Computer and internet resources for educattonal research and mstruetion. EducatIonal Researcher.
27(3),22-30.
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43. Kuh, G. D. (1993). In their own words: What students learn outside the classroom. American Educational Re·
searchlournal, 30, 277-304.

Source: Table 2 on p. 215 in: lynch, E.W., lewis, R. B., & Murphy, D. S. (1992). Exceptional
Children, 59, 210-220. Copyright 1992 by The Council for Exceptional Children. Repnnted with

permission.

5. The researcher used the category system to code all 149 transcripts. In other
words, each mention ofan outcome in an interview was coded as an instance of
a particular category.

The following~ee categories illustrate the types ofoutcomes mentioned bystudents:
(1) self-awareness (mcludes self-examination, spirituality), (2) social competence (includes
capacity for intimacy, working with others, teamwork, leadership, dealing with others, as
se~~~nes~, flexibility, pUb~c spealcing, communication, patience), and (3) knowledge ac
qUiSIttOn (mcludes academIC and course·related learning, content mastery). Kuh reponed
the mean number of times that each of these outcome categories was mentioned by the
sample of 149 students, and the percentage ofstudents who mentioned it 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
or more times. For example, the mean number ofinterview statements that were coded as
the self-awareness outcome was 1.07 (standard deviation =1.19). Fortypercent ofthe sam
ple did not mention it at all, 33 percent mentioned it once, 11 percent mentioned it twice,
11 percent mentioned it 3 times, 4 percent mentioned it 4 times, and 1 percent mentioned
it 5 or more times.

lfthe interview data were collected in the context ofa qualitative research study, they
could be analyzed by several methods, includingthe grounded-theory approach described
in Chapter 14.The choice ofdata-analysis approach will be detennined in large part bythe
type of qualitative research that is being done. For example, an anthropologist who has
done ethnographic interviews will study interview data from a different perspective than
a historian who has done oral history interviews. These various perspectives are discussed
in the chapters on qualitative research traditions (Chapters 15 and 16).

7
6

23
22
10
9
7
7
7
6

9.7
8.3

28.8
27.5
12.5
11.3
8.8
8.8
8.8
7.5

Teachers don't understand child's needs
School systems and teachers are

misinformed about the illness

Family

District

The analysis of responses to open-form questions req~es the deve!opment of a
category system. An example of this approach c.an be foun: m George Kuhs study of.the
impact ofout-of-class experiences on stude?-ts m c~lleg~. A t?tal of 14~ college s.eruors
at twelve institutions were interviewed by eight tramed mterYlewers usmg a semIs~c
tured interview guide. The interviews were transcribed and then ~~yzedto determIne
what types of outcomes were mentioned by students. The analYSis mvolved a five-step
procedure:

1. A doctoral student read all the transcripts and developed a set ofeight cate-
gories of outcomes mentioned by the college students. .

2. Another individual read a sample ofthe transcripts, and based on her analysIs,
the outcomes were revised and expanded to ten categories.

3. Four readers analyzed a transcript using the set ofcategories de~elopedin step
2. Their work resulted in an expanded set of 13 outcome categones. .

4. The four readers analyzed four more transcripts, using the set of categones de
veloped in step 3. Their work resulted in several minor revisions to the cate
gories and the addition ofan "other" category.for miscellaneous outcomes.

Lack of adequate funding
Lack of public and staff awareness
Inadequate services
Not enough teachers for these students
Children fall behind in their schoolwork
Children's absences
Uncooperative parents
Responsibility in the system for these

students unclear

Barriers to Services for Chronically ill Children Cited More
Than Five ilIlles by Districts or Families
Barrier Percentage Cited Number
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tI SELF-CHECK TEST

252 Chapter Eight/Collecting Research Data with Questionnaires and Interviews

Circle the correct answer to each of the following questions.
The answers are provided at the back of the book.

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVES

• Collecting Research Data through
Observation and Content Analysis

8. Describe seven types of observer ef
fects that weaken the validity and re
liability of quantitative observational
data, and procedures that can be
used to minimize or avoid each
effect.

9. State three ways in which observation
in quantitative research differs from
observation in qualitative research.

10. Describe the various roles that ob
servers play in quantitative research.

11. Identify the three stages of observation
in a qualitative research study.

12. Explain how observers in a qualitative
research study prepare themselves and

. gain entry into a field setting.
13. Describe various methods for record-
• ing obsel'Vational data in qualitative

research.
14. Describe four types of observer effects

in qualitative research and 'procedures
that can be used to minimize each
effect.

1. State the advantages and limitations of
observation compared to other data
collection methods.

2. Explain the differences between de
scriptive, inferential, and evaluative ob
servational variables.

3. Explain the differences between dura
tion, frequency-count, interval, and
continuous procedures for recording
observations.

4. State advantages and disadvantages of
using a standard observation form in a
research project.

5. Explain how video recorders, audio
recorders, and computers can be used
to record observational data.

6. Describe an effective procedure for se
lecting and training observers for a
quantitative research study.

7. Explain the differences between
criterion-related observer reliability,
intra-observer reliability, and inter
observer reliability.

After studying this chapter, you should be able to

Rather than relying solely on people's self-reports of events, many researchers prefer to make
their own observations. Much of this chapter concerns the methods that quantitative and qual
itative researchers use in making systematic observations of others. We also describe procedures
for collecting observational data without the awareness of research participants. In the last sec
tion of the chapter, we explain how various types of artifacts and written communications found
in natural settings can be analyzed to provide valuable research data.

6. Research has found that respondents who do not
return the first questionnaire mailed to them
a. do not respond to follow-ups unless accompa_

nied by a cash reward.
b. will respond in greater numbers if more than on

follow-up mailing is done. e
c. have very different personality characteristics

than individuals who do complete the first ques
tionnaire mailed to them.

d. have poor reading skills.
7. Compared with a mailed questionnaire, the princi

pal advantage of the interview is the
a. low cost of data collection.
b. depth of information collected.
c. ease of administration.
d. high reliability of the obtained data.

8. The research interview has the follOWing disadvan
tage(s):
a. The respondent needs a high level of verbal

skills.
b.lt is not possible to probe unclear responses.
c. It is subject to interviewer biCiS.
d. All of the above.

9. The principal disadvantage of tape recording a re-
search interview is the .
a. change that it produces in the interview

situation.
b. cost of the eqUipment that is required.
c. superficiality of the obtained data.
d.low validity of tape-recorded data compared to

that of data obtained from notes.
10. It is good interview technique to

a. ask leading questions.
b. avoid engaging in small talk before starting the

formal interview.·
c. cross-examine respondents if they seem deceptive.
d. make sure that respondents understand the pur

pose of each question asked.

1. In research, interviews differ from questionnaires in
that
a. the respondent controls the response situation.
b. the respondent is asked to provide personal

information.
c. the question sequence and wording can vary

with each respondent.
d. responses to factual questions tend to be more

accurate.
2. The most basic consideration in selecting respon

dents for a questionnaire study is to
a. determine the sample size.
b. select a sample that has the desired information.
c. select the data-collection method that respon

dents prefer.
d. study a population with which you are familiar.

3. A major problem with anonymous questionnaires,
compared with questionnaires that identify the re
spondent, is that
a. the return rate is much lower.
b. respondents are less likely to provide valid

information.
c. follow-up procedures cannot be used.
d. all of the above.

4. Pretesting in questionnaire research can be used to
a. determine if the individuals to be sampled have

sufficient knowledge to give meaningful
responses.

b. determine the likely response rate to the
questionnaire.

c. revise the questionnaire items to reduce the pos
sibility of misinterpretations.

d. all of the above.
5. In writing a cover letter to accompany a mailed

questionnaire, a researcher would be well advised
to
a. request that the questionnaire be returned by a

certain date.
b. avoid setting a time limit for return of the

questionnaire.
c. describe the consequences if the questionnaire is

not returned by a certain date.
d. avoid associating the research project with a pro

fessional institution.
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254 Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data

15. State the advantages and limitations of
unobtrusive measures and the study of
material culture.

16. Describe the steps that a quantitative
researcher follows in doing a content
analysis.

Introduction

17. Describe the steps that a qualitative re
searcher follows in analyzing docu
ments and records.

Procedures for Observation in Quantitative Research

ferent assumptions about the nature of the social r ali .
role as observers. e ty bemg observed and about their

These assumptions are discussed' Ch .
studying this chapter. Then, as you rea~abo~tte:~w.hiC~wereco~e~dyou read before
observation and Content analysis in this chapte(w .tit~nve and qUali~atlvea~proachesto
best satisfies your own epistemological assum ti e m~teyou to consIderwhich approach
inquiry. We also invite you to consider whethtr ~nsa out the nature ofsocialre~~ and
complementary understandings of the ed n' e two a~proaches lead to conflicting or

uca on enterpnse.

255

In Chapters 7 and 8we considered tests, questionnaires, and interviews as methods for col
lectingresearch data All ofthem rely onself-report byresearch participants.Although self
reports usually are easy to obtain, many individuals bias the information they offer about
themselves, or they cannot recall accurately the events of interest to the researcher.I

An alternative to self-report is to observe the behavior and s()cial and material envi
ronment of the individuals being studied. Researchers within both quantitative and qUal
itative traditions have developed systematic methods for this purpose. If used properly;
these observational methods avoid the inaccuracy and bias of some self-report data For
example, Lee Sechrest suggested that social attitudes like prejudice are best studied
through observation in natural, real-life situations (called naturalistic observation) be
cause self-reports of these attitudes often are biased by the set to give a socially desirable
response.2 Following this suggestion, some researchers have studied prejudice byobserv
ing such phenomena as the seating patterns ofblack andwhite students in college classes}

Even when bias is not present in self-report data, observational methods may yield
more accurate data For example, educators have noted that teachers dominate classroom
talk at the expense ofstudentparticipation. Butwhat are the actual percentages ofteacher
and student talk in classrooms? Self-reports by teachers or students are unlikely to yield a
precise answer to this question, but an analysis ofobservations recorded on audiotape or
videotape can do so.

Although observation is superiorto self-report for some research pl,ITPoses, it is more
time-consuming. Individuals must be observed over a period of time to obtain reliable
data, whereas tests, questionnaires, and interviews usually can yield reliable data even
when the data are collected only at one point in time. Also, if the observational method is
used in a quantitative study, inter-observer reliability should be established by having in
dependent observers record data on the situation being observed. This is ,a difficult re
quirement if the researcher must rely entirely on his own resourcesfor data collection.

This chapter has three major sections, each covering a different method of data col
lection: observation, nonreactive observation, and content analysis. Within each section,
we treat applications of the method in quantitative and qualitative research. By organiz
ing the chapter in this way, however, we do not mean to implythat quantitative and qual
itative research differ only in how they apply what are essentially the same methods. In
fact, there is a world of difference between the way that a quantitative researcher, such as
a behaviorist, and a qualitative researcher, such as an ethnographer, go about making and
recording observations. In general, quantitative and qualitative researchers make very dif-

I. In a review of six studies In which both observational and self-report data were collected on the same specific
behaviors. none reported a clear relationship between the two typeS ofdata. See: Hook. C. M.. & Rosensblne. B. V.
(1974). Accuracy ofteacher reports of their classroom behavior. Review ofEdueational Research, 49. 1-12.

2. Sechrest, L (Ed.). (1979). Unobtrusive measurement todt;y. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
3. campbell. D. T., Kruskal, W. H., & Wallace, W. P. (1966). Seating aggregation as an index ofattitude. Sociometry,

29.1-15.

Pro~eduresfor O~servation in Quantitative Research
Defining ObservationalVariables
In a quantitative research study; the first ste in b '. .
are to be observed. To illustrat~ this proc dP 0 serva

will
tion IS to define the variables that

chi 4 e ure, we refer to a study by Hi kaz Sak
agu . The purpose ofhis research was to detennin h . h ro . u -
in Japanese universities. Although English' . e ow the.En~s language IS taught
ucation,little is known about the instructi IS: unJ:.0rtdant subject m Japanese higher ed
explained: on me 0 s used by professors. As Sakaguchi

The present study examines what aetuall oes 0 . .
clusions are drawn b f" y g n m college-level English classes, and con-

. . y means 0 empIrIcal observation rather than b th Ii' .
gmsnc theory. In the Japanese context this h' Y e app canon oflin-
been done in Japan into how to make ~Ias approac IS somewhat unusual. Research has
proceed on a theoretical level and ve £ sroom te~hingmore effective, but it has tended to
analysis as a method of rese";ch An un'rypewortanrestearc en:hav~u~edpra~calobservation and

. . . reason ,or this IS the difficulty' I d'
gammg access to the classroom: professors have a tenden . mvo ve m

~::;ghIsacro~anct. perhaps partly b~causeofsenSitivity toC;;U~i~e;:~~::,c=~O;n::vi-
ground.5y re uctant to cooperate With researchers. In this respect, this study breaks new

Saka~Chilas'selected two types ofEnglish classes for observation. One type was English lit
era e c ses taught by native Japanese instructors Th th .
sation classes taught by instructors whose native langu'agee~s ;glistY,Phe was English conver-

Once Saka chi d 'dd' .
mine which as;:cts of~~ro~:~se dire~ observation as a method, he needed to deter-

of the Flanders interaction analYS~s::c:;:~~~sb~~-:~~dealcided to u.se an adaptation
data on ten vari bl Saka hi . on. system IS used to collect
of the h a ~s. . .guc used these Variables, but added 15 more. Briefdefinitions
used~~~;:;t~~~l.Mlforedelaborat~ de~tions, with examples of each, were

. . . se an another mdiVldual to make observations

m thAftde~ declding.which aspects of classroom behavior to observe Sakaguchi ~eeded a
e 0 ,or recording the obs ti F II" ,cod . erva ons. 0 owmg Flanders's procedures, he decided to
Ori:se:~tru:ee-~econdmterval of a cl:,,"ssroom lesson into one of the 25 behavior cate

g _ wn m FIgure 9.1. Thus, ~ 60-mmute lesson would require 1,200 codings. (60 ._
utes - 3,600 seconds.;. 3-second mtervals = 1,200 intervals.) mm

4. Sakaguchi, H. (1993).AcomparisonofteachIngmethod . English
and reading courses in Ja anese . . . . s~ -as-a-second-language conversation courses
9405220) P uruversltIes. Dzssertatwn Abstracts Internationa/, 54(10). 3692A. (UMI No.

5. Ibid., pp.I3-14. '

6. Flanders. N. A. (1970). Analyzing teJu:hing behavior. Reading. MA: Addison-Wesley.

.. TouchStone in
Research

Bakeman, R., & Gott
man, J. M. (1997). Ob
serving interaction: An
introduction to se
quential analysis (2nd
ed.). Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press.

Evertson. eM., &
Green, J, L. (1986). Ob
servation as inquiry
and method. In M. C
Wittrock (Ed.), Hand
book ofresearch on
teaching (3rd ed.,
pp. 162-213). New
York: Macmillan.
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Ust of ObservationalVariables Used in Study of English Classes
in Japanese Universities

Category 1 (Teacher accepts feelings). Teacher statements that reflect an awareness and unqualified
acceptance of students' feelings.

Category 2 (Teacher encourages students). Praise and encouragement toward the students' questions
answers, and comments. '

Category 2F (Teacher gives feedback). A quick, almost automatic response by the instructor that fol
lows a student's statement, usually connoting approval or disapproval.

Category3 (Teacher uses ideas ofstudents). The instructor incorporates a student's idea into the leSson.

Category 4 (Teacher asks question). Questions asked by the teacher, except those that are directly re
lated to the practice of English conversation.

Category 4C (Teacher asks conversational question). This applies to questions that are part of the dia
logue or conversation practices.

Category 5 (Teacher lectures). This includes lecturing, expressing opinions, giving facts, interjecting
thoughts, and off-hand comments.

t:;ategory 5Cr (Teacher corrects student's mistake). This consists of correcting errors in gram·mar, Word
usage, translations, pronunciation, rhythm, and intonation.

Category 5W (Teacher gives cues). Gives cues byword, expression, or sentence when a student gets
stuck in the middle of an answer or translation.

Category 5C (Teacher answers conversation questions).

Category 6 (Teacher gives directions).

Category 7 (Teacher criticizes student).

Category 8 (Student responds). These are student responses to Category 4 questions.

Category8C (Studentgives conversational response). These are student responses to Category 4C ques-
tions, and to questions asked by one student to another. ."

Category 8R (Student engages in oral reading). This occurs mainly in literature classes when the in
structor asks a student to read out loud a passage from the text.

Category 8 SR (Student engages in silent reading).

Category 8D (Student draws picture).

Category 8T (Student translates).

Category 8S (Student gives summary). This occurs mainly in literature classes when the instructor asks
the student to give the main idea in Japanese from one paragraph of the English text.

Category 9 (Student talks). These are questions, answers, comments, and utterances made voluntarily-
as opposed to responses to teacher questions-by the students.

Categorya (Silence or"confusion). Moments of non-productive confusion plus some productive silence,
such as allowing students time to copy down information from the blackboard.

Category as (Students engage in sheet work). This is time spent by students quietly working on their
written exercises

Category aT (Teacher uses tape recorder). This occurs in literature classes when the instructor has stu
dents listen to tapes made by native English speakers.

Category aD (Teacher distributes handouts).

Category 08 (Teacher orstudent writes on blackboard).

Source: Adapted from texton pp. 41-45 in: Sakaguchi, H. (1993). A comparison of teaching methods in English-as
'a-=second-Ianguage conve~tion courses and reading courses in Japanese universities. Dissertation Abstracts Interna
tional. 54 (10), 3692A. (UMI No. 9405220)

Procedures for Observation in Quantitative Research

Finally, Sakaguchi needed to decide how many lessons of each instructor to observe.
JjIniting observation to one lesson might yield an atypical picture ofthe instructor's teach
ing style. Therefore, Sakaguchi decided to observe sixlessons ofeach instructor in the sam
pie. Observational data for all the instructors were collected at the same point in the
university's academicyear. We describe some ofthe findings from the analysis ofthese ob
servational data below.

Types ofObservationalVariables
Three types of observational variables can be distinguished in quantitative research: de
scriptive, inferential, and evaluative. Descriptive observationalvariai>les are variables that
require little inference on the part ofthe observer. Theysometimes are called low-inference
variables for this reason. One ofthllir major advantages is that theygenerallyyield reliable
data. The variables shown in Figure 9.1 would be considered descriptive observational
variables. "

Inferential observational variai>les are variables that require the observer to make
an inference from behavior to a construct that is presumed to underly the behavior. For
example, observers might be asked to record the self-confidence with which a teacher
explains a mathematical concept. Some teachers might speak with a great deal of confi
dence, whereas others might appear uncertain, confused, or anxious because their un
derstanding of the topic is weak. Confidence, uncertainty, confusion, and anxiety are not
behaviors but rather are psychological constructs that are inferred from behavior. For this
reason they sometimes are called high-inference variables. It is much more difficult to col
lect reliable data on inferential observational variables than on descriptive observational
variables.

Evaluative observational variables are variables that require not only an inference
from behavior on the part of the"observer but also an evaluative judgment. For example,
we might be interested in obtaining ratings of the quality of the teacher's explanation of a
mathematical concept. Quality is not a behavior, but rather a construct that is inferred
from behavior. Also, it is a construct that is clearly evaluative in nature. Because it is diffi
cult to make reliable observations of evaluative variables, we need to collect examples of
explanations that define points along a continuum of excellent to poor explanations, and
use these in training the observers.

Recording and Analyzing Observations
To ensure accurate recording, observers should be required to record data on only one ob
servational variable at a time. For example, most observers would find it quite difficult to
record various aspects ofthe teacher's behaviorwhile also recording the percentage ofchil
dren who are paying attention to the teacher. In this situation, the reliability of both sets
ofobservations probablywould below. Therefore, different observers could be assigned to
record each type of variable, or a single observer could alternate between recording the
teacher's behavior for a specified interval and then recording the students' behavior for the
next interval.

Procedures for recording observations can be classified into four major types: (1) du
ration, (2) frequency-count, (3) interval, and (4) continuous.

Duration recording. In duration recording the observer measures the elapsed time
duringwhich each target behavior occurs. A stopwatch generally is used for this purpose.
It is easy to do duration recording for a single observational variable, such as the length of
time a particular student is out ofher seat. An observer also can record different observa
tional variables iftheydo not occur at the same time. For example, the observer can record
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Procedures for Observation in Quantitative Research

Source: Adapted from tables 1and 4 on pp 52 and 87 respecti ~. 5ak h-
::dS i~ Englis~-as-a-second-Ianguagec~nversatjon~oursesa~ed ~~~~ing~~~~%~~~:~~:~~::~~:n~:S::~~~~

CIS ntematJonat 54(10). 3692A. (UMI No. 9405220) .

I,II
259

Uterature
Instructor

(Percentage
of lesson)

Conversation
Instructor

(Percentage
of lesson)

Categorycode

1 Instructor accepts feelings .08 .04
2 Instructor encourages '
2F Instructor gives feedback 4.38 .62
3 Instructor'uses student ideas ~.65 1.56
4 Instructor asks question 13.17 0
4C Instructor asks conversational question 12.25 7.78
5 Instructor lectures 25.33 0
5Cr Instructor corrects student mistake 1.85 8.30
5W Instructor gives cues _92 4.58

~C :~:~~~~~ ~~:~~e~::srsatiOnal question ~:~~ ~.44

~ ~~~:~tO;e~:~~~ student ~:~~ ~::1
8C Student gives conversational response 22.78 2.75

8
8SRR Student does oral reading .13 1g.58

Student does silent reading 0
8D Student draws picture 0 0
8T Student translates 0 0
8S Student summarizes 0 37.98
9 Student initiates talk .20 0gs Silence or confusion 2.05 2.08

Students do worksheet 6.03 5.20
OT Instructor uses tape recorder 0 1.18
OD Instructor distributes handout .39 g
OB Instructor or student writes on blackboard .22 0

C~mparison of the Observed Teaching Style ofan Instructor of English
Lit~rat~e and an Instructor of English Conversation in a Japanese
Umverslty

cer:tage for each ~ode. Using such a procedure, we might find, let's say, that after a student
finished otalr~~g, the m?stfrequent nextbehaviorwas for the instructor to givefeedback.
com~ther statIstical te~hI?ques f?r analyzing sequences of observed behavior are more
in ~ ex. On~ of them IS time-senes analysis, which is a statistical technique for analyz
e-g hanges m an observed variable over time. For example, suppose Sakaguchi had
ounted ~e number of E~glishwords that a particular student spoke in class over let's
~? a ~enod of50 clas~ penods. Tune-series analysis could be used to detect the pre;ence
sl~~antchanges:n the fre~uencycount over this period oftime.

targ .ntz':z:-ous reco;dl~l5; Continuousrecording involves recordingall the behavior ofthe
et mdividual or mdividuals for a specified observation interval. This method usually

the length of time that a particular student is on-task, off-task but not disruptive, mildly
disruptive, or seriously disruptive.

Frequency-count recording. In frequency-count recording the observer records each
time a target behavior occurs. A tally sheet typically is used for this purpose. Frequency
counts are most useful in recording behaviors of short duration and behaviors whose du
ration is not important. For example, one of the authors (w. Borg) conducted a study in
which each observer was trained to tally 13 teacher behaviors related to classroom man
agement, such as goal-directed prompts, concurrent praise, and alerting cues.7The behav_
iors were of short duration, and no more than one behavior could occur at the same time.
Interobserver reliabilities were satisfactory, ranging from.71 to .96 for the 13 behaviors.

Interval recording. Interval recording involves observing the behavior of an individ
ual at given intervals. Sakaguchi's adaptation ofFlanders's interaction analysis system is an
example ofthis recording procedure. The instructor's or students' behaviorwas coded into
one of the 25 observational categories every three seconds.

Once a sample ofbehavior has been recorded in this manner, the data must be sum
marized and reported to provide a meaningful description of what happened. In Sak
aguchi's study, the primary research objective was to determine how the six instructors in
his sample differed in their teaching style. For each observed lesson, his primarydatawere
the number of three-second intervals in which each observational-variable in Figure 9.1
occurred. For eachvariable, he divided the number ofintervals inwhich it occurred bythe
total number of intervals that were recorded for all variables. The result of this calculation
was a percentage, namely, the percentage of the total lesson time duringwhich each vari
able was occurring. The final step in the analysis was to average the percentages for each
variable across all six lessons that were observed for each instructor.

Table 9.1 shows a comparison of the results for two of the instructors in the sample
one a native-Japanese instructor ofanEnglish literature course, the other a native-English
speaking instructor ofanEnglish conversation course. Among the differences between the
two instructors, we see that the conversation instructor spent 4.38 percent ofclass time en
couraging students, whereas the literature instructor spent .62 percent ofhis time engaged
in this activity. As would be expected, the students ofthe conversation instructor spent no
class time engaged in oral reading or translating, whereas students of the literature in
structor spent 19.58 percent of class time engaged in oral reading and 37.98 percent of
class time engaged in translating passages from an assigned text.

The data analysis shown inTable 9.1 contributes to research knowledge about teacher
and student use of instructional time in particular types of lessons. However, it does not
tell us about sequence, that is, how the lessons unfolded over time. For example, we can
surmise that each lesson started with one of the coded behaviors shown in Table 9.1, but
we do not know which one. Also, we do not know what behavior was most likely to occur
following, let's say, a student engagement in oral reading (code 8R).

Various statistical techniques are available to address these questions about how ob
served behavior unfolds.8 For example, in the study by Sakaguchi, ifwe wished to know
which behavior was most likely to occur following the occurrence of a student engaged in
oral reading, we could: (1) identify all instances of the 8R code; (2) identify which code oc
curred immediately after the end of each 8R code; (3) count the frequency of each of these
codes; and (4) divide each code frequency count by the total frequency count to yield a per-

7. Borg.W. R (1977). Changing teacher and pupil performance with protocols.]ournalofExperimentalEducatiOn.
45,~18.

8. These techniques are descnbed in Chapters 6-10 of: Bakeman, R, & Gottman, J. M. (1997). Observing inteTW'·
tiOn: An introduction to sequential analysis (2nd ed.). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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260 Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data

does not focus on a specific set of observational variables. Instead, the observer typically
writes a protocol, which is a chronological narrative ofeverything that the individual does
or everything that occurs in a particular setting, such as a classroom. This method often is
used in exploratory studies to help the researcher identify important behavior patterns
which subsequentlyare studied using one ofthe othermethods ofobservational recording.

Because it is impossible to record everythingin a protocol, the obsej:Vermust focus on
the events and contextual features that are most relevant to the research problem. To an
alyze the protocols, the researcher reads them, creates a content-analysis system that fits
the data, and then rereads and classifies the recorded behavior into this system. This
process corresponds to the steps used in quantitative content analysis of documents and
other communication media, described later in the chapter.

Selecting an Observation Recording Procedure
Once you identify pertinent observational variables and their behavioral indicators, you
need to select or develop a procedure for recording the observations. Ifa suitable proce
dure is not available, you might consider developing a paper-and-pencil form (sometimes
called an observation schedule) because it is fairly easyto construct and can accommodate
a variety ofobservational variables. ..

A sample observation form is shown in Figure 9.2. The form requires the observer not
only to record certain behaviors as they occur, but also to evaluate some of them on a rat
ing scale. Item 2 of the observation form in Figure 9.2 is of the latter type.

After developing a prototype of the observation form, you should try it out in a num
ber of situations similar to those to be observed rluring data collection and correct any

Sample Observation Form

Procedures for Observation in Quantitative Research

wealcnesses you discover. For example, a common wealcness of observation forms is that
they require the observer to record more kinds ofbehavior orwatch more individuals than
can be done reliably. Various solutions to these problems are possible, such as employing
different observers to record different behaviors or switching from the observation of one
variable to another at designated intervals.

Standard Observation Forms

Instead of developing your own observation form for a research study, you may prefer to
use one of the many standard observation forms that are available. These forms have sev
eral advantages. First, standard observation forms usuallyhave reached a stage of devel
opment where they include evidence of their validity and reliability. Second, the use of a
standard form saves you all the time that it would take to develop your own form. Third,
most standard forms have been used in previous research studies, so you can compare
your findings with theirs.

The obvious disadvantage ofa standard observation form is that it maynot include all
the variables that you are interested in measuring. In this case you can use just the part of
the form that you need, and add your own procedures for assessing other variables. Keep
in mind, however, that previously reported reliability and validity data may not apply if
only part ofan instrument is used.

Depending on your research interests, you might be able to find published collections
of standard observation forms.9 In addition, you can search the preliminary sources de
scribed in Chapter 4. To illustrate theiruse, we searched several electronic sources to iden
tify standard forms for observing leadership behavior:

1. Entering the keywords observation and leadership in ERIC for the years
1984-2001 yielded 442 citations, some ofwhich refer to observation forms.

2. Entering the keywords observation methods and leadership in PsychInfo for the
years 1984-2001 yielded ten citations, some ofwhich refer to observation forms.

3. Entering the keywords observation and leadership in ERIC's Test Locator yielded
nine instruments.

261

arhe sum here should equal the sum of categories a and b in item 1.

1. Check each question asked by the teacher into one of the following categories (observe for the first
fifteen minutes of the class hour):

2. Each time the teacher asks a student to solve a problem, rate the problem's level of difficulty on a
5-point scale.

a. asks student to solve a problem at blackboard
b. asks student to solve a problem at his or her seat
c. asks students if they have any questions or if they understand
d. other

1. difficult
2.
3. average
4.
5. easy

Frequency Total

,f,f,f,f 4
,f,f,f,f,f,f~ 7
,f,f 2
,f,f,f,f,f 5
Grand Total 18

Frequency Total

,f,f,f 3
,f 1
,f,f,f,f,f 5
,f 1
,f 1

Grand Total 11"

Studying these citations and instruments might identify a suitable observation form. If
not, the search almost certainly will provide a conceptual basis for developing your own
instrument.

Use ofAudiotapeand lTuleotape Recorders
It sometimes is impractical to collect observational data while the critical behavior is oc
curring..One such situation is when many of the behaviors to be recorded occur at the
same time or closely together. Ifa recording ofthe events is made on audiotape or video
tape, it can be replayed several times for careful study and observers can count or rate the
events at a convenient time. Another advantage of taping events is that it enables you to
record behaviors that you did not anticipate at the outset ofyour study. For example, in a
study of teacher praise, you might notice midway through your observations that teach
ers are using certain types ofpraise remarks that you did not anticipate in planning your
observation form. If you have recorded the observations, you can replay them and

9. For example, two publications in the field ofclassroom research are: Borich, G. D., & Madden, S. K. (1977). Eval
uatingclassroom instruction:A sourcebook ofinstruments. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Longman; Simon, A.,
& Boyer, E. G. (1974). Mirrors for behaviorm: An anrhology ofobservation instruments (3rd 00.). Philadelphia:
Communication Materials Center. (See also the 1st and 2nd editions.)
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262 Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data

reclassify the praise statements so as to include the types ofpraise not listed onyour On
inal observation form. g-

Ifyou decide to use an audiotape recorder or videotape recorder to collect observ
tional data, keep in mind that technical competence is required to use these devices pro;~
erly. For example, you mayneed to develop skills in using more than one rriicrophone and
refocusing a video camera frequently. ,

The study ofJapanese university instruction bySakaguchi thatwe described above in
volved the use ofaudiotape recordings. The audiotapes could be replayed as often as nec
essaryto ensure reliable coding of the observational variables shown in Figure 9.1.

Use ofComputers and OtherElectronic Devices
Various electronic devices (e.g., PalmPilots) and software programs are available for
recording and analyzing observational data. The specific tasks that these devices can per
form are as follows:

I. Recording and timing events and transcribing the data onto coding sheets.
2. Transferring the data from coding sheets into a computer file that then can be

analyzed by a statistical package.
3. Cleaning up the data by locating coding errors and detecting "wild codes,"

which are codes that have no meaning in the coding system being used.
4. Interpreting the results of the data analysis. Computers have the capacity to

produce a variety ofgraphic data representations, which can help in interpret
ing one's results.

Ifyou are planning to collect observational data, you can search the literature to de
termine whether a suitable device has been developed and used by other researchers. For
example, Ned Flanders and his colleagues have developed computer technology to record
data on the types of classroom interaction variables shown in Figure 9.2.10 The observer
uses a pen-like device and special recording paper that contains a bar code for each inter
action category and also for designated students, if that is desired. By moving the "pen"
across the appropriate bar codes, the observer can record howlongthe teacher or student
engaged in a particular type ofbehavior. This process is similar to the procedure used for
charging items at the checkout counter in many stores.

After the observer has finished making observations, he inserts the "pen" in a com
puter interface device, which stores the observations as a computer data file. A computer
program is available for analyzing this data file and creating printouts that display the re
sults in various formats, for example, the sequence of interactions during a lesson or the
amount of time that each interaction category occurred.

Selecting and Training Observers
Researchers can make their own observations, train others to make them, or share the task
with others. The advantage ofusing other individuals is that it allows for control ofthe ob
server bias that can occur when the same individual who designs the research study and
frames its hypotheses also does the observing. In addition, iftwo or more similarlytrained
observers make independent observations, you can determine the level of inter-observer
reliability of the observations. Researchers have found that the most reliable observers
tend to be intelligent, verbally fluent, and motivated to do a ~ood job.11

10. This type ofcomputer-assisted observation is described on pp. 133-134 in: Acheson, K.A., & Gall, M. D. (1997).
Techniques in the clinical supervision ofteachers (4th ed). NewYork: Longman.

11. Harter, D. P. (Ed.). (1982). Using observers to study behavior. San Francisco: ]ossey-Bass.

Procedures for Observation in Quantitative Research

The first step in training observers is to discuss the observation form with them. De
scribe each item sufficiently so that they develop a thorough understanding ofwhat is to
be observed and how it is to be recorded. Also, consider making videotape recordings of
situations similar to those to be observed in the study, so that you can relate actual exam
ples ofeach behavior to its definition.

The next step is to set up practice observations in which all observer trainees partici
pate. The videotapes made earlier can be used in the practice observations. Show a brief
segment ofthe videotape, instructing trainees to record each behavior on the observation
form as it occurs. Then check each trainee to determine ifhe correctly tallied the behav
iors. Ifobservers disagree with each other orwith the criterion, replay the videotape, stop
ping at each behavior to discuss the most appropriate way to record it and why. During
these discussions, the observer'~instructionsheet should be revised to include any clari
fications that arise during the training session. A few special rules typically are required to
help observers make decisions about how to record unusual behavior that was not fore
seen when the observation form was developed.

DeterminingObserverAgreement
Observational data are ofno use unless they are collected byreliable observers.What does
it mean for an observer to be reliable? Ted Frick and Melvyn Semmel answered this ques
tion bydistinguishingbetween three types ofobserver reliability.12 First, there is criterion
related observer reliability, which is the extent to which a trained observer's scores agree
with those ofan expert observer, such as the researcherwho developed the observation in
strument. This type of reliability is important because it provides assurance that the
trained observer's understanding ofthe variables measured bythe observation instrunlent
is the same as that of an expert. Criterion-related observer reliability typically is estab
lished by first having an expert code a videotape or audiotape ofevents that include all the
variables measured by the observation instrunlent. The trained observers then code the
same tape, and their data are checked for agreement with the expert's data Criterion
related observer reliability should be checked prior to data collection, and preferably dur
ing data collection as well.

The secondtype ofobserver reliability is intra-observer reliability, which is the extent
to which the observer is consistent in her observational codings. This type ofreliabilitycan
be established byhaving each observer twice code a videotape or audiotape ofevents sim
ilar to those that she will be asked to observe in the field. For example, observers might
code a videotape on Monday and then code the same videotape a few days later. This type
of reliability is not commonly established, but you should check it ifpossible because it
provides additional assurance that your observers are reliable. Intra-observer reliability
should be checked before data collection begins, and ifpossible during data collection.

The third type ofobserver reliability is inter-observer reliability, which is the extent to
which the observers agreewith each other duringactual data collection.To establish inter
observer reliability, you will need to have pairs of observers collect data on the same
events. For example, suppose that you have trained five observers to collect data on sixty
lessons taughtbyvarious teachers. For the sake ofefficiency, you might have each observer
collect data individually on ten lessons. This procedure takes care ofdata collection for 50
ofthe 60 lessons. The other ten lessons could be observed by all five observers for the pur
pose of determining inter-observer reliability.

12. Frick, T., & Semmel, M. I. (1978). Observer agreement and reliabilities ofclassroom observational measures. Re
view ofEducational Research, 48, 157-184.
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264 Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data Procedures for Observation in Quantitative Research 265

Frick and Semmel described various procedures for calculating the level ofcriterion_
related observer reliability and intra-observer reliability. These procedures involve calCU_
lating a percentage of agreement {)r specialized correlation coefficient. The choice of
procedure depends on the type ofobservational variable and the type ofobserver reliabil_

ity to be determined.
Although determining observer reliability is important, it does not ensure that the

final set of observational data will be reliable. Observers can agree perfectly in training or
under particular field conditions, yet the typical situations that the~observ~~ay~e very
unstable or differ so little from each other that accurate observation to distingmsh be
tween these small differences is not possible. In other words, observer reliability is a nec
essary but not sufficient condition for collecting reliable observational data.

Reducing Observer Effects
An observer effect is any actionby the observer that has a negative effect on the validityor
reliability of the data they collect. Researchers should be awa:e of possible ~bse:r:'er ef
fects, and should take steps to avoid or minimize them. To assIst researchers m this task,
Carolyn Evertson and Judith Green identified various types of observer effects.

13
We de

scribe each type below and how it can be controlled.
Effect ofthe observer on the observed. Unless concealed, the observer is likely to have

an impact on the observed. For example, an observer entering a classr~om for.the. first
time probably will arouse the curiosity of the students and teacher. Therr resulting mat
tentiveness may produce nonrepresentative observational data. One way to reduce this
effect is for the observer to make several visits beforehand so that the students and the
teacher take the intrusion for granted and behave naturally.

A more serious problem oceurswhen the individuals being obs~rvedare influe~c~d
by the observer's intentions. For example, suppose the purpose of the research study 15 ~o
record the number and length of dyadic interactions between the teacher and students ill

art classes. Ifthey learn that this is the purpose of the study, teac~ers are like~y.to in~rease
the frequency oftheir dyadic interactions, particularly ifthey be~eve th.at this IS desrrable
behavior. To avoid this problem, the researcher should consIder inf0:rm:ng the ~e.a~hersat
the outset that it is not possible to reveal the nature ofthe research project until It IS com
pleted, because this might affect their behavior. Also, the researcher should re~su:e.them
that the data will be kept confidential and will not reflect unfavorably on the mdiVlduals

who participate. .. .
Observer personal bias. Observer personal bias refers to errors m observational ?ata

that are traceable to characteristics of the observer. One can argue that any observations
made byhuman beings will contaJn some personal bias because all ofus are influen~ed.bY
our experiences and beliefs. This may be true, but the design ofsome research studies ill

creases the potential for observer bias to operate.14
., .

Obvious sources ofpersonal bias in observers should be looked for and elimmat~~if
found. For example, to use an observer with a negative attirude tow~d e:mn~ min~nties
in a study involving observations of the creative endeavors of ethnic-mmonty childr~n
and other children in a nursery school clearlywould be inappropriate. The observer's bIas

13 Evenson, C. M., & Green, j. L. (1986). Observation as inquiry and method. in M. C. Wi:nock (Ed.),H~~f!.
. Research on Teaching(3rded., pp.162-213). NewYorlc Macmillan. Evertsonand Green identifiedten types

server effects. We re-organized them here into seventypes.. .., . . research-
14. Salvia, j. A., & Mersel, C. j. (1980). Observer bias: A methodolOgical consi~eratio?-msp~edu~~~n bias and

Jou:mal of5pedalEducation, 14, 261-270. The authors reviewed 153 studies havmg a high potenO or
found that only 22 percent reported adequate safeguards.

a!lllost certainly would lead to seeing more creative behavior among the other children
and either ignoring, misinterpreting, or minimizing the creative efforts ofethnic-minority
children in this group.

Observers have been found to produce biased data when research participants are
give~ such lab~ls as "emotionally disturbed" or "mentally retarded," are high or low in
phYSICal ~n:act1veness, .or have certaJn ethnic or socioeconomic backgrounds.15 If such
charactenstics are promment amongthe individuals to be observed in your study, you may
be able to develop ways to minimize their influence on the observers who will be collect
ing data.

Rating errors. When using observational rating scales, some observers form a re
sponse set that produces errors in their ratings on these scales. A response set is the ten
dency for an observer to mal<ie a rating based on a generalized disposition about the rating
task rather than on the basis of the actual behavior of the irldividuals. The following are
three response set errors of this sort:

1. The error o~l.eniencyis the tendency to assign high ratings to the majority of re
search partiCIpants even when they differ markedly on the variable being mea
sured.

2. The error ofcentral tendency is the tendency for observers to rate all or most of
the individuals whom they observe around the midpoint ofthe observational
scales. Observe:s sometimes make such ratings to avoid difficult judgments.

3. The halo effect IS the tendency for the observer's early impressions ofthe indi
~d~albeing observed to influence his ratings on all behaviors involving that in
diVldual. For example, if the observer forms an initially favorable impression of
the person being observed, he may rate the individual favorably in subsequent
observations..

When high-inference variables are being observed, the magnitude of these observer
rating errors can be so large that the resulting ratings are virtually meaningless. For exam
ple, a study of the ratings of student teachers by cooperating teachers revealed so much
halo effect and error ofleniency that the validity ofthe entire rating system was called irlto
question.l6 For example, the mean "attitude" rating of the 161 student teachers who were
observed was 4.85 out ofa possible 5.00, which suggests a strong error ofleniency. IfSUCh
response sets occur, yoil need to either reconceptualize the rating scale or select and traJn
observers more carefully.

Observer contamination. Observer contamination occurs when the observer's
knowledge of certaJn data in a study influences the data that he records about other vari
ables. Fer example, suppose that we are doing a study ofthe human relations skills ofsuc
~ess~ elementary school principals. Unsuccessful and successful principals could be
Identified by a composite ofnominations made by teachers, parents, and school superin
tendents. Observers then are traJned to observe the performance ofthe successful and un
Successful principals in faculty meetings and evaluate them on certaJn human relations

lit skills. If the observers know beforehand which principals have been classified as success
ful and which as unsuccessful, they almost certainly will be influenced by this knowledge
•when they collect observational data about the principals' behavior. The obvious solution
to the problem is.to keep possibly contaminating information from the observers.

1IS. Ibid.
5,-16. P~e1ps, L, Schmitz,C. D., & Boatright, B. (1986). The effects ofhal0 and leniency on cooperating teacher repons
:j USing Likert-type rating scales.Journal ofEducationai Research, 79, 151-154.
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Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data

Observer omissions. An observer omission is the failure to record the occurrence of
behavior that fits one ofthe categories on the observational schedule. This failure canhav

a

several.causes. One of them is personal bias, which we disc.ussed above. Because of per~
sonal bIas, the observer may overlook the occurrence of deSIrable behavior by an individ_
ual toward whom he has a negative bias. Another possibility is that the behaviors to be
observed occur simultaneously or so rapidly that the observer is unable to record all of
them. The opposite situation also is possible: The behavior to be observed occurs so in
frequently that the observer fails to notice it.

Observation errors due to omissions can be detected during the development of the
observation form or during observer training.You may find it necessary to simplify the ob
servation schedule or to assign multiple observers to a setting, with each observer re
sponsible for recording data on different observational variables. In the case of
infrequently occurringvariables, you mayneed to provide cues and reminders to maintain
observers' vigilance.

Observer drift. Once observers have been trained to the desired level of agreement
and accuracy, they should start collecting data promptlybecause a delaywill result in some
loss of observer skills. Also, if the observations are to extend for more than one week, you
should hold a weekly refresher training session for all observers.1fthis is not done, the ob
servational data will become less reliable because ofobserver drift, which is the tendency
for observers gradually to redefine the observational variables, so that the data that they
collect no longer reflect the definitions that they learned during training.

Reliability decay. Research evidence suggests that observers should be checked fre
quently during the course ofthe studyto keep them performing at a satisfactoryleveL Om
erwise, the observational data are subject to reliability decay, which is the tendency for
observational data recorded during the later phases of data collection to be,less reliable
than those collected earlier.

Paul Taplin and John Reid compared "decay" in reliability for three groups of ob
servers: (1) those who were told they would not be checked, (2) those told they would be
spot-checked at regular intervals, and (3) those told they would be checked on a random
basis.17 The randomly checked group maintained the highest level of reliability, followed
by the spot-checked group; the not-checked group had the lowest reliability. The spot
checked group performed very well in the sessions when they knew they would be
checked, and very poorly in the sessions when they thought they would not be checked.
Therefore, the problem seems to be one of motivation, so you should do whatever possi
ble to maintain observers' motivation. For example, you can try to convince observers of
the importance oftheir task, schedule sessions so as to avoid observer fatigue, inform mem
that you will check their performance on a random basis, carry out frequent random
checks, and give them frequent feedback on their reliability.

Procedures for Observation in Qualitative Research
Observation in qualitative research differs from observation in quantitative research in
three ways. One difference is that observers in a qualitative study do not seek to remain
neutral or "objective" about the phenomena being observed. They may include their own
feelings and experiences in interpretingtheir observations. An example is CathyEvans and
Donna Eder's study of social isolation, which included in-depth observations of informal

17. Taplin, P. S., & Reid, j. B. (1973). Effects of instructional set and experimenter influence on observer reliability.
Child Developmen~44, 547-554.

Procedures for Observation in Qualitative Research

activities among middle school students during lunch.18 The lunchroom observations in
cluded taking notes on the behavior of students who sat together while eating lunch to
ward "isolates"-students who spent most of their lunch period alone.

The researchers observed many incidents involving ridicule of isolates, and all four
observers "reported that witrlessing such events was a source of emotional distress for
them."19After one incident ofthis type, EVarIS wrote these field notes, whichwere included
in the published research report:

I was utterly and completely disgusted. I guess part of my problem was that I was disillusioned
too-l thought Janice and Pattywere above it. 1didn't initiate conversation with Jennybecause
it would have targeted her more and I didn't reprimand the girls in my group because it would
have possibly been moreemb~ing to Jenny and 1might as wellwimess what there is to
witness, even if it's grosslyunpleasant.2o

Thus, these qualitative researchers sought to avoid criticizing or taking sides with specific
participants, but still clearly considered their own reactions to events to be a legitimate
part of the study, and worthy ofreporting.

The second difference between quantitative and qualitative observation is that the
focus of qualitative observation is much more emergent. In contrast, data collection in
quantitative research generally is driven by a priori hypotheses, questions, or objectives.
At any point in the process, qualitative observers are free to shift their attention to new
phenomena as new research questions emerge.

The third difference is that the focus of observation generally is much wider in quali
tative research. In quantitative research, observers tend to concentrate on specific aspects
of behavior and to ignore context. In qualitative research, however, observers look at be
havior and its environmental settirIg from a holistic perspective.

The Purpose of Observation in Qualitative Research
Two co=on methods ofdata collection ill qualitative research-interviews and analysis
ofdocuments-involve words uttered orwritten bythe participants in the natural settirIg.
This information is limited by participants' knowledge, memory, and ability to convey in
formation clearly and accurately and, also, by how theywish to be perceived by outsiders
such as the researchers. Observation, in contrast, allows researchers to formulate their own
version of what is occurring, independent of the participants. The inclusion of selected
observations in a researcher's report provides a more complete description ofphenomena
man would be possible byjust referring to interview statements or documents. Just as im
portant, observati<;ms provide an alternate source ofdata for verifying the information ob
tained by other methods. Their use for this purpose is called triangulation, which is
explained in Chapter 14.

An ethnographic study conducted by Katherine Rosier andWilliam Corsaro provides
an example ofobservation as one ofseveral data sources.21 Their study tested the validity
ofthe co=on stereotype that the educational and economic problems ofmanyAfrican
Americanyouth stemfrom deficiencies ofthe families illwhich they are raised. One aspect
ofthe studyinvolved interviewingparents and observing in the homes ofchildren enrolled

18. Evans, C., & Eder, D. (1993). "NO EXIT": Processes ofsodal isolation in the middle schooLJoumal ofContempo-
rary Ethnography, 22,139--170.

19. Ibid., p. 146.
20. Ibid., p. 146.
21. Rosier, K. B., & Corsaro,W. A. (1993). Competentparents. complexlives: Managing parenthood in poverty.]out

na1 ofContemporary Ethnography, 22, 171-204.
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Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data

in Head Start. When visiting the homes, the researchers used direct observation to check
the validity of parents' claims that they regularly engaged their children in structured
learning activities at home and provided educational toys and supplies despite their lim
ited budget. Considerable observational evidence was found to support such claims, in
cludingfinished projects displayed on refrigerators andwalls; tables clutteredwith writing
instruments, paper, and works in progress; and educational toys and books. Parents also
presented the researchers with samples oftheir children's schoolwork

The researchers described a day that they spent observing Cymira, one of the Head
Start children, and four other children who were being cared for by Cymira's mother,
Rhonda. While the children were playing outside, Rhonda got out a variety of both pur
chased and handmade educational materials, suited to varying ages. She then called all
five children into the house. During the hourwhen they stayed indoors, Rhonda "checked
and encouraged the children's work, and the older children assisted the younger ones."22
Their careful, on-site observation helped the researchers confirm the validity of the find
ing from parent interviews that most parents ofpoorAfricanAmerican children seekto in
still educational skills and values in their children at an early age.

In Chapter 15 we explain how qualitative research reflects various traditions, such as
. ethnography, cultural studies, and cognitive psychology. The purpose and form of obser

vation varies across these traditions. In the following sections,'we describe general meth
ods that are used in collecting qualitative observational data. If your proposed study
follows a particular tradition ofqualitative research, you should study the specific ways in
which researchers workingwithin that tradition have used observation as.a data-collection
method.

Identifying the Observers and Their Roles
The observer role in qualitative researchvaries along a continuum from complete observer
to complete participant. At the extreme role of complete observer, the researcher main
tains a posture ofdetachment from the setting being studied. At the extreme role ofcom
plete participant, the researcher studies a setting in which she already is a member or
becomes converted to genuine membership during the course of the research. For exam
ple, David Hayano reported on his observations offellow denizens ofCalifornia's all-night
card rooms.23

Between these two extremes are the observer-participant and participant-observer
roles. In the observer-participant role, the researcher acts primarily as an observer, enter
ingthe setting only to gather data and interacting only casuallyand nondirectlywith indi
viduals or groups while engaged in observation. In the participant-observer role, the
researcher observes and interacts closely enough with individuals to establish a meaning
ful identity within their group; however, the researcher does not engage in activities that
are at the core ofthe group's identity. For example, PeterAdler, a sociologist and professor,
played a participant-observer role in a study of college athletes at his university.24 He
maintained his researcher identity while actively participating with the basketball team
and coaching staffin various roles, including insider, expert, and celebrity-but not in the
core roles of coach, trainer, or player.

The researcherwho designs a qualitative studymost likelywill be the observer during
the data-collection phase. Another option is for a team, which mayinclude the researcher,

22. Ibid., p.182.
23. Hayano, D. (1982). Pokerfaces. Berkeley. CA: University ofCalifornia Press.
24. Adler, P. A., &AdIer, P. (1991). Backboards and blackboards. NewYork: Columbia University Press.

Procedures for Observation in Qualitative Research

to make the observations. Use ofmultiple observers lessens the burden on each observer
and allows for more observation time overall. Furthermore, if the observers are diverse in
factors relevant to the phenomena being studied (e.g., gender and age), they can enhance
the validity ofobservations by cross-checking each others' findings and eliminating inac
curate interpretations. In the study of peer treatment of social isolates described above,
twO other young adults served as lunchroom observers along with the two researchers.

Preparing for Observation
An observer in a qualitative research project can prepare by serving as an apprentice to an
expert in the type ofobservation beingplanned. Aperiod ofapprenticeship is desirable be
cause qualitative observation skills are complex and subtle; they do not lend themselves
to the type oftraining procedures for quantitative observation that we described earlier in
the chapter. By working alongside an expert, a novice observer gradually can develop an
understanding of how to focus her observations and to shift the focus across the three
stages (descriptive, focused, and selected) described below.

Although not a substitute for apprenticeship, some university programs provide
courses inwhichyou can develop particular skills needed in qualitative observation. These
skills include the ability to write descriptions of observed events that are objective rather
than interpretive, to incorporate rich detail about observed events into field notes, and to
convert rough, handwritten field notes into polished typed reports. Training in the use of
videotape and audiotape recording equipment and in field work techniques may be pro
vided as well.

Once a qualitative research study is underway, you might encounter problems and is
sues unique to your field setting. It is helpful in such situations to maintain contact with
an expert who can advise you. This consultation process does not violate the integrity of
the study because, in qualitative research, the observation methodology is free to change
as the researcher develops new insights into the phenomena being studied.

Determining the Focus ofObservation
The focus ofa qualitative researcher's observations is likely to shift from early to later stages
of a study. According to James Spradley, this process of shifting typically includes three
stages.25 First is the descriptive stage, when observations tend to be unfocused and gen
eral in scope, providing a base from which the observers can branch out in many direc
tions. Second is the focused stage, when the observers have identified features of the
phenomena under study that are ofgreatest interest and begin to direct their attention to
collecting deeper information about this narrower range offeatures. Finally, there is the se
lected stage, when research questions orproblems emerge, and the observers' focus shifts
to refining and deepening their understanding ofthe specific elements that have emerged
as theoretically or empirically most essential. Observational data are gathered until re
searcher~achieve theoreticalsaturation, that is, when newlygathered findings essentially
replicate'earlier ones.26

The question ofresearch focus also involves the decision as to what to observe at any
given moment, and howto ensure that everything ofpotential interest is attended to.With
respect to ensuring thorough coverage ofthe phenomena ofinterest, Norman Denzin sug
gested that all observational field notes should contain explicit reference to the following

25. Spradley; J. P. (1980). Participant observation. FortWorth, TX: Harcourt.
26. Strauss, A. L, & Corbin. J. M. (1998). Basics ofqualitative research: Techniques and procedu.res for developing

grounded theory (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks. CA: Sage.
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270 Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data

elements: participants, interactions, routines, rituals, temporal elements, interpretations,
and social organization of the participants.27 Sharan Merriam presented a similar list, but
also included the setting (Le., the physical environment, the context, and the kinds ofbe
havior that the setting encourages, permits, discourages, or prevents) as well as subtle fac
tors.28 Subtle factors include informal and unplanned activities, symbolic and connotative
meanings ofwords, nonverbal communication such as dress and physical space, andwhat
does nothappen, especially if it ought to have happened.

A study by Robert Prophet and Patricia Rowell illustrates the features of a phenome
non on which observers might focus, and how the focus of observation shifts as the re
search project progresses.29 Prophet and Rowell investigated teacher-student interaction
in science classes in the African country of Botswana. The classes were at the junior sec
ondarylevel and were taught in the English language. They described the startingpointfor
the study as follows:

[We had] a desire to gain information and insights into the realities oflife in science class
rooms in the junior secondary schools. This goal was pursued using a conceptual framework
in which teaching style and the use ofknowledge exemplify power relationShips in the
classroom.3O

Their descriptive stage of observation involved documenting classroom interactions
bysitting discreetly at the backofthe classroom andwriting extensive notes. Excerpts from
these field notes were included in the research report.The notes primarily documented ut
terances by the teacher, by individual students, and by students speaking in unison. How
ever, the observers also noted specific actions, such as when students raised their hands
in order to be called on, when a student's comment was ignored by the teacher, or when
the teacher wrote something on the board.

Prophet and Rowell stated what their initial observations and interviews revealed:

... the teachers generate learning experiences that are teacher-centered and which place the
students in the role ofpassive recipients ofknowledge.... The actual pedagogical principles
underpinning teaching styles ... appear to be based on rote learning....These practices are
so widespread and so taken for granted by all the participants that it is tempting to say simply,
"This is what happens in schools."31

In their report, Prophet and Rowell expressed their growing sense of a major disparity be
tween stated curriculum aims (Le., that the teaching situation should be student-centered)
and the actual authoritarian, teacher-centered classroom environment that they consis
tentlyobserved.

Through their concurrent work at the University ofBotswana, Prophet and Rowell re
alized that preservice teachers specializing in science education found "hands-on" science
(e.g., laboratory experimentation) arduous and placed heavy reliance on rote learning in
their own educational endeavors. Because they had seen similar problems among sec
ondary school students in their research study, Prophet and Rowell speculated that, "the
seeds for future difficulties were being sown in the teacher education program."32

27. Denzin, N. K. (1989). The research act (3rd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall . . .
28. Merriam, S. B. (1998). Qualitative research and case study applications (revised & expanded). San FranCISCO.

Jossey·Bass. '.nal
29. Prophet, R. B., & Rowell, P. M. (1993). Copingand control: Science teachingstrategies inBotswana [ntemaM

Journal ofQualitative Studies in Education. 6, 197-209.
30. Ibid., p. 198.
31. Ibid., p.201.
32. Ibid.. p. 205.

Procedures for Observation in Qualitative Research

During the final, selected-observation stage of their study, Prophet and Rowell paid
particular attention to classroom activities designed to develop students' manipulative
skills. Further observations, one ofwhich is described in the research report, indicated that

... the teaching ofmanipulative skills followed the same teacher-centered routine as de
scribed earlier, with students often not participating and teachers presenting instructions
and information in an unclearverbal style.Very little student-based practical work was
observed....33

This teaching style was widely discrepant from the syllabus for the preservice teacher ed
ucation program in science education.

As another part of the selected stage of their research, Prophet and Rowell developed
a test ofscience skills and aqrninistered it to a small sample ofstudents at each schooL Stu
dents in general were found to perform poorly on the manipulative skills that were tested.
In the conclusion oftheir research report, Prophet and Rowell summarized and interpreted
their findings in relation to their previously stated formulations concerning power rela
tionships in classrooms.

We see in this research study how narrowing and deepening the focus offield obser
vations can foster the emergence of qualitative interpretations, which constitute the pri
mary findings of the study.

Gaining Entry into the Field Setting
As one would expect from the emergent nature of qualitative research, there are no strict
rules about how to enter a field setting to make observations. You will need to develop a
procedure based on the characteristics of the field setting and its members and on where
you intend to situate yourself along the continuum of complete participant to complete
observer.

You can gain insights into developingyour procedure by consultingwith expert qual
itative researchers and by reading reports of their studies. For example, the study of so
cial isolates in middle schools by Evans and Eders, described earlier in the chapter, is
instructive. They describe their procedure for gaining entry into school lunchrooms as
follows:

Our strategywas to enter the lunchroom setting as peers rather than as authority figures. We
wore jeans and other casual clothing as did most ofthe students. We made a point ofnever af
filiating with teachers or other adults in this setting. This meant that some ofus were some
thnes included when teachers chastised our groups for initiating food fights and other
disruptive activities!We initially entered the lunchroom environment as we imagined a new
student in school would do, by sitting alone or next to a single person and starting conversa
tions with students sitting nearby.... although we informed everyone that we were from the .
local university and that we were studying adolescent friendship, we did not take notes
openly ... We did not inform the students ofour ages, and although the age difference be
tween the students and the researchers varied between 10 and 20 years, the students' consis
tent comments indicated theygenerally viewed us as ... undergraduate students in our late
teens....The researchers' typical stance with groups to which we belonged was to become "a
quiet member" ofthe group. We adopted a listening, receptive, nonjudgmental attitude toward
other members....When we did not report them for swearing or other school rule violations,
their trust toward us increased dramatically and they assured other students that we were'
"okay."34

33. Ibid., p. 205.
34. Evans & Eder, Processes ofsocial isolation, pp. 145-146.
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272 Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data Procedures for Observation in Qualitative Research 273

This description shows the researchers' insights about the need to present themselves t
the adolescents under investigation as nonthreatening and friendly. If the same re~
searchers were to shift their research focus to teachers or administrators in the same
school, one would expect them to adopt a more professional and m<iture appearance and
manner, b~t to maintain the same level of neutrality and discretion with those groups as
they had WIth the stude~ts,thereby demonstrating their worthiness of trust.

Recording Observations
Qualitative researchers can make use of the same range of methods used by quantitative
researchers to make a permanent record of their observations. For example, they can take
written field notes using a lap-top computer. Another option is to dictate notes into an au
diotape recorder. A stenomask can be useful for this purpose.35 A stenomask is a sound
shielded microphone attached to a portable tape recorder that is worn on a shoulder strap.
The observer can speakinto the microphone while an activity is occurring without people
nearby being able to hear the dictation.

In some field settings, an observer taking notes on a tablet or in a notebook might dis
tract participants or cause the observer to miss important aspects ofevents. It maybe pos

. sible to take a few notes surreptitiously in such situations. Qualitative researchers even
have been known to write field notes on toilet paper or inside matchbook covers in order
to conceal their role as observers!

Ifyou cannottake notes while in the field setting, youwill need to rememberwhat oc
curred and arrange to make notes soon after leaving the scene. Even ifyou cannot make
complete field notes right away, you should at least try to write a summary ofthe sequence
of events and noteworthy statements. You can use this summary later to stimulate your
writing of a more extensive set ofnotes.

The following are features ofgood field notes in a qualitativeresearch study.
Field notesshould bedescriptive andreflective. Descriptive information includes ver

bal portraits of the research participants, reconstruction of dialogue, description of the
physical setting, accounts ofparticular events, and descriptions of the observer's behav
ior. Reflective information includes the researcher's personal account of the course of in
quiry, and may contain the following elements: reflections on the methods of data
collection and analysis, reflections on ethical dilemmas and conflict, reflections on the ob
server's frame of mind, and emerging interpretations. An example of field notes that in
clude both types of information is shown in Figure 9.3. The notes that are reflective in
nature are in italics.

Field notes should be detailed and concrete. Observers should strive to write field
notes that are detailed and concrete, not vague and overgeneraIized. Michael Patton pro
vided the following examples offield notes that are at these two extremes:36

Vague and Overgeneralized Field Notes

The client was quite hostile toward the
staffperson.

Detailed and Concrete Field Notes

When Judy, the senior staffmember, told
her that she could not do what she wanted
to do, the client began to yell at Judy,
telling her that she couldn't control her

Example of Field Notes with Observer Comments

B turned on the overhead projector and proceeded to show some examples. The first one was a
colorful slide of the planets.

DC-8 must like planets. There is a model of the solar system, in similar colors in 8's office.
B pointed out that this particular slide would be useful in having students identify the planets and

that the slide would not be very helpful in explaining planetary motion. The students were also shown
an example of masking. (The names of the planets were masked by pieces of cardboard so that they
could be revealed by the teacher, as required.)

DC-The students were attentive, but quiet too quiet I thought. What's happening here is that
the teacher is not'iJsking enoDgh questions. For example, 8 could have asked the students what the flaps
were for, and why would you want to do such a thing. Instead of telling what the slide was good for,
asking what it would be good for. Nice locus ofcontrol issue.

The second transparency's subject was thewater cycle. a slide consisting of the main and two over
lays. Bexplained how an overhead of this kind could be used to describe a process.

DC-The students were quiet no questions.

Source: Pages 100-101 in: Brandt R. Observation of B's lesson on overhead transparencies. Unpublished report,
University of Georgia. Apr. 30. 1987. Reprinted in Merriam. S. B. (1988). Case study research in education: A quali
tative approach. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Note: Italicized field notes are reflective comments by the observer. OC is an abbreviation for observer comments.

life, that she was on nothing but a "power
trip," that she'd "like to beat the shit out of
her," and that she could just "go to hello"
She shook her fist in Judy's face and
stomped out of the room, leaving Judy
standing there with her mouth open,
looking amazed,

The excerpt on the right obviously is much more specific and descriptive than that on
the left. Also, the language reflects low-inference observation, which is more helpful than
high-inference observation when the researcher is ready to look for themes and patterns
in the field notes and other data sources.

Field notes should include visual details when appropriate. Field notes need not be
limited to words. For example, an observer might draw a sketch of the layout of the phys
ical setting in which the observed activities are occurring. Ifvisual details are worthy of
even more attention, the researcher can create a documentary-style visual record by mak
ing videotape recordings or taking photographs. Anthropologists and sociologists fre
quently use sum data-collection methods in their fieldwork.37At their best, visual records
illunrinate important aspects ofculture and social interaction. However, some critics have
argued that documentary-stylevisual records, particularly those ofearly-20th-century an
thropologists, while seemingly neutral, "reified the relationships ofsuperiority and inferi
ority endemic ofcoloniaIism."38This criticism suggests theneed for qualitative researchers

35. Stenomasks are described on pp. 243-249 in: Patton, M. (1990). Qualitative evaluation and research methods
(2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: sage.

36. Patton, Qualitative evaluation, p. 240.

37. Harper, D. (2000). Reimagining visual methods: Galileo to Neuromaru:er. ln N. K. Denzin & Y. S. Lincoln (Eds.),
Handbook ofqualitative research (2nd ed., pp. 717-732). Thousand Oaks, CA: sage.

38. Ibid., p. 728.
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274 Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data Nonreactive Observation 275

to analyze their motives and stance in using visual recording devices to select the Patti
lar scenes and objects for preservation as recorded images. cu-

Acase studybyTerryWood, Paul Cobb, and ErllaYackel illustrates the use ofvideota
recordings in qualitative research.39The researchers examined how one elementarysch p~
teacher changed her approach to teaching mathematics while participating in an ongo;:
research project that involved constructivist views of learning. Every mathematics lessog
taught by the teacher for an entire school year was videotaped, and two cameras were use~
to focus on four selected pairs of children during small-group activities. The videotap
recordings, supplemented by field notes and copies of the children's classwork, were th:
main source ofdata used to document changes in students' mathematical understanding
and social interaction in small groups.

Dealing with Observer Effects
Quantitative research operates on the premise that observations should be independent
of the particular individual who is making them. Thus, an effort is made to minimize ob
server bias and to control for possible effects of the observer on what is observed. QUali
tative researchers take a different stance toward their influence on the phenomena being
observed. As observers, they consider their biases and personal reactions to be part ofthe
"scene" that is observed. Therefore, qualitative researchers do not use the positivist crite
rion ofobjectivity in deciding whether their observations are ofhigh quality. Instead, they
use the procedures described below to deal with validity issues that arise in qualitative
observation.4o

Reactions of program participants and staff to the observer's presence. The recom
mended approach is that qualitative researchers should strive not to overestimate or un
derestimate their effects on what is observed, but they should describe and analyze these
effects as part of the research project.

Effects on the observerduring the courseofthe study. The approach recommended for
dealingwith this issue is similar to that suggested for the previous issue, namely, to realize
that the observer will have reactions and to record them. The excerpt from Evans and
Eder's field notes, in which the observer reported her distress at witnessing the mistreat
qlep.t of social isolates by their middle school peers, typifies qualitative observers' atten
):ion to the effects ofobservations on themselves.

The observer's personal predispositions or biases. To address this issue, the researcher
should-use established procedures for validating and verifying data analyses, so as to re
duce any distortions that may have been introduced by the researcher's predispositions.
These procedures include active efforts to test rival explanations for research findings, the
use ofboth qualitative and quantitative research methods to examine a phenomenon, the
use ofmultiple observers and researchers, the examination offindings from various theo
retical perspectives, and a reporting ofthe research project in sufficient detail that readers
can "audit" the findings.

Observer incompetence. Qualitative observation data will be useless, and even mis
leading, ifthe observers have had insufficient preparation to do the type ofdata collection
required by the research problem and approach. The solution to this problem is obvious.
ObserVers should be thoroughly trained and otherwise prepared prior to collecting data in
the field.

39. Wood, T., Cobb, P., & Yackel, E. (1991). Change in teaching mathematics: Acase study.AmericanEducationalRe
search journal, 28, 587-616.

40. These issues and procedures also are discussed in Chapter 14.

Analyzing Qualitative Observational Data
When the fieldwork phase ofa qualitative research study is completed, the researchers ar:e
likely to have an extensive set of field notes and visual data that serve as a record of tI:err
observations. All these data need to be analyzed, interpreted, and reported. We de~cnbe
each ofthese processes in the chapteron the case studyme~od(Chapte~14).Youwill find
that the procedures for analyzing, interpreting, and reporttng observation~data are es
sentially the same as those for other types of qualitative data, such as intervIew notes and
documents found in the field setting.

Nonreactive Obser;vation
Unobtrusive Measures in Quantitative Research
We explained above how observer effects can weaken the validity and reliab~tyofobser
vational data For example, the presence of an observer can affect the behaVIOr ofthe ob
served individuals such that it becomes atypical. This and ~therobserver effect:' can be
avoided through the use of unobtrusive measures-sometimes called nonreacttve~
sures. Unobtrusive measures are characterized by the fact that the data are collected m a
natural setting, and the individuals are unaware that they are being obs~rved.. .

Suppose we are interested in students' use ofcomputer technology m therr studies. It
would be difficult to observe students throughout the day, not knowing ifand when they
might use a computer. Unobtrusive measurement canhelp us with this problem.We could
think of situations in which students might use a computer, and whether a product or
"residue" would be produced thatwe could examine later. An obvious possibility is~euse
ofcomputers forword processing ofschool assigrlIDents.We could askthe students tea~h
ers for permission to examine the students' assigrlIDents so that we can observe which
ones appear to be word-processed documents and which do not. .

In this approach the students are unaware that they are being observed, but therr
teachers are aware. Perhaps we can think ofsituations involving computeruse that are un
obtrusive for both groups. Suppose the schools that we are observing make comI?uters
available for students in a technology center and in the school's library.We can obtatn~
obtrusive software that can be installed in these computers for tI:e purpose of r~cordin.g
their duration ofuse and even the users' keystrokes. Of course, this approach raIses ethi-
cal questions, which we consider below. . .,

Examples ofunobtrusive measures that have been used m resear:ch stu~es a:e lis~ed
in Figure 9.4. Measures of this type are especi~yuseful when.used m conjunction Wlth
conventional reactive measures because they mvolve such a different approach t~ mea
surement. Ifwe use several different kinds ofinstruments to measure the same vana~les,
and theyyield similar results, we can be much more confident that our results are valid.

Potential Limitations o/Unobtrusive Measures
Validity. Thevalidityofsome unobtrusive measures is uncertain.Fo~~pl~, the lo~t-Ie~er
technique hasb~enused as an unobtrusive measure in research studies. ~t~quem
volves making a large number ofcopies ofvarious bogus letters, each ofwl1!-ch~ addr~ed
to an organization that reflects a different opinion on an issue. The assumption IS~~tan m
dividual who finds a letter is more likely to mail it if the address represents an opmIOn that

41. For an interesting application of this technique, see: .Farrington, D: P., & Knight, B. J. (1980). Stealing from a lost
letter: Effects ofvictim characteristics. Criminaljustu:e andBe/uwiQr- 7, 423-435.
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276 Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data

Examples of Unobtrusive Measures in Research Studies

1. The floor tiles around the hatching-chick exhibit at Chicago's Museum of Science and Industry must
be replaced every six weeks. TIles in other parts of the museum need not be replaced for years. The
selective erosion of tiles, indexed by the replacement rate, is a measure of relative popularity of
exhibits.

2. One investigator wanted to learn the level of whiskey consumption in a town that was officially
"dry." He did so by counting empty bottles in trash cans.

3. The degree of fear induced by a ghost-story-telling session can be measured by noting the shrink
ing diameter of a cirde of seated children.

4 Chinese jade dealers have used the pupil dilation of their customers as a measure of the client's in
terest in particular stones. In 1872 Darwin noted this same variable as an index of fear.

5. Library withdrawals were used to demonstrate the effect of the introduction of television into a
community. Fiction titles dropped, while nonfiction titles were unaffected.

6. The influence of the rate of interaction in managerial recruitment is shown by the overrepresenta
tion of baseball managers who were infielders or catchers (high interaction poSitions) during their
playing days.

7. Sir Francis Galton employed surveying hardware to estimate the bodily dimensions of African women
whose language he did not speak.

8. Children's level of interest in Christmas was demonstrated by distortions in the size of their Santa
Claus drawings.

9. Racial attitudes in two colleges were compared by noting the degree of clustering of African Amer-
icans and whites in lecture halls.

Source: Adapted from Webb, E. 1., Campbell, D. T., Schwartz, R. D., Sechrest, L, & Grove. J. B. (1981). Nonreactive
measures in the sodat sdenees (2nd ed.). Boston: Houghton Mifflin.

he or she supports. Ifthis is true, the rate ofreturn for letters representing different opinions
will reflect the percentage ofpersons holding each opinion in the confinunity under inves
tigation, In several election studies, however, the proportion ofletters returned failed to pre
dict the election results, thus raising doubts about the validity of the technique.

Reliability. The reliability ofunobtrusive measures often is difficult to establish. Even for
unobtrusive measures for which reliability can be computed, the data are oflimited use to
other researchers because most such measures are designed to study a very specific atti
tude or behavior pattern and are rarely used more than once. In contrast, conventional
measures such as achievement tests, personality inventories, and attitude scales are used
ill many studies. Over a period of time, a useful body ofknowledge about such measures
is developed, and it is easier to obtain estimates of their reliability.

Ethical Considerations. The use of unobtrusive measures raises ethical issues involving
informed consent and invasion ofprivacy. (These issues are discussed in Chapter 3.) Col
lection ofnonreactive data in public settings usually is not regarded as an invasion ofpri
vacy. However, data collection in public areas where individuals woUl~ e~ct the~
behavior to be private, such as public restrooms, has been challenged as an mvaslon ofpn
vacy. Spying on an individual's private behavior (e.g., placing listening devices in the indi
vidual's home or oflice)·clearly is an invasion of privacy.

Informed consent poses a difficult problem in unobtrusive measurement because its
main purpose is to collect data without the awareness of the individuals b~ing studi~d.
The act ofrequesting informed consent makes individuals aware that theywill be studied

Nonreactive Observation

and thus jeopardizes the nonreactivityofanysubsequent measurement. Therefore, it is es
sential in some situations to forego informed consent.

An institutional reviewboard (see Chapter 3) maylookfavorably on a request to forego
informed consent ifthe the researcher can demonstrate the following conditions: The in
dividuals being studied will incurno risk, the anonymity ofthe participants will be main
tained, it is impossible to conduct the studyunder the condition ofinformed consent, and
the studypromises to produce significant benefits.

Qualitative Observation ofMaterial Culture
The same material objects and residues ofhuman actions that are studied by quantitative
researchers can be phenomena of interest to qualitative researchers. Whereas quantita
tive researchers analyze these phenomena using narrowly focused, numerical measures
(typically, frequency counts), qualitative researchers have a holistic perspective and ex
amine these phenomena as expressions ofhowindividuals and groups construct their so
cial reality.

Ian Hodder used the term material culture to refer to the various objects created by
different groups throughout history.42 (Some researchers refer to them as artifacts.) He dis
tinguished between two types of material culture. First is material culture that serves a
communicative, representational function. Text and signs are examplesofthis type ofma
terial culture. We discuss the study of text and signs by qualitative researchers later in the
chapter. .

The second type ofmaterial culture, whichwe callpractice-oriented material culture
is distinguished byits association with particularpractices and meanirlgs. Tools are a good
example of practice-oriented material culture. A hammer, for instance, does not have a
communicative function. Rather, it is associatedwith particularuses, especiallywithin the
construction industry. Also, a hammer has different meanirlgs for different individuals.
One person may associate a hammer with injury, whereas another individual may have
positive associations-workfor pay; buildinguseful products. Still others might form sym
bolic associations; for eXlllIlple, the song, "IfI Had a Hammer," may come to mind.

Objects other than tools also ~anbe marlifestations ofpractice-oriented material cul
ture. Lilies, for example, often are used for decorative pUlJloses in our culture. Theyalso are
associated with funerals in the minds ofsome people.

Observation ofpractice-oriented material culture is important because it gives qual
itative researchers access to those whose voices are silent, for example, groups whose ex
periences are not reeorde.d in written form by the dominant culture. Another example is
dead societies, especially those that left no written record, but only practice-oriented ob
jects and material residues of their use.

Despite its importance, the use ofpractice-oriented material culture as a data source
is problematic because qualitative researchers usuallycannot checkthevalidityoftheir in
terpretations of the social reality that it represents by interviewing the individuals who
produced it. Archaeologists have taken the lead in developing methods to deal with this
problem because they often find themselves in the situation of interpreting objects and
fragments ofobjects from ancient cultures.43

Practice-oriented material culture is worthy of observation by educational re
searchers. Many specialized tools have been developed or adopted by educators over

42. Hodder, I. (2000). The inteIpretation ofdocuments and material culture. In N. K. Denzin & Y. S. Uncoln (Eds.),
Handbook ofqualitative research (2nd ed., pp. 703-715).Thousand Oaks. CA: Sage.

43. Ibid.
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time-among them, chalkboards, desks, classrooms, bulletin boards, computers, and
video recorders. Students, too, develop or purchase certain tools, such as notebooks
binders, pencils, staplers, calculators, and erasers. The study of these tools may provid '
valuable insights into how these groups construct the social context within which thee
cope with learning tasks and deal with other aspects of their public and private lives. y

Content Analysis ofDocuments
and Other Communication Media
Thus farin this chapter, ourfocus has been on methods for observinghuman behavior and
features ofthe environment in which the behavior occurs.An important feature ofhuman
environments is the messages that people encode in various forms:

Written documents: Written materials include textbooks, students' completed home
work assignments, tests, computer printouts ofschool data, newspapers, and memoranda

VISual media: Photographs, posters, and drawings are examples of visual materials
that may be analyzed.

Audio media: The researcher can analyze audiotape recordings,laser disc recordings,
or radio programs.

Combinations ofmedia: It may be desirable to analyze a variety of types of media,
such as TVprograms and CD-ROM discs that combine print, visual images, and sound.

The content of these materials comprises messages from one individual or group to an
other individual or group. These messages are the object of study in some research pro
jects. Textbooks are of particular interest because they convey much about the school
curriculum. Textbooks and other written materials usually are called documents by re
searchers.We use this term here, and also the term communication media, to refer both to
documents and to materials whose messages are primarilyvisual or auditory.

Ifyou plan to include communication media as a data source in your research, youwill
need to be systematic about identifying and analyzing them. In the following sections we
describe appropriate procedures, depending on whether your research will be conducted
from a quantitative or qualitative perspective.

Content Analysis in Quantitative Research
In quantitative research, the analysis of documents typically involves content analysis.
Content analysis has been defined as "a research technique for the objective, systematic,
and quantitative description of the manifest content of communication."44 The raw
material for content analysis can be any type of document or other communication
medium.

Most content analyses in education involve collecting data on various aspects of the
messages encoded in the communication product. These analyses generally involve fairly
simple classifications or tabulations of specific information. Content analyses of student
compositions for language arts classes, for example, could be used to develop a typology
of grammatical and spelling errors as well as information on the frequency of different
types oferrors. This information can be used to revise language arts courses or develop re-
medial programs. .

44. Berelson. B. (1952). Contentanalysis in communication research. Glencoe, IL: Free Press. Quote appears on p. 18.

Content Analysis of Documents and Other Communication Media

Steps in Doinga ContentAnalysis
In describing the steps involved in a content analysis, we refer to a research study ofvo
cabulary instruction in social studies textbooks conducted by Janis Harmon, Wanda
Hedrick, and Elizabeth Fox.4S Although this example involves printed text, the procedures
are equally appropriate for the analysis ofother communication media, such asWeb pages,
film, and audio recordings.

SpecifY research questions, hypotheses, orobjectives. The researchers' study grew out
of their appreciation of the important role that vocabulary instruction plays in students'
ability to understand social-studies concepts presented in the upper-elementary and mid
dle grades. Also, they were aware of effective research-based practices for promoting vo
cabulary development and wondered whether these practices were represented in the
teachers' editions ofsocial'-studies textbooks.

These interests and concerns led Harmon, Hedrick, and Fox to frame three research
questions to guide their study:

1. What is the nature of the words or key terms selected by the social studies text
book publishers?

2. To what extent and how is vocabulary represented at each grade level and
across series ofpublished social studies programs for grades~?

3. What vocabulary instructional supports do publishers provide for teachers?46

Textbooks, especially teachers' editions, contain a great many content-related elements.
By framing the research questions stated above, these researchers made explicit the scope
of their investigation and also focused it sufficiently so that a manageable study could be
designed.

Selecta sampleafdocuments to analyze. The researchers selected teachers' editions
of the social studies textbooks on the 1997-1998 Texas state adoption list for grades~.
The teachers' editions were selected because they contain both the text that students read
and recommendations to teachers about how to teach this text. It was necessaryto have
documents that included these recommendations in order to address the third research
question stated above.

Develop a category-coding procedure. The essence of a content analysis is the cod
ing of the document's messages into categories. Each categoryshould represent a discrete
variable that is relevant to your research objective. The categories should be mutuallyex
clusive, such that any bit ofcommunication can be coded by only categoryin the category
system.

Ifappropriate, consider employinga codingsystem that has been used in previous re
search. This option saves the time required to develop your own system. Also, the us~ of
standard coding categories permits comparison with other studies that have used the
same system. Consequently, the research project is more likely to make a conttibution to
theory and knowledge in the field under consideration.

In the vocabulary study that we are considering here, the researchers developed their
own categories, but they represent standard features of textbooks, including teachers'
editions. Among the categories are these: instructional objectives; instructional compo
nents (I.e., suggestions for tasks that teachers or students might complete in order to en
hance instruction and learning); and key terms (I.e., words or phrases highlighted by the

45. Harmon, J. M., Hedtick, W. B.. & Fox, E. A. (2000). A content analysis ofvocabulary instruction in social studies
textbooks for gtades 4-8. ElementarySchoolJournal, 100, 253-271.

46. Ibid.. p. 254.
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280 Chapter Nine/Collecting Research Data

publishers), with subcategories for (1) general terms that might be found in any sUbj
(e.g., malady, revenge), (2) technical multiple-meaningterms (e.g., table, legend), (3he:
nical domain-specific words unique to social studies (e.g., pueblo, colonist), and (4) term
relating to specific persons, places, and events (e.g., Bull Run, DwightEisenhoweij. s

After initial development of the content classification system, you should detefInin
whether several raters can use it with a high degree of consistency. You can do this by cal:
culating a correlation coefficient ofinter-rater reliabilityfor different raters' classifications.47
Ifthe inter-rater reliability is low, you will need to identify points of ambiguity in the Con_
tent classification system and clarify them. To increase the reliabilitywith which the clasSi_
fication system can be used, it is helpful to develop an explicit set ofscoring rules.

An explicit reliability check was not reported by the researchers who conducted the
vocabulary study. There are repeated references to "we" in the report, so presumably the
researchers checked each others' coding as the content analysis proce~ded.Nonetheless
our confidence in the studyfindings would be strengthened byan explicit reliability cheek

Conduct the content analysis. A typical content analysis consists of ma1cing a fre
quency count of the occurrence ofeach coding category in each document in the sample.
The general procedure is to create a computer file that reproduces the text of the docu
ment, (You can type the text or possibly use a scanning device that reads the text directly
into a computer file.) Then read the computer file and type a code for each message that
fits a particular category ofthe content-analysis system. Acomputer program can be used
to,count the frequency of each code or to list together all the text messages that fit a par
ticular code. Computer programs of this type are described in Chapter 14.

The frequency counts can be presented· in the results section of the research report
Descriptive statistics also can be reported, for example, the mean number and standard
deviation ofthe occurrences ofeach coding category across all the documents iii the sam
ple. Relationships between the variables represented bythe different categories can be an
alyzed and reported, too.

In the vocabulary study, the researchers conducted several of these statistical analy
ses. For example, they calculated the mean percentage of key terms that fit each of their
categories across the textbooks included in the content analysis. They found that 78 per
cent of the key terms were in the category ofdomain-specific words, with another 13 per
cent in the category of terms relating to specific persons, places, and events. In a related
analysis, theyasked three teachers to identifywhat they considered to be key terms in rep
resentative samples of text from the textbooks (the samples had been retyped so that the
teachers could not identify which terms,the publishers had marked as key). Surprisingly,
there was only 48 percent agreement between the publishers' and teachers'lists.

Table 9.2 shows the results of an analysis of the instructional components involving
key terms that were included in the teachers' editions ofthe textbooks. As you can see, the
researchers classified the instructional components into three categories oftasks: instruc
tion (i.e., teaching activities for the teacher); application (i.e., activities requiring students
to use the key term); and review (i.e., activities in the review section of the textbook units,
chapters, and lessons). For most of the textbooks, the vast majority of the instructional
components involved application and review. A more fine-grained analysis ofthe compo
nents revealed an emphasis on surface-level vocabulary activities, for example, filling in
blanks, crossword puzzles, and matching words with their definitions.

47. Forinfonnation about inter-rater reliability coefficients, see: Stemler, S. (2oo1).An overview ofcontent analysis.
Practical Assessment, Research & Evaluation, 7(17). Retrieved November 3,2001 from www.encae.netlpan:.
getvn.asp?v=7n=17; Scott, W. (1955). Reliability of content analysis: The case of nominal scale coding. PublIC
Opinion Quarterly, 19, 321-325.

Content Analysis of Documents and Other Communication Media

categories ofVocabularyTasks in the Teacher's Edition
of Social Studies Textbooks

Instruction Application Review
seri:es:..- To_ta_' (%_>__~ (%_o_> (_%_>_

Harcourt Brace, grade 4 61 21 31 48
Harcourt Brace, grade 5 8 13 50 38
Harcourt Brace, grade 6 31 26 32 42
Houghton Mifflin, grade 4 64 25 36 39
HOughton Mifflin, grade 5 • 46 24 30 46
Houghton Mifflin, grade 6 135 23 36 41
Macmillan, grade 4 60 23 33 43
Macmillan, grade 5 108 27 33 40
Macmillan, grade 6 189 17 54 29
Silver Burdett Ginn, grade 4 40 15 55 30
Silver Burdett Ginn, grade 5 14 0 '57 43
Silver Burdett Ginn, grade 6 41 2 49 49
Jarrett, grade 4 7 43 43 14
Benson;grade 7 7 29 0 71
Glencoe, grade 7 21 24 24 52
Holt, Rinehart &Winston, grade 7 6 17 33 50
Holt, Rinehart &Winston, grade 8 31 19 55 26
Prentice Hall, g[ade 8 17 6 12 82
Scott Foresman, grade 8 8 13 38 50

Source: Table 5 on p. 266 in: Harmon, J. M., Hedrick, W. B., & Fox E. A (2000). A content analysis of vocabulary instruc
tion in social studies textbooks for grades 4-8. Elementary School Journal, 100, 253-271. Copyright 2000 University of
Chicago Press.

Interpret t1]e resultS•. The final stage ofa content analysis is to interpret the m~aning
ofthe results. The interpretive process will depend on the purpose ofthe studyand Its the
oretical or conceptual framework

In the vocabulary study, Harmon, Hedrick, and Foxused research knowledge about ef
fective vocabulary instruction as a basis for evaluating publishers' practices ~ reveal~by
tlIeircontent analyses. This researc1I knowledge demonstrates thevalue ofsuchrnstructtonal
activities as word sorts, semantic mapping, and graphic organizers to help studen~make
connections between their prior knowledge and new terminology. Harmon, Hedrick, and
Foxfound virtuallyno utilization ofthis research knowledge in the textbooks they analyzed:

Our findings indicate that although publishers do give consideration to vocab~ary~~eir
programs, many activities are still grounded in vocabulary teaching and learnmg aeti~ties that
are not supported byempirical evidence.Thus, publishers need to take a more aggressIve
stance to integrate current knowledge about vocabulary into their instructional procedures.48

The researchers also .raise an important question for future research, based on their
data analysis ofteachers' and publisher' identification ofkey terms in social s~die:s text
books: "Disagreements between teachers and publishers ~verwhatsho~dbe highlighted
as conceptually loaded terms ralses questions concerrung how publishers select key

48. Harmon et al., Content analysis, p. 269.
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Hodder, Interpretation of documents.
Patthey-Chavez, G. G. (1993). High school as an arena for cultural conflict and acculturation for latino Angeli
nos. Anthropology andEducation Quarterly, 24, 33-60.

identifying documents and records that are part of the situation that they plan to study.
Once they have identified these materials, their next step is to determine which materi
als might be relevant to their research study. Then they determine how they can collect
these materials for analysis within the guidelines for ethical conduct of research. If the
lllaterials carmot be removed from the natural situation, it maybe possible to make pho
tocopies of them and photographs of them in their setting for later analysis. Otherwise,
the researchers will need to devise a method for analyzing them on site. Finally, theywill
need to consider the validity of the materials. several conceptions of validity (i.e., inter
nal and external criticism) that apply to documents and records are described in Chap
ter 16.

The use ofdocuments and records as data sources in qualitative research differs most
from quantitative research in the analysis phase. In quantitative research, a set ofvariables
is defined and applied uniformly to all the written communications in the sample. The
variables are measured in such a way as to yield quantified data that can be analyzed by
conventional statistics. Inqualitative research, analysis procedure is likelyto be emergent.
1be same document or record can be analyzed at different points in the study, with each
analysis yieldingnew constructs, hypotheses, and insights. The results ofthe analysis need
not be expressed in quantified form. Furthermore, the same document or record can be
analyzed from different perspectives and for different purposes.

The results ofthe qualitative researcher's analysis take the form ofinterpretations and
hypotheses. Ian Hodder proposed that these hypotheses and interpretations need to be
weighed in relation to two different contexts-the context in which the documents and
records were developed and the context in which they are now being interpreted for re
search purposes.53 The researcher must take into accountvariations in meaning as theyare
studied across space, time, and cultures. Hodder suggested five criteria for confirming in
terpretations based on data obtained from documents and records:

1. internal coherence, meaning that different parts of the theoretical argument do
not contradict one other and the conclusions follow from the premises;

2. ~xternal coherence, meaning that the interpretation fits theories accepted in
and outside the discipline;

3. correspondence between theory and data;
4. the fruitfulness of the theoretical suppositions, that is, how many new direc

tions,lines of inquiry, or perspectives are opened up; and
5. the trustworthiness, professional credentials, and status of the author and sup

porters ofan interpretation.

An example of the use of documents, records, and signs in qualitative research is a
study by G. Genevieve Fatthey-Chavez concerning her perceptions ofthe cultural conflict
between Latino students and their mainstream teachers in a Los Angeles high school.54

" Patthey-Chavez put the high school in context by describing the neighborhood in which it
? was located. Her observations included various forms of public communicationsin the
•neighborhood:

Area businesses now sport huge Spanish-language signs next to modest English-language
ones; video stores advertise their Spanish-language collections; and several Spanish-language

~erms:'~9This is a good example ofthe principle that thevalue ofa study often lies less With
Its findings and more in the questions it raises.

Analysis ofDocuments and Records in Qualitative Observation
Qualitative researchers often study written communications found in natural situatio
Thesewritten communications are ofvarious types.Yvonnalincoln and Egon Gubade;:'
documents as written communications that are prepared for personal rather than Offici~
reasons.50 In contrast, records are written communications that have an official purpose
For example, personal letters, personal diaries, and drafts of articles are documents'
whereas legal contracts, commission reports for general circulation, tax statements, and
newspaper articles are records.

Documents and records rely prinIarily on language to convey meaning. Other Com_
munications-for example, mathematics, music, and highway signs-rely on different
types of sign systems to convey meaning. Semiotics is a field of inquiry that studies the
meaning ofthese signs.51 For example, Peter Manning and BetsyCullum-Swan did a semi_
o.tic analysis ofthevarious meanings conveyedby the different sign systems at McDonald's
restaurants, among them, the menu board, lighting, arrangement of space, utensils and
food wrappings, outdoor playgrounds, and the use of the "Me" prefix to label various fOod
items.52 (semiotics is explained further in Chapter 15.) ".'

In traditional quantitative research, the meaning of a text is assumed to be inVariant
across readers and across time. In other words, the meaning is in the text itself, and the
meaning can be represented as discrete content variables and studied by the methods of
content analysis. In contrast, qualitative researchers believe that the meanjng ofa text re
sides in the minds ofitswriter and its readers. Thus, the meaning ofa particular document"
or record can change from reader to reader and from one historical period to another. Fur
thermore, a document or record can have different meanings at different levels of analy
sis. For example, the content of a: textbook can be analyzed to determine what topics it
covers. However, it also can be seen as a secondary source that is derived from primary
sources. (PrinIary and secondarysources are explained in Chapter 4.) The: relationship be
tween the textbook and its prinIary sources thus can be the focus of "a qualitative re
searcher's study.

To fully understand a document or record, therefore, the qualitative researcher needs
to study the context in which it was produced-the author's purpose in writing it, the au
thor's workiIig conditions, the authors intended and actual audience, and the audience's
purpose for reading it. The qualitative researcher also must rewe that, in reading the text,
she creates her own meanings.

Documents and records from the past pose particular problems for the qualitative
researcher because it is not possible to interview the author or readers. Also, the re
searcher carmot observe the situations in which these written communications were
used or how they were made available for different audiences. Historians have devel
oped various research methods to deal with these problems. Their methods are de
scribed in Chapter 16.

Qualitative researchers follow some of the same steps as quantitative researchers
who use text and other communications media as data sources. They typically begin by

49. Ibid., p. 265.
SO. Uncoln, Y. S., & Guba, E. G. (1985). Naturalistic iTU/uiry. Beverly Hills, CA: Sage.
5!. Manning, P. K, & Cullum·Swan, B. (1994). Narrative, content, and semiotic analysis. In N. K Denzin &Y. S. Lin·

coin (Eds.), Handbook ofqualitative research (pp. 463-477). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
52. Ibid.
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c. to make graphical representations of observa
tional data.

d. all of the above.
4. College students are trained to use a standard

schedule to observe children's play behavior. They
record their observations on this form, and their
data are compared with those of an expert on child
psychology. The purpose of this comparison is to
check
a. criterion-related observer reliability.
b. intra-observer reliability.
c. inter-observer reliability.
d. internal reliability.

5. The same observers are asked to record students'
grade point average by examining school record~
and also to observe the students' on-task behaVior

285Self-Check Test

vi S E'L F - CH E CK TE-S T
Circle the corred answer to each of the following questions.
The answers are provided at the back of the book.

1. Test anxiety is an example of
a. a descriptive observational variable.
b. an inferential observational variable.
c. an evaluative observational variable.
d. a nonintrusive variable.

2. Recording the number of times that a teacher calls
on a student to answer a question about grammar
in a Spanish class is an example of
a. duration recording.
b. frequency-count recording.
c. interval recording.
d. continuous recording.

3. Computers are used in observational research
a. to time the duration of events.
b. to deted observer errors in recording observa

tional data.

Patthey-Chavez claimed that this student's experience represents a biasedview ofthe high
school's effectiveness. In working with other students from El Salvador, she found that
some ofthem perceivedEl Salvadoran schools to be more rigorous and moral than Amer-
ican schools. .

The use ofa newspaper article as a data source for this study is significant for two rea
sons. First, it reveals information about one student's experience at the high school being
studied. Second, the newspaper creates meanings that are different from those created if
the researcher had reported a personal interview with the student: An interview is a per
sonal event, whereas a newspaper provides a widely circulated public record ofa conver
sation. The fact that the newspaper reporter chose to include this particular conversation
supports Patthey-Chavez's claim that the school is supporting an assimilationistmission
a mission that the newspaper reporter apparently supports andwishes the public to know.
In fact, one can speculate that the newspaper reporter is telling the readers what theywant
to hear, namely, that their public schools are striving to assimilate immigrants and suc
ceeding in the task:. The inclusion of the neWspaper article as a data source widens the
context of the study and provides a contrast with Patthey-Chavez's other data that ques
tion the assimilationist mission ofschools.

newspapers and radio and television stations compete very successfullycwith English-Ian
mediass

She concluded from these observations that Salvadorean and Mexican cultural netwo
have been firmly and successfully established in this neighborhood. r

Patthey-Chavez's observations of the school's curriculum focused on the English as'
Second Language (ESL) program. In examiningthe text ofESL curriculum materials in us~
at the school, she found that they emphasized English grammatical structures. This em~
phasis, ~henoted, runs counter to current recommendations for ESL methodology, which
emphasIZes the development ofstudents' oral communicative proficiency.

Patthey-Chavez drew upon a local newspaper article about the high school to illuse
trate what she perceived as its assimilationist mission, serving as "a port ofentry for edu
cational opportunity and the American way, a port of entry that students, but for a few
miscreants, were eagerly passing through."56 In her research report, Patthey-Chavez illus
trated this theme by quoting the following excerpt from the newspaper article:

Student CeliaToche, 17, came from El Salvadorwith her family five years ago, knowing no Eng
lish. Now she is an honor student and hopes to go to college. She is usually so absorbed with
physics tests, economic theory, trigonometry exercises and English literature that she rarely
thinks anymore ofsuch painful losses and frightening times as when armed guerillas perched
on the roofofher school

Sometimes, however, she is reminded. "Myparents didn't get a chance to get an educa
tion," she says. "It's a family treasure, to get an education here. I really value it a lot. So when I
see people wasting the opportunities they've got here, the choices they'have h~re, that's when I
think about El Salvador. Here at lima [High School], we know what we have-and we appreci- .
ateit."57

; 55. Ibid., p.4O.
56. Ibid., p. SO.
57. Woo. E. (1986. September28). LimaHigh makes a comeback. An ioner cityshows howit's done. LosAngeles nmes

Magazine, p. 14.
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in three different classes. This procedure
is most susceptible to
a. reliability decay.
b. the error of leniency.
c. observer contamination.
d. observer drift.

6. A researcher observes the meetings of a
teachers union. She is a representative
of this union, and therefore regularly at
tends the meetings. The researcher's role
is that of
a. complete observer.
b. observer-participant.
c. participant-observer.
d. complete participant.

7. The selected stage of qualitative
observation
a. can involve theoretical saturation.
b. must involve a role shift from partici

pant-observer to complete observer.
'c precedes the focused stage.
d. all of the above.

8. Field notes in qualitative research should
a. emphasize high-inference observations.
b. emphasize low-inference observations.

c. avoid personal comments and
reflections.

d. have a highly selective focus.
9. Qualitative researchers believe that ma

terial objects and residues are
a. expressions of how individuals and

groups construct social reality.
b. expressions of the dominant groups

within a culture.
c. outside the range of phenomena that

they should study.
d. useful to study only if they serve

communicative, representational
functions.

10. A qualitative researcher is analyzing the
textbooks used in present-day Russian
schools. To determine the meaning of
the textbook content, the researcher is
likely
a. to study the authors of the textbooks.
b. to study the teachers who use the

textbooks. .
c. to study the students for whom the

textbooks were written.
d. all of the above.
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• Case Study Research

OVERVIEW

A good CClse stLidy brings a phenomenon to life for readers and helps them understand its
meaning. We st~rt this chapter by discussing the general characteristics of case studies andthe
various purposesthey serve. The remaining sections of the chapter concer[1 the procedures in
volved in conductifl9 a case study: formulating a research problem; selectiniJ a case, or cases;
defining the researcher's role; collecting and analyzing data; and preparing a report.
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Introduction

Introduction
One ofthe main characteristics ofqUalitative research is its focus on the intensive study of
specific instances, that is cases, of a phenomenon. For this reason, qualitative research
sometimes is called casestudy research. However, the two terms are not synonymous. Case
study research evolved as a distinctive approach to scientific inquiry, partIyas a reaction
to perceived limitations of quantitative research. Many qualitative researchers subscribe
to this approach and use it as a guide to their investigations. Other qualitative researchers
subscribe instead to research traditions that generally are compatible with case study
methodology, but that have grown up around an interest in particular types of phenom
ena and the development ofspecial methods for studying them. (We describe these tradi
tions, such as ethnography, semiotics, phenomenology, and historical research, in
Chapters 15 and 16.)

VIrtually any phenomenon can be studied by means of the case study methods that
we describe in this chapter. However, otherqualitative research traditions are limited to the
study ofparticular types ofphenomena. Thus, in choosing to study a phenomenon, you
can choose to do so within the general case study framework described in this chapter, or
within a specialized qualitative research tradition. Keep in mind, though, that it is not nec
essary to adhere to anyparticular tradition in doing qualitative research. Some qualitative
researchers, especially those subscribing to postrnodernism, reject anyformal methodol
ogy and therefore do not align themselves either with case study research or with other
qualitative research traditions.

In our view, then, case study research is one of several approaches to qualitative in
quiry. We present it as the first ofseveral chapters about qualitative research because ofits
widespread use in education. Another reason for presenting it first is that elements of the
case study approach appear in the specialized qualitative research traditions described in
Chapters 15 and 16. Learning the case study approach should make it easier for you to un
derstand the purposes and methods of these other approaches to qualitative research.

Robert Stake observes that, "As a form ofresearch, case study is defined by interest in
individual cases, not by the met!?-0ds of inquiry used."1 For example, some researchers
focus on the study of one case because of its intrinsic interest, whereas other researchers
studymultiple cases in order to test the generaIizability ofthemes and patterns. The epis
temological orientation ofmost case studyresearchers is interpretive, but there are some
whose methods reflect a positivist orientation. In this chapter, we present the range of
methods used in case studyresearch rather than limiting ourselves to the methods ofonly
one epistemological orientation.

Characteristics of Case Studies
To explain the characteristics of a case study, we will use as an example a study reported
by Dona Kagan, who collected the data, and four teachers who were themselves the cases
studied by Kagan.2 The study examined the effects ofa staff development program on the
professional lives offour elementary teachers who participated in it. Kagan conducted and
audiotaped a 90-minute interview with each of the four teachers who were in or had re
cently completed the program.

I. Stake, R E. (2000). Case studies. In N. Ie. Denzin & Y. S. Lincoln (Eds.), Handbookofqualitative research (2nd 00.,
pp. 435-454). Thousand Oaks, CA: sage. Quote appears on p. 435.

2. Kagan, D. M., Dennis, M. B., Igou, M., Moore, E, & Sparks, Ie. (1993). The experience of being a teacher in resi
dence. AmericanEducationalResearchJournal, 30, 426-443.

10. Explain factors to consider in deciding
when to stop collecting case study
data.

11. Compare the purposes and procedures
of interpretational, structural, and re
flective data analysis.

12. Compare positivist and interpretivist
approaches to determining the validity
of case study findings.

13. Describe several methods that can be
used to check the validity and reliabil
ity of case study findings.

14. Explain how case study researchers
deal with the issue of generalizing
their findings to other settings.

15. Explain how reflective reporting differs
from analytic reporting of case study
research.

16. Describe the advantages and disadvan
tages of cast: study research.

1. Describe the typical characteristics of a
cpse study.

2. Dt:scribe the various purposes that a
case study can serve.

3. Explain the meaning of thick descrip
tion, constructs, themes, patterns, and
judgments in case study research.

4. Explain how case study design differs
from quantitative research design.

5. Explain how a case study researcher
moves from the initial problem state
ment to finalizing case selection.

6. Discuss the advantages and disadvan
tages of a multiple-case design as
compared to studying a single case.

7. Describe issues that researchers must
address in defining their role when
conducting a case study.

8. Describe the skills that case study re
searchers need to function successfully
in field sites.

9. State the data-collection methods typi
cally used in case study research.

OBJECTIVES

After stLidying this chapter, you should be able to
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436 Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research

In the introductory section of their report, Kagan and her colleagues state

[~lheStructure of this article differs from the traditional empirical report by notbeginnin
~th an elaborate theoretical framework. In the spirit ofgrounded theory, the teachers' n g
tives are presented first, then an interpretation is inferred by Dona, a professor ofeducati

atra
.

who worked with the teachers in constructing their stories.3 on

In the following sections, we will analyze this study in relation to four characteristi
?fcase study research: (1) the study ofphenomena byfocusing on specific instances, th:
IS, cases; (2) an in-depth study ofeach case; (3) the study of a phenomenon in its natural
context; and (4) the study of the emic perspective of case study participants. These ch
ac~eristics suggest the following definition of case study research: it is the in-depth stu~'
~f~tan~esof a phenomenon in its natural context and from the perspective of the pal
tiClpants mvolved in the phenomenon.

The Study o/ParticularInstances
Acase study is done to shed light on a phenomenon, which is the processes, events, per
s?ns, or things of interest to the researcher. Examples ofphenomena are programs, cur
ncula, roles, an~ event:. Once the phe~omenor:ofinterest is.clarified, the researcher can
select a case for illtenslve study. Acase IS a particular instance·of the phenomenon.
. In the Ka~anstudy, t?e phenomenon ofinterest, in broad terms, was school-univer_

Sity partnerships. In reading the report, we find a more limited phenomenon of interest
namely, schoo!-~versitypartnerships that strengthen the staff development capacity of
local school districts. The case .select~d for study was a particular example of this phe
nomenon, nam~ly, the Te~cher ill ReSidence (TIR) program at the University ofAlabama
J?1e program bnngs exp.en~ncedelementary teachers to the university for a two-year pe
nod to tea~hand ~upeIVlseill the university's preservice teacher educationprogram. At tIie
end of theIr appoilltment, the teachers return to their districts with "a first-hand knowl
edge of novices that would help them design in-service programS."4

Any phenomenon has many aspects. Therefore, the researcher will need to select a
focus for investigation. The focus is the aspect, or aspects, of the case on which data col
lection and analysis will concentrate. Kagan and her colleagues observed that previous re
search o~ school-universitypartnerships tended to focus on their policies and structures.
They deCided to choose another focus, namely, "the effects ofa school-university staffde
~e~o~~ent program on the professio~allivesof ... ele~entaryteachers who participated
ill It. Program effects, then, compnse the focus of this case study. In other case studies,
the focus might be a particular individual, a set of events, a time period, or a component
ofa program or organization.

. In some case studies, it is possible to break down the aspect of the phenomenon on
~chth~ case study focuses into units. In the Kagan study, four teachers who had par
tiCIpated ill the TIR program were selected for detailed investigation. In their report, the
effects of the TIR program were presented separately for each of the four teachers fol
lowed by a discuss~o~ o~ themes that were common to all of them. The unit of anaiysis,
then, was the part1~lpa~gteacher, and four such units were studied. Another option
would have been to Identify school-universitypartnerships around the United States and
select several of them for study. In this option, school-university partnerships would be
the unit ofanalysis.

3. Ibid., p. 428.
4. Ibid., p. 427.
5. Ibid., p. 427.

Introduction

With the above example in mind, we define a unit ofanalysis as an aspect ofthe phe
nomenon that can be sampled, with each member of the sample being studied as a sepa
rate case. In the Kagan study, the unit ofanalysis was teachers in residence. Four such units
(i.e., four teachers in residence) were selected for study. Some researchers would call each
unit a separate case because each unit is studied intensively. This is acceptable as long as
we do not lose sight ofthe fact that the four cases are part of a larger case that is the main
focUS of the study, namely, the TIR program at one university.

To illustrate these distinctions further, suppose we are interested in how school lead
ers facilitate mandated curriculum reforms; therefore, we decide to study a particular ClIr

riculum reform mandated by the Oregon Department ofEducation and implemented by
all Oregon school districts. In this example, the phenomenon is curriculum reform imple
mentation, the case to be studied is the curriculum reform implemented in Oregon, the
focus is the study of leadership behavior that facilitates curriculum reform implementa
tion, and the unitofanalysis is Oregon school districts. Given this samplingunit, we might
select, let's say, a sample often school districts inwhich to collect data.We could studythis
phenomenon, though, without defining a unit of analysis. For example, we might decide
to study the process by which the Oregon Department of Education developed the ClIr

riculum reform. The process might be holistic and embedded in various operations ofthe
Department. Thus, the case would not be reducible to any smaller unit ofanalysis.

Some researchers select a case for study simply because it is interesting or available.
Ifso, the larger significance ofthe case might be difficult.to discern. However, ifthe case is
conceptualized as an example of a broader phenomenon, the case's significance can be
seen in terms of the light it sheds on that phenomenon. In the Kagan study, for example,
the findings about the TIR program were considered in terms of their implications for
school-universitypartnerships in general: "Perhaps there is a lessonhere for thosewho are.
interested in promotingschool-universitypartnerships aimed at enhancingteachers' pro
fessionallives ... "6 The notion offocus can help you keep in mind that a typical case has
many aspects, and that a case study probablywill be more manageable and meaningful if
you concentrate on just a few ofthe aspects. Finally, the decision to define a unit ofanaly
sis and sample within it can help- make your data collection more manageable and yet
allowyou to make meaningful generalizations from your data analyses.

In-Depth Study o/the Case
In a case study, a substantial amount ofdata is collected about the specific case (or cases)
selected to represent the phenomenon. These data are in the form of words, images, or
physical objects, although some quantitative data maybe collected as well. Often data are
collected over an extended time period, and several methods of data collection are used.

To determine the effects ofthe TIR experience on the lives ofthe four teachers, Kagan
conducted a 90-minute interviewwith each teacher. The interviews were audiotaped and
transcribed. Then the transcriptions were analyzed for the purpose ofwriting a coherent
narrative of the teacher's experience. Afterward, the following oc=ed:

Two preliminary drafts ofthe narrative were returned successively to the interviewee for cor
rection, amendment, and editing: an iterative process ofconstructing meaning that involved
both the interviewer and interviewee in the selection and interpretation ofbiographical
data ... As coauthors, the four teachers were also invited to modify and edit Dona's commen
tary, as well as the entire article.7

6. Ibid., p.441.
7. Ibid., p.428.
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438 Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research

From this description we can infer that the narratives were initiated after the initial inter_
views, but then involved continuing dialogue among the teachers and between the teach_
ers and the principal researcher. The narratives thus reflect in-depth study ofthe teachers'
experience of the TIR program.

Study ofaPhenomenon in Its Natural Context
Jerome Kirk and Marc Miller define qualitative research as an approach to social science
research that involves "watching people in their own territory and interacting with them
in their own language, on their own terms."8 Typically, but not always, case studies involve
fieldwork in which the researcher interacts with study participants in their own natural
settings. Even in instances where fieldwork is not done, the goal still is to learn about the
phenomenon from the perspective of those in the field.

Robert Yill also emphasizes the importance of studying a phenomenon in its natural
context.9 He observes that case studies typically involve investigation ofa phenomenonfor
which the boundaries between the phenomenon and its co.ntext are not clearly evident
Yill argues that these boundaries should be clarified as part of the case study.

In the case studyoftheTIR program, the teacher narratives ("MaryBeth's Experience,"
"Karen's Story," "Mary's Reflections," and "Polly's Story") position each teacher's interview
statements about their experience in the program within the context oftheir past and cur
rent lives as elementaryteachers. For example, the segment on Mary compares Mary's own
preservice experience with the current preservice program for teachers, and reveals that
her motivation to become a teacher in residence was "to give some realism to the preser
vice program."l0 The narrative then describes Mary's likes and dislikes about being a
teacher in residence and howit influenced her perceptions of classroom teaching and her
plans for when she returns to the elementary classroom. Thus, the "boundaries" of this
case are Mary's previous and future life as a teacher. Mary's other roles-daughter, parent,
spouse, citizen, and so forth-lie outside these boundaries.

Representation ofErnie and EticPerspectives
One purpose of case studies--in some studies, the only purpose---'is to deve~op an under
standing of a complex phenomenon as experienced by its participants.~~ purpose re
flects an interpretive (as contrasted with a positivist) stance. '":> we expl~ m.Chapter 1,
interpretive research seeks to studythe local, immediate meanmgs ofSO.Clal amons for the
actors involved in them. The researcher's task is to figure out how to View the pheno~e
non as the participants view it. The participants' viewpoint is called the e~cperspecti~e.
Typically, the researcher obtains this perspective through dire~tobservation ofthe Part:

c
:

ipants (sometimes called "insiders") as they behave naturally ill the field, an~ through m
formal conversations with them. The conversations typically include questions such as,
"How didyou feel when ?," "What didyou thinkaboutwhen ?," and "Why
did you ?" . e as

At the same time, case study researchers generally maintain their own perspectiV .
investigators of the phenomenon. Their viewpoint as outsiders, which is called the etic
perspective, helps them make conceptual and theoretical sense ofthe case, and to report
the findings so that their contribution to the literature is clear. . ack-

While the principal researcher (Kagan) does not refer to her own educational b
ground, a note to the article describes her as a professor of education at George Mason

8. Kirk, J., & Miller, M. L (1986). Reliabilityand validity in qualitative research. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
9. Tm, R K. (1994). Case study research: Design and methods (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

10. Kagan et aI., Experience ofbeing a teacber, p. 434.

Introduction

anive:sity and states her.spe~ializationsas teacher education and school-university part
nershiJ?s~The research cIted ill, the last section of the report ("Dona's Commentary and
AnalYSIS .l clearlyreflects.Kagans use ofher professional experience in the analysis and in
terpretation of data obtamed from the teachers. This is the etic perspective. The close in
~olvementof~e four teach~rsin the data~collectionprocess (each ofthemwas personally
mvolved) and ill the reporting of the findings ensures that the ernic perspective was rep
resented as well.

PurPoses of Case Studies
Researchers generally do case studies for one of three purposes: to produce detailed de
scriptions ofa phenomenon, to develop possible explanations ofit, or to evaluate the phe
nomenon. We describe each ofthese purposes below.

Description
In a case study whose p~ose is description, the researcher attempts to depict a phe
nomeno~and conceptualize it. The depiction can focus on various phenomena, such as:
the meanmgs that the r~searchparticipants ascribe to their life and environment, contex
tual factors that influence their life, a series ofevents and their possible outcomes and the
new or unusual in society.!' good depiction will provide what is called a thick des'cription
ofthe phenomenon, that IS, statements that re-create a situation and as much of its con
text as possible, accompanied by the meanings and intentions inherent in that situation.
Th~ t~rm thick description originate

l
d in anthropology to refer to a complete, literal de

scnption of a cultur:-u phenomenon, 1 but is now used in qualitative research generally. A
good e~ple of thick description, in our opinion, is the opening statements in a report
about a high school dropout by the educational anthropologist HarryWolcott:

"I gues;; ifyou're going to be here, I need to knowsomething about you, where you're from, and
what~d oftro~ble yo~ are in," !'said to the lad, trying not to reveai my uncertainty, surprise,
and dismay at his unmVlted presence until I could learn more about his circumstances. It was-
Itt much ofan introduction, but it marked the beginning ofa dialogue that lasted almost two
years from that moment. Brad (a pseudonym, although as he noted, using his real name
wouldn'tr~ymatter, since "no one knows who I am anyway"J tersely stated his full name, the
fact ~at his parents had "split up" and his mother was remarried and living in southern Cali
forma, the local address ofhis father, and that he was not at present in any trouble because he
:waItt"that stupid." He also volunteered that he had spent time in the state's correctional facil
Ity for boys, but quickly added, "itwasn't really my fault"

. It was not our meeting itself that was a surprise; it was that Brad alreadyhad been living at
this remote corner ofmy steep and heavily wooded 20-acre home-site on the outskirts of town
for almost five weeks.12

~ e:eatingthick description, the researcher looks for constructs thatbring order to the
escnptive data and that relate these data to other research findings reported in the liter-

e. Aconstruct is a concept that is inferred from observed phenomena and that can be
to explain those phenomena. For example,Wolcott uses the constructs ofeducation,

o~~ deviant person, deviant act, and opportunity to interpret dropout phenomena as
ested by Brad.

Researchers also can add depth to their descriptions bysearching for themes present in
e phenomena. We define themes as salient, characteristic features ofa case. For example,

t ~lt2, c. (l973). The interpretation ofcultures: Selected essays. NewYork: Basic Books.
cllentl, H. E (1994). Transforming qualitative data: Description, analysis, and interpretation. Thousand Oaks,

Sage. Quote appears on p. 68.
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440 Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research Designing a Case Study 441

if a student-5ally-fails to turn in her homework on time on one occasion, it can be re
garded as an isolated event. IfSally habitually fails to turn in her homework when it is due,
we can saythat this behavior is characteristic ofher; it is a noteworthy theme. IfSallyalso de
lays doing household chores and getting ready for family outings, we might see a broader
theme in her behavior, namely, procrastination.

The Kagan study illustrates the search for themes in case study data, specifically,
"themes that could be validated with the professional literature on teaching and teacher
education."13 One of these themes was the functional value of the TIR experience. Ac
cording to Kagan and her colleagues, the program experience not only gaveteachers a dif
ferent perspective on their own teaching, but served as a form ofteacher research, that is,
as a way to acquire theoretical rationales for their beliefs and to attach professional labels
to them. (Teacher research as a form of action research is explained in Chapter 18.) An
other theme was the expansion (not the abandonment) of the role of classroom teacher.
The four teachers did not seek the TIR experience for upward mobility from classroom
teaching, but rather to gain new insights into their teaching. The researchers described
this finding as the most valuable and unexpected insight from their study.

Explanation
Some case studyresearch ainIs to provide explanations for the phenomena thatwere stud
ied. We refer to these explanations as patterns, meaning that one type 'of variation ob
served in a case study is systematically related to another observed variation. If the
researcher does not clainI that one variation has a causal effect on the other, we describe
it as a relational pattern. Ifcausality is clainIed, it is a causal pattern.

An example of a causal pattern can be found in David Thomas's case study of the dy
namics of cross-race relationships between proteges and their mentors or sponsors in a
large telecommunications company.14 He interviewed both the senio~and junior mem
bers of 18 such pairs. In all but two pairs, the senior member was white and the junior
member was African-American.

The members ofeach pairhad formed an association in order to develop a relationship
that would foster the professional development of the junior member of the pair. Thomas
found that the relationships that developed were oftwo types, consistent with previous re
search.In a mentor-protege relationship, the seniormember provided not onlyinstrunIen
tal career support (e.g., advocacy for promotions and performance feedback), but also
psychosocial support (e.g., role modeling, counseling, andfriendship). In a sponsor-protege
relationship, the senior member provided only instrunIental career support.

Thomas sought to identify the factors that led to one or the other type of develop
mental relationship between these cross-race pairs. First, he exanIined the strategies that
individuals used for managing the racial difference between the senior and junior mem
ber. Thomas found that individuals used one oftwo general strategies. The denial andsup
pression strategy involved a preference for not directly addressing the racial difference
betweenthe senior and juniormember, and the directengagementstrategyinvolved a pref
erence for directly addressing (i.e., communicating about) the racial difference.

Thomas initially expected that the relationship between a junior and senior member
would develop into a mentor-protege relationship only when both parties preferred and
used the strategy ofdirect engagement. Instead, he found thatwhen both parties preferred
the same strategy-whether direct engagement or denial and suppression-the relation- ,

13. Kagan et aL, Experieru:e afbeinga teacher, p. 427.
14. Thomas, D. A. (1993). Racial dynamics in cross-race developmental relationships. Adminismztiue Science Quar·

terly, 38, 169-194.

shi~ bem:een~e juniorand senior memberwas more likely to develop into a mentor-pro
tege relationship than a sponsor-protege relationship.

Thomas's ~din?s led him to develop a theoretical model ofracial dynamics in devel
opmental relationships. The model posits that strategies for managing racial differences
have an effect on the ~e of r~lationship that develops between the junior and senior
member of c:oss-rac~paIrs. This, then, is a causal pattern: Variations in strategy (denial
an~ sup~ressIOnvs. direct engagement) are presumed to have an effect on variations in re
lationships (mentor-protege vs. sponsor-protege).

Evaluation

Chapte~ 17 describes several qualitative approaches to evaluation, including responsive
evaluation, fourth-generatjon evaluation, quasi-legal models ofevaluation, and expertise
based evaluati??-.In each approach, the researcher conducts a case studyand maIces judg
m~nts. In addition, the researcher might create a thick description of the phenomenon
bemg evaluated and identify salient constructs, themes, and patterns. Case studies whose
purpose is evaluation are being done with increasing frequency because educational pro
grams that receive government funding are required to undergo formal evaluation.

Designing a Case Study
Standard designs for quantitative research studies have evolved over a period of decades
as researchers gained experience in using this approach to inquiry. In planning and exe
cuting a new quantitative study, the researcher can look to these standard designs for a
suitable "blueprint" ofmethods and sequential steps that, ifemployed properly, will yield
the desired type ofknowledge about the problem being investigated.

This'is'not true of case study design. Consistent with qualitative research in general,
the design of each case study is specific to the phenomenon being studied and to the re
searcher conducting the study. In Alan Peshkin's view, the essence of case study design is
interpretation.l5 It is the researcher's interpretive acts that give "importance, order, and
form" 16 to the study. These interp.retive acts occur throughout the course ofthe study:

Interpretation has to do with the confluence ofquestions, images, and ideas that are the start
ing point ofmy inquiry, or the conceptuaIizing ofmy study.

Interpretation has to do with where I choose to look to see that something is going on
with regard to my conceptualization, or the situating ofmy study.

Interpretation has to do with the judgment ofwhat to collect that provides documenta
tion for what I think is going on, or the instantiating ofmy study and the further focusing of its
field ofinquiry.

Interpretation has to do with what to select for writing that establishes or affirms what r
have identified that has gone on, or the composing of the elements ofmy research study.

Finally, interpretation has to do with a perspectival accounting for what I have learned, or
~e shap~gofthe meanings and understandings ofwhat has gone on from some point of
VIew ...

In this view of case study design, the researcher's interpretive skill-acquired through
study, apprenticeship, and experience-deterrnines the specific features of the design. In
this view, too, case study design is not an event, but a process that occurs throughout the
case study.

IS. Peshkin, A. (2000). The nature ofinterpretation in qualitative research. Educational Researcher, 29(9), 5-9.
16. Ibid., p. 9.
17. Ibid., p. 9.
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. resents a more explicit model of case study design, but one which is
~ose?h ~axwe~s emphasison interpretation.18 The full design model is shown in

conSIStent WIth Pestral ~ tures are the five components which are shown in circles and
~igure 14~~~~:~illus:te their connectivity: "The components form an integrated~d
~ed: whole with each component closely tied to several others, rather than bemg
llltera~ g. ' Ii ocess "19 The factors surrounding the five components are not
linked III a linear or cyc cpr . f th d .

tud design but rather are influences on, or outcomes 0, e eSlgn.
integral to case s y t' 'Maxwell's model are not specific methods, but rather sets of

The five componen s III sh
. that are framed as questions. The questions relevant to each component are own
Issues If . lanrun'g to do a case study; these questions should prove a help-
in Table 14.1. you are P '"
fiJi aid in creating a design that has "importance, order, and form. . .

In this and the next sections of the chapter, we present a set of relatively ~scr~te, ~e-

quential step~~:~~~~:S::~~~:d~;~~~:saa:.i's~~~:~~~~~::~~;:~:
tb:e process 0 . In ality; the steps may overlap and be retraced in the course
WIth other research deSIgns. re, d 'be within steps are not prescriptive.

f doin a case study. Also, methods that we escn - - .
~ey~ subordinate to the larger agenda of respecting the umque features of the case,

Designing a Case Study

Components ofMaxwell's Model of Qualitative Research Design

I. Purposes: What are the ultimate goals of this study? What issues is it intended to illuminate, and what
practices will it influence? Why do you wantto conduct it. and why should we care about the results?
Why is the study worth doing?

2. Conceptual context: What do you think is going on with the things you plan to study? What theories,
findings, and conceptual frameworks relating to these will guide or inform your study, and what litera
ture, preliminary research, and personal experience will you draw on? This component of the design con
tains the theory that you already have or are developing about the setting or issues that you are studying.

3. Research questions: What. specifically, do you want to understand by doing this study? What do you
not know about the things you are studying that you want to learn? What questions will your research
attempt to answer, and how are these questions related to one another?

4. Methods: What will you actually do in conducting this study? What approaches and techniques will
you use to collect and analyze your data, and how do these constitute an integrated strategy?

5. Validity: How might you be wrong? What are the plausible alternative explanations and validity
threats to the potential conclusions of your study, and how will you deal with these? Why should we be
lieve your results?

443

Source: Text on p. 71 in: Maxwell, J. A. (1998). Designing a qualitative study. In L. Sickman & D. J. Rag (Eds.), Handbook
of applied social research methods (pp. 69-100). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

Components and Contextual Features of Qualitative Research J;)esign keeping interpretation at the center of the case study, and creating a research design that
has coherence and value.

Formulating aResearch Problem
The first step in planning a case study is to identify a problem that interests you and that
is worthy ofstudy. Often the research problem is grounded in the researcher's personal ex
perience with a particular type ofstudent, instructional program, or other phenomenon.

Once identified, the research problem needs to be translated into explicit questions or
objectives. The following are two examples from published case studies.

Swidler, S. A (2000). Notes on a country school tradition: Recitation as an individual
strategy. Journal o/Research in RuralEducation, 16, 8-21.

The researcher used an ethnographic, symbolic-interpretive perspective to study a
rural one-teacher school in Nebraska.

Research problem:"The present studywas undertaken to lookat the practices ofsome of
the remainingone-teacherScllOOls, whatmightbelearnedfrom them, and iforhowwe might
capture a glinlpse of 'our future in this remaining piece ofour past' (Geyer, 1995)." (p. 9).

Goldenberg, C. (1992). The limits of expectations: A case for case knowledge about
teacher expectancy-effects, American Educational ResearchJournal, 29, 517-544.

The researcher investigated the academic achievement expectancies of a teacher for
two first-grade Hispanic girls in her classroom, the teacher's behavior toward each stu
dent, and each student's first-grade reading achievement.

Research problem:"Usinga symbolic interactionistperspective (Blumer, 1969, Hewitt,
1984), I try to understand and explain a particular teacher's behaviors toward two children
about whom she held diametrically opposed expectations, behaviors that had important
consequences for the children's achievement." (p.522)

Data and

/' Conclusions

Personal Experience

~

Personal
Style

Rndings

Perceived Problems

~
Personal and -.

porrtical Goals

Participants~
Concerns

~
Resealer Skills . Research Paradigm .

. . II J A (1998). Designing aqualitative study. In L. Sickman &
Source: Adapted from Figure 3.2 on p. 73 tn. Maxw:, d,~s (pp 69-100). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage_ Copyright ©
D J R (Ed•.) Handbook ofapplied scaa' researc me _. _
1998~Sage PUbflcations. Reprinted by permission of Sage Publications, Inc.

. . .cIanan & D j Rog (Eds.) Handbook ofapplied social
18 Maxwell j. A (1998). Designing a qualitative study. In L. Bl . . ,

. research'methods (pp. 69-100). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
19. Ibid., p. 71.
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444 Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research

Selecting a Case
In this section, we describe in general terms the process of selecting a case or cases. To
deepen your understanding of the case selection process, you also should study Chapter
6, which describes many specialized sampling techniques.

The key issue in selecting a case is the decision concerning what you want to be able
to saysomething about at the end ofthe study. Thus, specifying the case is somewhat Com_
parable to the process in quantitative research of specifying the population to which the
results obtained from a sample will be generalized. For example, Sister Paula Kleine-Kracht
introduced her study ofinstructional leadership in a high schoolwith this statementofthe
research problem:

There are, however, few examinations ofsecondary schools in which a principal deliberately
chooses to cultivate other members' instructional leadership and decides to personally influ
ence instruction in an indirectway. The following case study is an examination ofjust such a
situation.20

In this study, then, the general phenomenon under investigation was instructional lead
ership. The case was a particular instance (the principal ofone.high school) of a particu
lar type ofinstructional leadership, namely, the facilitation ofstaffmembers' instructional
leadership activities. The findings of the case study might generalize to other principals
and might have implications for other manifestations of instructional leadership.

As we explain in Chapter 6, cases in qualitative research are selected by a purposeful
sarnplingprocess. The particular case to be studiedmight be selected for various purposes,
such as the following: The case is typical; it reflects the phenomenon of interest to an ex-
treme extent; it is a deviant case of special interest; it is politically impOrtanL .

As we explained, the nature ofsome cases makes it possible to define it unit of analy
sis that can be sampled. Ifthis is the situation, the researcher's next decision is to select a
sample within the unit ofanalysis. For example, suppose that the unit ofanalysis is a group
of individuals who share a particular characteristic of interest to the researcher. If the re
searcher cannot study all these individuals, he will need to consider which of them have
experiences or perceptions that give them special value as data sources. There were two
such units of analysis in Kleine-Kracht's study ofindirect instructional leadership: princi
pals and division chairpersons. Kleine-Kracht selected one school princip,u from among
various principalswho potentially could have been studied.The principal's school hadfive
division chairpersons, each responsible for a different part of the school's curriculum.
Kleine-Kracht decided to select the entire sample of chairpersons to study, although she
could have selected only one or a few chairpersons within this unit ofanalysis.

Ym proposes that the decision to study multiple cases should be based on replica~on

logic, which is explained in Chapter 6.According to this logic,~o 0:more =:es ~e studied
because the researcher predicts the same results for each case (I.e., litt;ral replication), or ex
pects the results to differ for different cases consistentwith specific the6retical propositions
(i.e., theoretical replication). Our review of published case studies suggests that replication
logic is not commonlyused, despite its usefulness for testing theoretical propositions.

Although a multiple-case design frequently is used in cas~ study research,~olcottar
gues that the study of multiple cases reduces the total attention that can be gIven to any
one ofthem, and thus serves to weaken rather than to strengthen the study.21 He expresses

20. Kleine-Kracht, P. (1993). Indireetinstructionaileadership:Anadministrator's choioe.EduaztionalAdministration
Quarterly. 29, 187-212. Qoote appears on p.187. . .

21. Wolcott, H. E (1992). Posturing in qualitative inquiry. InM. D. leCompte,W. L. Millroy, & J. Preissle (Eds.), Hand
book:ofqualitative research in education (pp. 3-52). San Diego: Academic Press.

Designing a Case Study

a strong p~eferen~efor. studying just one case in depth, especially when the researcher is
not expenenced m this type of research. Wolcott suggests that more experienced re
sear~hers.cO~d ~e left with the responsibility for aggregating and comparing case studies
dealing With similarphenomena, and, when appropriate, to discoverwhatever systematic
relationships they may reveal.

The Role of the Case Study Researcher
Quantitative and cas: s.tudy researchers perform similar roles in designing and planning
a~es:archstudy, obtamingnecessary institutional review and approval, and obtainingper
1ll1SS10~S from the site or si!es in which the research will be conducted. Once they begin
coll~cting data, however, their roles are quite different. Quantitative researchers specify
precls~procedures for data collection and analysis. Theytend to playa limited role in data
collection (e.g., administering questionnaires), or they may even use assistants for this
purpose.

The role ofcase study researchers in data collection is more complex. The researcher
is the primary"measuringinstrumenL" This mearIS that she carries out data collection and
~ecome~personally involved in the phenomenon being studied. Thus, the researcher is
likely to mteract closelywith field ~articipants, attend social events in the field setting, and
us: ~mpath~and other.p~c~lOlogIcalprocesses to grasp the meaningofthe phenomenon
as It IS expenenced by mdividuals and groups in the setting. Few of these procedures are
standardized or can be specified in advance ofdata collection.

Gaining Entry
Identifying appropriate sites and working with "gatekeepers" to obtain necessarypennis
sions are critical steps in a case study. If not done properly, the researcher may have to
abort the study. Also, first impressions created at a site can set the tone for the entire rela
tionship between the researcher and field participants. Issues involved in gairIing entry
include:

1. identifying people within'the field setting with whom to make your initial
contact;

2. selecting the best method of communication (e.g., telephone, letter, or personal
visit) to deliver your request;

3. deciding how to phrase your request (e.g., focusing on the site's opportunity to
contribute to research or on personal benefits to site participants); and

4. being prepared to answer questions and address concerns that might arise both
before and after permission is granted.

Margot Ely and her colleagues descnbe their experiences, and those oftheir students
in a course on qualitative research, in gairIing entry and conducting research in field set
tings.22 One student's log deScribed her challenges in gairIing entry into the field site gene
erally and also into the specific settings she wished to observe and with the specific
individuals she wished to interview. The student described her use ofthe log and her sup
port group (small groups into which students were formed for the duration ofthe research
course) to confront her fears and define her research problem, which involved the experi- .
ence ofaging. She carried out a "dress rehearsal" by visiting a relative who lived in a nurs
ing home, and then identified a different nursing home as a potential site. Unable to find

22. Ely, M., Anzul, M., Friedman, T., Garner, D., & Steinmetz, A. M. (1991). Doingqualitative research: Circles within
circles. NewYork: Faltner.
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a personal contact who could introduce her, the student made a cold call on the recepc
tionist. She obtained the names of the social service director and the volunteer coordin.a_
tor, both ofwhom appeared to be appropriate gatekeepers to approach. Prepared to make
a detailed "sales pitch" when she spoke with the director of social work, the student was
stunned when she was readily accepted: "You look surprised. Being near a university, \Ire
often have students doing research here."23

Some ofthe other students in the qualitative research course had more difficulty gain
ing entry into the field settings that they initially had selected, and some decided to try
elsewhere. Ely and her colleagues note, however: "With a great deal ofcommon sense and
sensitivity many researchers can and do turn around rather sticky situations and euter
successfully, ifmore discreetly."24

Once you gain entry into a field setting, you will need to enlist the cooperation of the
case studyparticipants.Your success will depend on howyou present yourself. The student
whose nursing home experience we described above recorded this episode in her log:

Ifyou seem to be fulfilling a role which is aversive to them, friendship aod cooperation cao
evaporate in a flash. I encountered this temporarilywhen avenerable and very articulate 94
year-old man whom I wanted to interview discovered I had training as a psychologist. He said,
"Well, you'll no doubt need to speak to someone else. I'm not a patient." I had to make it clear
that I hoped to speak to him as an equal, to be enlightened by his perspective,. and not as a psy
chologist interviewing a patient.25

The researcher's appearance also can affect her relationship with the individuals or
groups being studied. Consider, for example, the case study by Cathy Evans and Donna
Eder involving observations of middle school students during lunch period.26 (This case
studyis further described in Chapter 9.) For this phase of their study, the researchers and
their assistants sought to fit in with the young people they wanted to observe. Thenifore,
they dressed and spoke informally and were careful not to react negatively to students'
language or behavior, even when they found it disturbing. When interacting with school
personnel in other phases oftheir research, however, the research team dressed and acted
as adult professionals.

Ethical Issues
Data collection in case study research poses various ethical problems. An interviewee
might experience unexpected emotional difficultyas a result ofexpressingdeeplyheld and
perhaps controversial beliefs and feelings to an interviewer. Individuals might reveal per
sonal information in the presence ofa researcher who is in a participant observer role that
theywould not share with someone perceived to be an outsider. Analysis ofpersonal doc
uments or artifacts might pose ethical issues unless they are willingly surrendered for re
search purposes. Even when the researcher takes steps to protect the privacy ofcase study
participants, there often are clues in a case study report that make it possible to identify
field sites and particular individuals within them.

David Flinders identifies four types of ethics that can provide a basis for viewing and
resolving these and other issues that arise in case studyresearch.27 In utilitarian ethics, re-

23. Ibid., p. 20.
24. Ibid., p. 22.
2S.lbid., p.2S.
26. Evans, C., & Eder, D. (1993). "NO EXIT": Processes ofsocial isolation in the middle school.Joumal ofContempo'

raryEthlWgraphy,22, 139--170. .
27. Flinders, D. J. (l992). in search of etitical guidance: Constructing a base for dlalogue.lntemattonalJoumal of

Qualitative Studles in Education, 5, 101-115.

Collecting Case StUdy Data

searchers judge the morality of their decisions and actions by considering the conse
quences. The most desirable consequence is to produce the greatest good for the greatest
number of people. According to Flinders, utilitarian ethics are difficult to apply in case
study research because it is difficult to predict the consequences ofa case study while it is
in progress.

In deontological ethics, researchers judge the morality of their decisions and actions
by referring to absolute values, such as honesty, justice, fairness, and respect for others.
Flinders observes that from a utilitarian perspective, deception in case study research
could be justified if it could be demonstrated that it did not harm the participants physi
cally or in some other ways. However, deception could not be justified from a deontologi
cal perspective. The reason is that deception violates basic values of treating others fairly
and with respect. •

In relational ethics, researchers judge the morality of their decisions and actions by
the standard ofwhether these decisions and actions reflect a caring attitude toward oth
ers. Nel Noddings states that an ethics of caring "takes fidelity to persons as primary and
directs us to analY2e and evaluate all recommendations in light ofour answers to questions
concerning the maintenance of community, the growth of individuals, and the enhance
ment of subjective aspects of our relationship."28 Relational ethics require, among other
things, that the case study researcher be a sensitive, fully engaged member of the partici
pants' community rather than a detached observer.

The fourth basis for considering the morality of a case study is ecological ethics. In
ecological ethics, researchers judge the morality oftheir decisions and actions in tertns of
the participants' culture and the larger social systems ofwhich theyare part. Thus, whereas
the other three ethical perspectives consider each case study participant as an individual,
ecological ethics consider the participant as a member of a larger cultural and soctalsys
tern. Flinders observes that even a straightforward request such as, "Will you take part in
this research?" can mean different things to different people. Depending on the person's
cultural background, the request can be perceived as coercive by one individual and as an
opportunity to collaborate by another individual. Sex-typed language in a case study re
port may be viewed as neutral by·some readers, but as offensive by others. Data-collection
activities may be ethical insofar as the individual participant in a work setting is con
cerned, but the activities can unfairly disrupt his colleagues' work. An ecological perspec
tive helps avoid these problems by reminding the researcher to consider the larger
implications ofhis local decisions and actions.

Ethical standards for case studyresearch continue to be actively studied and debated.
Therefore, ifyou plan to do case study research. you will Iie~d to develop your own ethical
perspective. For guidance, we recommend that you review the above ethical perspectives,
your institutional review board's standards (see chapter 3), the unique circumstances of
the field setting that you wish to study, and your personal values.

Collecting Case Study Data
Case study researchers might begin a case study with one methqd of data collection and
gradually shift to, or add, other methods. Use ofmultiple methods to collect data about a
phenomenon can enhance the validity of case studyfindings through a process called tri
angulation, which we explain later in the chapter.

28. Noddlngs, N. (1986). Fidelity in teaching, teacher education, and research for teaching. Harvard Educational
Review, 56, 496-510. Quote appears on p. 510.
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448 Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research

The entire range ofdata collection methods described in Part III can be used in case
study research. Also, it is possible to combine qualitative and quantitative methods ofdata
collection. For example, consider Claude Goldenberg's case study of the mismatch be.
tween a teacher's expectations and the actual reading achievement oftwo ofher first-grade
students.29 Goldenberg carried out qualitative observation of each child's classroom be.
haviors, as illustrated by these observational notes in the research report:

Marta and her group are with the aide, who is giving the children instructions for playing lotto.
Marta looks at her lotto cards and smiles. She is sitting quietly.... Marta looks at what the boy
next to her is doing.... Marta then begins to giggle as the aide shows the next picture. She
looks at the boy next to her and they giggle together. One girl gives a response to the aide's
question and Marta begins to laugh. "Ya, Marta," the aide says. ("Enough, Marta")3o

In addition, Goldenberg administered two quantitative measures (standardized tests of
reading achievement) to each child.

Datafrom both types ofmeasuresyielded several keyfindings in this case study.While
the teacher initially had low expectations about Marta's academic progress, the teacher
told the researcher she spent time with Marta and her mother to encourage greater effort
from Marta on reading activity. By year's end, Marta was reading at least at grade level (as
measured by the reading tests), and the teacher described Marta as her "wonder child." In
contrast, another Hispanic student in the same class, Sylvia, about whom the teacher ini
tially had positive expectations, remained in a low reading group. According to Golden
berg, "in essence, Sylvia stagnated. She was never prompted, as was Marta, to change her
work habits."31

Personal Involvement in the Data-Collection Process
Atype ofpersonal involvement debated among case studyresearchers is the.extentto which
theyshould disclose their personal experiences, feelings, orbeliefs to field participants dur
ing data collection. For example, when interviewing school personnel about special edu
cation policies at the school, is it appropriate for a researcher to discuss her own experience
working with special education students, how she felt about this work, and what she be
lieves is thebest approach to helping such students?Another issue is the extent to which re
searchers should include personal experiences, feelings, and beliefs in the research report.

On the issue ofpersonal disclosure to one's case study participants, Daphne Patai de
scribes hearing a well-known historian, Michael Frisch, relate his experience reviewing
tapes ofresearch interviews he had conducted.32 The historian noted that despite all the
roadblocks he inadvertently created (which presumably included providing information
about himself), most interviewees remained deteJ;IIlined to tell him what was importartt
to them and patiently returned to their own themes. This anecdote suggests that personal
disclosure may have less effect than one might imagine.

On the issue ofpersonal disclosure in research reports, Patai cites examples ofdisclo
sures that she considered excessive or inappropriate:

Are we really expected to take seriously-and read "generously"-the anthropologist Ruth
Behar's claim (in her book Translo.ted Woman: Crossing the BorderWzth Esperanza's Story. Bea-

29. Goldenberg, C. (1992). The limits ofexpectations: A case for case knowledge aboutteacber expectancy effects.
American EducationalResearchJournal, 29, 517-544.

30. Ibid.. pp. 528-529.
31. Ibid., p. 537.
32. Patai, D. (1994, February 23). Sick and tired ofscbolars' noveau solipsism. The Chronicle ofHigher Education.

p.A52.
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con Press, 1993) that her struggles to get tenure at anAmerican university should be seen as
parallel to the ~truggles?f~peranza,a Mexican street peddler? Or, to take a different type of
example of telling or clamung too much, do readers really benefit from the feminist scholar
Nancy K. Miller's description ofher father's penis, to which she devotes the closing chapter of
her book GettingPersonal (Routledge, 1991)?33

patai concludes that researchers' personal beliefs and characteristics do not have as much
effect on research findings as generally believed, and therefore are better left out of re
search reports.

In a report discussing the value of sharing one's subjectivity as a researcher, Alan
peshkin ~ffersan ?Ppos~gview.34 Peshkin urges researchers to seek out their subjectivity
systemattcallywhile therr r~searchis in progress, so that they can better determine how it
might be shaping their inquiry and research outcomes. While carrying out fieldwork in a
multi-ethnic high school in a community to which he gave the pseudonym Riverview,
Peshkin undertook a subjectivity audit of himself. A subjectivity audit involves taking
notes about situations connected to one's research that arouse strong positive or negative
feelings. The outcome was a list ofdifferent aspects ofhimself, which he described as "dis
cretely characterized I's," reflecting areas in which the researcher's own beliefs and back
ground influenced his perceptions and actions in the research setting. For example,
Peshkin discovered the Ethnic Maintenance I based on his identity as a Jew, an aspect of
his subjectivity that approves of individuals maintaining their ethnicity. Peshkin'sJustice
SeekingIwas aroused byrepeated experiences ofhearing both residents and nomesidents
of Riverview denigrate the community. According to Peshkin, such denigration reflected
the fact that until recently Riverview was the only town in a large California countywhere
black people were able to establish residence.

Another issue concerns researchers' personal involvement in their research interpre
tations, sometimes in the face of objective evidence that their views are incorrect. For ex
ample, Deborah lipstadt, a professor at Emory University, decries what she perceives as a
growing assault on historical truth:

We're in a day and age in which I can make any claim I want. I can say I believe the Buffalo Bills
won the Super Bowl. Then I say that it's my opinion and I have a right to it, and you're sup
posed to back off.35

As with most aspects ofcase study research, there are few firm rules about how much
personal involvement or disclosure by a researcher is appropriate. Our view is that ifself
disclosure passes a certain point, case study participants and readers of the report will
viewit as a distraction, or theymight question the researcher's qualifications and the trust
worthiness of the study's findings. On the other hand, brief comments by the researcher
about her background and experiences relevant to the case studymayfacilitate the reader's
lIDderstanding of the findings.

Analyzing Data dnring Data Collection
Data collection is emergent in case studyresearch. Bythis we meanthatwhat the researcher
learns from data collected at one point in time often is used to determine subsequent data
collection activities. Therefore, a case study researcher needs to spend time analyzing the
data, at least informally, while data collection still is in progress. 1\vo strategies can facili
tate this process: making records offield contacts and thinking "finish-to-start."

33. Ibid.
34. Pesbkin, A. (1988). In search ofsubjectivity-one's own. Educational Researcher, 17(7),17-21.
35. Leo, J. (1994, February 28). The jun1<iog of history. U.S. News & World Report, p. 17.
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39. Uncoln, y. 5., & Guba, E. G. (1985). Naturalistic inquiry. Beverly Hills, CA: sage.
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Themes!Aspects
Staff

StafflResource Mgmt.

'Resistance

Internal Communic.

Power Distrib.

Power DistribiConflict
Mgmt.

'Stereotyping

2

2

2

2

2

Type of contact: Mtg. Principals Ken's office 4/2/76 Site Westgate
Who. what group place date

Phone Coder MM
Wrth Whom, by whom place date

Inf.lnt. Date coded 4/18/76With whom, by whom place date

2

Page
1

1

Contact Summary Form: Salient Points in Contact
with Theme Codes Assigned . ,

1. Pick out the most salient points in the contact. Number in order on this sheet and note page num
ber on WhICh POint appears.. Number POint In text of write-up. Attach theme or aspect to each point.
Invent themes where no eXisting ones apply and asterisk those. Comment may also be included in
double parentheses.

Salient Points
1. Staff decisions have to be made by April 30.

2. Teachers will have to go out of their present grade-level as
signment when they transfer.

3. Teachers vary in their willingness to integrate special edu
cation students into their c1assrooms-some teachers are
"a pain in the elbow."

4. Ken points out that tentative teacher assignment lists got
leaked from the previous meeting (implicitly deplores this).

5. Ken says, "Teachers act as if they had the right to decide
who should be transferred." (would make outcry)

6. Tacit/explicit decision: "It's our decision to make." (voiced
by Ken, agreed by Ed)

7. Principals and Ken, John, and Walter agree that Ms. Epstein
is a "bitch."

8. Ken decides not to tell teachers ahead of time (now) about Plan for Planning!
transfers ("because then we'd have a fait accompli"). Time Mgmt.

Source: Adapted from Figure 4.2 on p. 54 in: Miles, M. B., & Huberman, A M. (994). Qualitative data analysis: An .
<!Xpandedsourcebook (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. Copyright © 1994 by Sage Publications. Reprinted by per
miSSIon of Sage Publications, Inc.

tion that the participants' patience is running thin, are among the practical considerations
~atcan prompt a decision to end data collection. As to theoretical considerations,Yvonna
Lincoln and Egon Guba identifyfour criteria for determiningwhen it is appropriate to end
data collection.39 The criteria assume that the data have been coded into categories, but

Making records offield contacts. Matthew Miles and A. Michael Huberman recom_
mend that case study researchers use standard forms to summarize data-collection
events.36The completed forms can reveal missing information and thus indicate the need
for further data collection. They also can suggest promising directions for subsequent
stages of data collection and analysis. One such form is a contact summary sheet, on
which the researcher summarizes what was learned from each field observation or inter
view. The form can be predesigned for recording the specific details in which the re
searcher is interested, for example, the people, events, or situations involved in the
contact, the most interesting or problematic aspects of the contact, or ideas about where
the researcher should focus attention during the next contact.

Figure 14.2 is an example of a contact summary form used in a case study. The re
searcher first summarized eight salient points from the contact, which are coded as
"Themes!Aspects" in the right column of the figure. Some of these points probably were
taken from the researcher's field notes, and others might have come to the researcher's
mind while reviewing the notes. In this case, the contact summary sheetwas used in a sys
tematic fashion. That is, the researcher treated each point as a data chunk and coded it,
using a theme coding system.

The contact summary sheet is not a substitute for the researcher's field notes relating
to the field contact. The field notes should be comprehensive and primarily descriptive.ln
contrast, a contact summary sheet is brief and focuses on what was learned from the field
contact that will guide subsequent data-collection activities.

A document summaryform serves a purpose similar to a contact summarysheet. The
researcher writes a brief summary of each document that has been examined, noting the
type of document, its uses, a summary of its contents, and ideas about other documents
that should be obtained and studied.

Thinking "finish-to-start." HarryWolcott advises researchers learning howto do qual
itative research to work "start-to-finish" but to think "finish-to-start."37 This approach in
volves thinking through one's entire research project at the very beginning. Wolcott
recommends doing this thinking as soon as a problem has beenformulated and necessary
agreements have been obtained, but before beginning fieldwork. He suggests that the re
searcher make tentative decisions at that point about the form inwhich the completed ac
count will be presented (e.g., monograph, journal article, or project report). Also, the
researcher should try to predetermine the relative emphasis that will be given to thick de
scription and to analysis and interpretation of constructs, themes, and patterns:

ifyou plan to go heavy on description (a good way to hedge your bet ifyou entertain doubts
about your sophistication at analysis or interpretation), recognize from the outset that rich de
tail may be critical and you had better not rely solely on "headnotes" for it. Be thinking about
possibilities for presenting detailedvignettes and make sure you are recording such events at
an adequate level ofdetail ... probably including an abundance ofdirect quotations.38

The finish-to-start approach thus helps researchers anticipate the types ofdata that should
be collected, and in what depth.

Ending Data Collection
The decision about when to end the data-collection stage of a case study involves both
practical and theoretical considerations. Tune and budgetary C?nstraints, or the observa-

36. Miles, M. R, & Huberman, A. M. (1994). Qualitativedata analysis:An expanded sourcebook (2nd ed.). Thousand
Oaks, CA: sage.

37. Wolcott, Transforming qualitative data, p. 404.
38. lbid., p. 404.
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they are applicable to other forms of data analysis as well. (Category coding is discussed
later in the chapter.) The four criteria are as follows.

1 Exhaustion ofsources. Data sources (e.g., key informants, institutional files) can
· be recycled and tapped many times, but at.some p~int it should become clear

that little more information of relevance will be gamed from further engage-

ment with them.
2 Saturation ofcategories. Eventually, the categories used ~o code data appear.to

· be definitively established. When continuing data collection pr~ducesonly tiny
increments ofnew information about the categories in companso~to the effott
expended to get them, the researcher can feel confident about ending data

collection. uffi .
•f' la ·ties At some point the researcher encounters sCIent

3 Emergence oJ regu n . , fwh th th h nom
· consistencies in the data that she develops a sense 0 e ~r e p e ena

represented by each construct occur regularly or only occ:onallY. ch 'gh
4 Overextension. Even ifnew information still is coming in, e resear er Illi t

· develop a sense that the new information is far removed fr~m the central core
ofviable categories that have emerged, and does not contribute llsefully to the
emergence of additional viable categories.
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Analyzing Case Study Data
Data analysis in a quantitative research study is a relatively straightf0rwa:.p~:t~·S~P-

ose the studyinvolves 100 participants and scores ontenvariables for e~ p clpan -
!' . f .cal data All these data can be entered mto a computer
~e~~~~~::~~o~~::and a s~ftware program will quickly perform the statistical

analyses. . t many pages of observa-
in contrast even a modest case study will generate a grea fi. ld ttin S

.'. . ts d documents obtained from the e se g. up-
tional notes, mtervIew transcnp han t~;n;nO"250 words That totals 50,000 words. How
pose there are 200 such pages, eac con =~.., 'gnifi. . aningful findings1
d anal e all those words in order to produce Sl cant, me .

o y~~natai:sch reviewed various approac~esthat ha~ebeen used.toanal~ca:~~~;
data.4o She.classified.them into ~~e~~:.t~~~~~;~~s~~~s~:esnot indi~at~
~d :efl:vyze=~s~~:C:a~tth::me level of specificity as a ~tati:stics textbodok ?e-

ow 0 an score or tvalue. However, It will help you eSlgn
scribes how to compute, let's say, a me . th ditions and purposes ofyour
analysis procedures that are uniquely approprIate to e con

case~:d~scussionof data analysis emphasizes verbdalthdatlik~'HO\::~.:~~~a;~:
h dr' aintings cartoons, film, an e e-

photograp~, awmgs, p di WmIe the procedures described below are generally ap-
data source~ sOI?e case stu ~s'uldbe aware that qualitative researchers have developed
plicable to Vlsuallffiages,~uso. 41
special techniques for theIr analysIs.

Anal . types and software tools. NewYork: Falmer. In
40. Tesch, R. (1990). Qua/itati"'; res~n:h: ')'Szs 2000 Reima" visual methods: Galilee to NeuTOTTUlncer. .
41. These tech;llques ar~ des;:'(Edsedf:=::O~~} qualitative~:~i (2nd ed., pp. 717-:32). Thousand Qaks,Oaks~

N.K.Denzm&Y.S.Linco ., . 'An 'ntroduction to interpreting visual obJects. Thousand ,
Sage; Rose, G. (2001). Vzsual ~thodoc(2«::)'The'handbook o/visual analysis. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
Sage;Van Leeuwen, T. v., & JeWltt,. .

Analyzing Case Study Data

Interpretational Analysis
Interpretational analysis is the process of examining case study data closely in order to
find constructs, themes, and patterns that can be used to describe and explain the phe
nomenon being studied. For example, suppose researchers are studying a new U.S. history
curriculum. Theyhave available a set ofdocuments written bythe curriculum developers
(the teacher's edition of the textbook, technical reports, advertisements, etc.), as well as
transcripts ofinterviews with parents whose children are studying the curriculum.

in analyzing these data, suppose the researchers find that both the developers and
the parents make frequent reference to the curriculum's supposed goals. Further analy
sis reveals that two goals are particularly salient to both groups: (1) development ofmul
ticultural sensitivity, and (2) development of pride in one's country. One finding of the
study; then, is the discovery ofthese particular goals (which we call constructs) as central
to this particular curriculum. Suppose further analysis reveals that the curriculum devel
opers most frequently mention multicultural sensitivity as a goal ofthe curriculum, while
parents view national pride as an essential curriculum goal, but one not sufficiently em
phasized in this curriculum. This, then, is a discovery about a possibly sigrIificant pat
tern: The salience of a particular curriculum goal depends on whether one is a developer
or a parent.

interpretational analysis helps researchers achieve insights such as those in our hy
pothetical example. The procedures of interpretational analysis can be carried out either
manually or by computer. Because of the advantages of computer analysis, we will de
scribe the procedures as theywould be carried out with software programs that are avail
able for this purpose.

Segmentingthe Database
The first step in interpretational analysis is to compile all the case study data into a com
puter database. Handwritten notes need to be typed and formatted as computer files. Doc
uments and other previously typed materials can be trarISformed into computer files by
using a computerscanner. Even photographs and othergraphic materials canbe prepared
as computer files in this manner.However, to analyze graphic materials by the procedures
described below, you would need to prepare verbal descriptions of their salient features.

The resulting computer database (Le., all the computer files containingthe case study
data) nowcan be manipulated bysoftware programs designed to perform interpretational
analyses. The researcher statts by having the software program assign a number to each
line oftext in the database. Next the researcher breaks the text into meaningful segments.
Asegment (also called a meaningunitor analysis unit) is a section ofthe text that contains
one item of information and that is comprehensible even if read outside the context·in
which it is embedded. For example, in the analysis of interview and questionnaire data, it

'iii' is common to make each question plus the participant's response a separate segment.
i.,.,.' Asegment can be any length: a phrase within a sentence, a sentence, a paragraph, or

_ even several pages of text. The researcher identifies each segment by indicating the line
number on which it begins and the line number on which it ends.

,.

~. DevelopingCategories
1'. One of the most critical steps of interpretational data analysis is developing a set of cat-

egories that adequately encompass and summarize the data. The researcher must decide
'c. what is worth taking note ofin each segment ofthe database. For example, MichaelAnn
~, Rossi did a study of elementary school teachers who had been prepared by staff of the
'\" California Mathematics Project to help their colleagues effect reforms in mathematics
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phenomenon it deSCribes fits one of the categories in the category system. If it does, the
researcher types an abbreviation for the category (e.g., a number or acronym) next to the
segment. Asegment might contain no instances ofanycategoryin one's system, or it might
contain instances ofseveral categories, in which case the segment would be codedwith the
abbreviation for each category.

An example of multiple coding is provided in a case study by one of the authors 0.
Gall). She interviewed students enrolled in Careers Plus, a program designed to assist peo
ple age 50 and over to resume work or change careers. The segment to be coded involved
the researcher's question and the student's reply:

Researcher: At this point, what are your reasons for beingin the Careers Plus program?
Student: To get back to work and to be with people again. I was going to church, but

wasn't participating in any activities ... not a part of.... COming to Careers Plus, I got ac
tive. [The instructor] called on me a lot in [class]; I think he liked to see me cry. I'm a crier.

The segment was coded as an instance offour categories:

• Goals/reasons for being in or staying in program: Work
• Goals/reasons for being in or staying in program: Be with people
• Learning activities provided by the program: Career exploration class
• Obstacles to careerchange: Isolation

This example illustrates that a single segment can provide various types ofinformation of
interest to a researcher, and that the information is retrievable through multiple coding.

In the process ofcoding your segments, you might find that some ofyour categories
are ambigIlous or that some segments contain information that is not codable using your
category system. Ifthis happens, you will need to revise the category system and then re
code all the segments. Researchers typically revise their category system several times be
fore feeling satisfied with it.

Grouping Category Segments

Suppose that the database for a case study contains 500 segments and the category system
includes 20 categories (1-20). After coding all the segments, the researcher next would
bring together all the segments that were tagged with the Category 1 code. (The process
would be repeated for the other 19 categories as well.) Software programs designed for
qUalitative data analysis can perform this function. For example, if 15 segments were
taggedwith the Category 1code, the program would compile all these segments for display
on the computer screen, or they can be printed out.

The 15 segments with the Category 1 code are now conveniently grouped together.
However, they are decontextualized, that is, they have been removed from their location
in the interview transcript, field notes, or other document. This is not a serious problem,
however, because each segment includes its line numbers. (Youwill recall that the software
program numbers each line of text in the database.) Thus, you can easily locate each seg
ment in the database ofinterview transcripts, field notes, and documents. In addition, you
might consider developing and applying several categories to help you situate a segment
easily after it is removed from its location in the database. For example, suppose the study
included five cases (Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5), and the data for each case were derived from ei
ther an interview with the individual's colleagIle (COL) or supervisor (SUP), or from ob
servation notes (OBS). Thus, the first segment for Category 1might have the supplemental
context codes (C2, COL), the second segment might be coded (C5, OBS), and so on. In this
way, the researcher is easily reminded of the segment's location in the database.

Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research
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Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research

When you examine as a group allI5 segments that were coded with the Category I
code, you have an opportunity to reconsider whether the construct corresponding to that
category is sensible. You might find, for example, that the content of some segments Cor
responds to the construct as you have defined it, but the content of other segments does
not. The solution to this problem is to redefine the construct and perhaps to develop new
categories.

In our hypothetical example, the grouping process will yield 20 displays of grouped
segments, one for each of the 20 categories. The researcher most likely will print out each
displayfor convenience. Now the displays can be compared to determinewhether the cat
egories overlap, whether some categories are confusing or irrelevant to the study, and
whether some categories are ofparticular importance.

Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, the developers of the grounded theory approach
in qualitative research, coined the term constilnt comparison to refer to this continual
process of comparing segments within and across categories.44 (Keep in mind that each
category refers to a separate construct and that, ultimately, what is important is the con
structs, not the categories used in data analysis.) The term constanthighlights the fact that
the process ofcomparison and revision ofcategories is repeated until satisfactory closure
is achieved. Using constant comparison, the researcher clarifies the meaning of each cat
egory, creates sharp distinctions between categories, and deCides which categories are
most important to the study. Although the method ofconstant comparispn refers specifi
cally to the development ofconstructs that are linked together by a theory, it is. applicable
to the development ofpurely descriptive constructs as well.

Strauss and Corbin claim that when using grounded theory principles to determine
categories, the researcher should collect data to the point of theoretical saturation. Theo
retical saturation occurs when no new data are emergingrelevant to an established coding
category, no additional categories appear to be necessary to account for the phenomena of
interest, and the relationships among categories appear to be well established.

By applying the method ofconstant comparison, the researcher should arrive at a set
ofwell-defined categories with crear coding instructions. As a final check on the category
system, the inter-rater reliability of coding should be determined. (Procedures for com
puting inter-raterreliability statistics are described in Chapter 9.) Demonstration that the
categorysystem can be used with high inter-raterreliability enhances the credibility ofthe
case studyfindings, and it also encourages other researchers to apply the category system
in their own case studies.

DrawingConclusions
The discoveryofconstructs in qualitative data can be a significant outcome ofa case study.
Discovery ofthemes also is important. (Youwill recall that earlier in the chapterwe defined
themes as salient, characteristic features of a case.) For example, Kleine-Kracht used the
data from her case study of instructional leadership in a high school (described earlier in
the chapter) to identify four themes in effective principals' instructional leadership. One
such theme is that "the division chairs are curricular experts."45 This theme emerged from
several sources: data in which the principal stated that he expected the division chairs to
be catalysts for instructional leadership and that he had selected them on that basis; a de
scription of the chairs' considerable knowledge of instruction; and data indicating that
teachers readily accept the division chairs as instructional leaders.

44. Ibid.
45. Kleine-Kracht, Indirect insttuetionalleadership, p. 209.

Analyzing Case Study Data

If the researcher uses a multiple-case design, the generalizability of constructs and
themes across cases ~an be checked. This process might involve noting whether a partic
ular th~meobserved u: ~ne case also is present in other cases. A more sophisticated check
woul~mvolve determmmg whether the particular phenomena that were coded as mani
festatIons of a construct in one case are similar to similarly coded phenomena in other
cases.

Multiple-case data also can be analyzed to detect relational or causal patterns. The re
sea;:cher's ~nstruets can be thought of as variables. Each case can be given a score on each
vanable, typIcally: 0 =~bsent and I =present; or 0 = absent, I =present to a moderate degree,
and 2 =prese~t to a high degree. If the scores on one variable across all the cases systemati
cally covary WIth scores on another variable, the researcher can infer a relational or causal
patte:n- ~uppose, for example, that the researcher has collected data on ten schools, eaclI
constituting a separate case. She finds that the school staffs vary in their confidence in the
scho.ol aw:mrustnl:tors, and they also vary in theirwillingness to try out a state-sponsored ed
ucational mnovation. Suppose the data analysis reveals that cases (i.e., schools) with a high
confidencelevel tend to have highwillingness,whereas caseswith a lowconfidence level tend
to h~ve lowwillin~ess. Giv~n t:J:is result, the researcherwould bejustified in inferring the fol
lowmgpattern, which pOSSIbly IS causal: Confidence in school administrators facilitates will
ingness to expetiment.46

Patterns can be discovered within a single case as well as in multiple-case analysis. For
example, suppose that a researcher observed one child extensively in various settings: a
mathematics class, a language arts class, the school playground, at horne while doing
homework, and at hornewhile playing. The researcher also has collected data on the child's
state of mind (thoughts and emotions) in these different settings. These data can be ana
lyzed to determinewhether there is a relationship between the settings and the child's state
ofmind. We might find, for example, that the child feels tense and unfocused in academic
w?r~ se~gs, but relaxed and fully engaged while playing. This is a relational pattern
~thin.a sIngle case. If the researcher can invoke or develop a theory to explain this rela
tionship, we would characterize it as a causal pattern.

Various software programs for Macintosh and PC computers are available to perform
the various data analysis procedUres described above. The procedures also can be per
formed manually. You can write line numbers on the master copy ofyour interview tran
scripts, field notes, and other text materials; make a new copy of these materials; mark the
new copy into segments; cut out each segment and paste it onto a 3 x 5 card; write a cate
?ory code (or codes) on each card; group cards having the same category code; and exam
me the groupings using the method of constant comparison.

These manual procedures will be exceedingly time-consuming ifyour text materials
are exte~sive.Therefore, many case study researchers plan their data-collection proce
dures WIth an eye toward eventually entering them into computer files for manipulation
by software designed for interpretational analysis.

Structural Analysis
S~ctural analysis is the process of examining case study data for the purpose of identi
fying patterns inherent in discourse, text, events, or otherphenomena. To understand how
structural analysis differs from interpretational analysis, consider the following example,

46. Other types ofprocedures that can be used to detennine relational and causal patterns in case study data are de
senDed lD: Miles & Huberman, Qualitative data analysis.
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which consists of a segment of conversation between a Spanish teacher and one of her

students:

Teacher: What does la casa mean?
Student: House.
Teacher: That's right. La casa means house.

Aconversation analyst (see Chapter 15) examining this interaction might note certain fea
tures of it, such as:

1. The sequence of speakers within this instructional event was teacher, student,
teacher.

2. Each of the teacher's utterances contained more words than the student's
utterance.

3. Four Spanish words were uttered. .
4. Three words (la, casa, house) were uttered twice, and the other six words were

uttered once.

The conversation analyst then might examine whether each of these observed phenom
ena are present in other samples ofdiscourse in this teacher'sdassroom or in other teach
ers' classrooms.

This example illustrates the essential feature ofstructural analysis, namely, that the re
searcher looks for patterns inherent in the data. Very little, ifany, inference is required. In
contrast, a researcher using interpretational analysis overlays a structure of meaning on
the data. For example, suppose the researcher is investigating how students receive feed
back in the classroom. The above interaction might be considered a segment, and it might
be coded as an instance offeedback because ofthe utterance, "That's right. La casa means
house." This classification of the utterance is an inference from the data by the researcher.

Structural analysis is used in conversation analysis, ethnoscience, and other qualita
tive research traditions. Here are a few examples of the types of educational phenomena
that might be investigated in case studies that are based on these traditions: h~wst:rdenu;'
speech patterns change over the course of schooling, the sequence of events m childrens
stories, how the various parts of textbooks are organized, how curriculum expe:rs con
ceptualize the high school mathematics curriculum, how t?a~hers and stu~e~tsmteract
with each other during a lesson, and movement patterns WIthin a school building.

Tesch identified two types of software programs that are useful in doing structural
analyses ofcase study data. Text retrievers are software programs that operate on individ
ual words and fixed sequences of words (e.g., a phrase such as bill ofrights). These pro
grams can perform such tasks as listing all words in a document, indicating where each
word occurs in the document, and counting how many times each word occurs.

Text database managers are software programs that allow the researcher to format a
document into fields, code each field, and then retrieve all fields with a given code. For ex
ample, ifthe document is a transcript ofa discussion amongfive educators, each utterance
by any of them, no matter how long or short, can be formatted as a field. Next, each field
can be assigned one or more codes, such as a code indicating which of the five educ.ators
made the utterance. Finally, all fields that have been assigned a given code canbe retneved
for display. This feature enables the researcher to retrieve all utterances made by anyone
of the educatorsF

47. You may have observed that text database managers are similar to computerpro~desi~edfor interyueta
tiona! analysis. Fields, for example, are similar to segments. However, prognnns for mterpretatIona! analy51S have
capabilities that text database managers lack.

Analyzing Case Study Data

One patticular text database manager described by Tesch has an additional capabil
ity. It can search for sequence patterns in a document. Suppose the document is the tran
script of the discussion among the five educators mentioned above. This computer
program, for example, could identifyand compile all sequences in which educator Bmade
a statement that was followed by a statement made by educator D. The identification of
such sequences, and their frequency, might reveal interpersonaldynamics that have the
oretical or practical iroplications.

Reflective Analysis
Interpretational analysis and structural analysis involve explicit procedures that are per
formed in a somewhat preScribed sequence. In contrast, reflective analysis is a process in
which the researcher relies primarilyon intuition andjudgment in order to portrayor eval
uate the phenomena being studied. Terms other than intuition and judgment have been
used to describe this process: introspective contemplation, tacit knowledge, iroagination,
attistic sensitivity, and "examining with a sense ofwonder."48

Reflective analysis is associated with several qualitative research traditions, includ
ing educational connoisseurship and criticism (described in Chapter 17) and phenome
nology (described in Chapter 15).We believe, however, that reflective analysis also could
be used in case studies that draw on other qualitative research traditions. Its use involves
a decision by the researcher to rely on her own intuition and personal judgment to ana
lyze the data rather than on technical procedures involving an explicit category classifi
cation system.

Some case studies, especially those associated with ethnographic traditions (see
Chapter 14), involve a collaborative effortbya team ofresearchers. In this situation, the re
flective analyses are formed through a dynamic process that is likely to involve conflict, ne
gotiation, and ambiguity and that may result in unusually rich interpretations of the data.
JudithWasser and liora Bresler suggest the concept ofthe interpretive zone to character
ize this process: "In the interpretive zone, researchers bring together their different kinds
of knowledge, experience, and beliefs to forge new meanings through the process of the
joint inquiry in which they are engaged."49

One wayto understand reflective analysis is to compare itwith attistic endeavors. The
attist reflects on phenomena and then portrays them in such away as to reveal both their
surface features and essences. Many case study researchers engage in similar reflections
and portrayals. Reflective analysis is ideallysuited for thick description, butit also can lead
to the discovery of constructs, themes, and patterns.

The other side ofattistic portrayal is criticism. literary critics, for example, study a lit
erarywork in order to develop an appreciation ofits aesthetic elements and "message," but
also to make critical judgments about its attistic merit. Many case studies conducted by
educational evaluators (see Chapter 17) are conducted for similar purposes. These evalu
ative studies help educators and policy makers understand the features and purposes of
educational programs, products, and methods, and also to appreciate their strengths and
weaknesses. Just as a literary critic develops reflective ability with experience, so must an
educational evaluator build up a store of experience in order to use reflective analysis
wisely.

48. All these terms, except the last. are taken from Thsch, Qualitative research, p. 69. The phrase, "examining with a
sense ofwonder,• appears in: Bartitt. L, Beekman,1:. Bleeker, H.• & Mulderiz, K. (1985). Researchingeducational
practice. Grand Forks, ND: University ofNorth Dakota, Center for Teaching and Learning.

49. Wasser, J. D., & Bresler. L (1996). Working in the interpretive zone: Conceptualized collaboration in qualitative
research teams. EducationalResearcher, 25(5), 5-15. Quote appears on p. 13.
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460 Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research ,

Because reflective analysis is largely subjective, it is not possible to specify standard
procedures for doing this type of data analysis. Apprenticeship with an experienced r _
searcher, followed by considerable practice, is essential. However, a few guidelines fro~
hermeneutical research (see Chapter 15) might be generally applicable. In doing ref1eCti~

analysis from a hermeneutical perspective, the researcher carefully examines and then re~
examines all the data that have been collected.As this process continues, certain feature
ofthe phenomena are likely to become salient. The researcher then should develop an un~
derstanding of these features by themselves and in relation to each other. In other Words
the analysis should account for as much as possible ofthe phenomenon beingstudied.~
interpretation or criticism that fits some of the data should not be contradicted by other
data.

Validity and Reliability of Case Study Findings
Case study researchers do not agree in their assumptions about the nature of reality and
scientific inquiry. Their different assumptions lead themto hold different views about how
to conceptualize and assess the validity and reliability ofcase studyfindings.

Positivist Criteria
Some case study researchers subscribe to a positivist philosophy of scientific inquiry,
which claims that objective knowledge about the world is possible. In other words, facts
about the world are assumed to exist independently of researchers' efforts to know them;
if they use the scientific method correctly, theywill come to discover those facts. Quanti
tative researchers also subscribe to these positivist assumptions. Not surprisingly, then,
case studyresearchers with a positivist orientation express a somewhat similarviewofva
lidity and reliability as that ofquantitative researchers.

Robert Ym exemplifies this type of case study researcher.so He judges the quality of
case study design bythree types ofvalidity criteria and one reliability criterion:

1. Constructvalidity is the extent to which a measure used in a case study cor
rectly operationalizes the concepts being studied.

2. Internal validity is the extent to which the researcher has demonstrated a
causal relationship betweenX and Yby showing that other plausible factors
could not have caused Y. The criterion ofinternal validity is not applicable to
descriptive case study research because it does not seek to identify causal pat
terns in phenomena.

3. External validity is the extent to which the findings ofa case study can be gen
eralized to similar cases.

4. Reliability is the extent to which other researchers would arrive at similar re
sults if they studied the same case using exactly the same procedures as the first
researcher.

Ym's notions ofconstrUct validity and reliability parallel quantitative measurement crite
riahaving the same labels (see Chapter 7). His notions ofinternal and external validitycor
respond to the criteria ofgood experimental design used by quantitative researchers (see
Chapter 12).

SO. Ym. Casestudyresearch.

Validity and Reliability of Case Study Findings

Chain ofEvidence
As we explained earlier in the chapter, case study researchers collect raw data in the field,
for example, observations of events as they occur. The raw data then are analyzed to yield
themes, patterns and causal inferences, which constitute the study's findings. According to
rm, the overall validity ofa study is strengthened ifthe researcher presents a strong chain
ofevidence, that is, clear, meaningful links between research questions, rawdata, and find
ingS. Bydoingso, the researcher enables the readerto follow the derivation ofcase studyev
idence from the initial research questions and its use in the researcher's interpretations.

The researcher should make the chain of evidence explicit in the case study report by
providing an audit trail. An audit trail is do~entationof the ~esearchp:ocess.foll?wed
in the case study. Six types of documentation should be conSidered for mcluslOn m an
audit trail: (1) source and method of recording raw data, (2) data reduction and aI!alysis
products, (3) data reconstruction and synthesis products, (4) process not~s, (5) m~terials
relating to intentions and dispositions, and (6) instrument development informatton. Of
course, a case study report would be inordinately long if it included all these materials.
However, it may be feasible to include small, representative samples of these materials in
a methodology section or appendix. Also, as in quantitative studies, the researcher should
hold on to these documentation materials for a period ofyears after the study so that they
can be inspected by other researchers.

PattemMatching
Some case studies are designed as experiments to test the effects of an intervention, such
as a new curriculum, on one or more outcomes, such as student academic achievement
and student self~concept.These studies usuallyare designedwithin a positivist framework,
and thus it is appropriate to speak ofindependentvariables (the newcurriculum) and their
effect on dependent variables (academic achievement and self-concept).

rm describes several procedures that can be used to test the internal validity ofcausal
inferences drawn from the findings ofthis type ofcase study. The procedures require a set
of theoretical propositions that are tested against the case study data. The causal infer
ence is strengthened ifpattern matching is found, that is, ifthe patterns discovered in the
case study data correspond to predictions drawn from the theoretical propositions. For
example, suppose a researcherdoes a case study ofa newcurriculum that is based on the
ories ofmotivation and self-concept. Because principles derived from the theories are in
corporated in the curriculum, the researcher might predict that students who experience
the curriculum should derive particular benefits. If the observed pattern of bene~ts
matches those thatwere predicted, the researcher's inference that the benefits were caused
by the curriculum has survived a critical validity check. Ym describes several pattern
matching procedures that can be used, depending on the type ofcase study data that are
available and the type of explanationwhose validity is being tested.

Interpretive Criteria
Validity and reliability become problematic ifone rejects the positivist assumption ofa re
ality that can be known objectively. How does a researcher arrive at.valid, reliablekn~
edge ifeach individual being studied constructs his or her own reality (the constructlVlst
assumption), ifthe researcher becomes a central focus ofthe inqulry process (the "reflex
ive" turn in the social sciences), and ifno inqulry process or type ofknowledge has anyau
thority over any other (the postrnodern assumption)?5i

51. Constructivist and postmodem assumptions and the reflexive turn are explained in Chapter 1.
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Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research

In considering this question, some researchers have concluded that traditional no
tions ofvalidity and reliability do not apply to case study data and interpretations. These
researchers, whom we refer to as interpretive researchers, instead apply such criteria as
plausibility, authenticity, credibility, and relevance. Other interp~etive re~earch~r~ retain
the notion ofvalidity, but reconceptualize it using such terms as mterpretlve validity, cat
alytic validity, interrogated validity, transgressive validity, imperial validity, simulacral
ironic validity, situated validity, and voluptuous validity.52

To illustrate the nature of these formulations of validity, we will consider David Al
theide and John Johnson's conception ofinterpretive validity.53 Interpretivevalidity refers
to judgments about the credibility of an interpretive researcher's knowledge claims. The
criteria are offour types, as described below.

1. Usefulness. Interpretive research rejects the n~tio~that i~ is P?ssible to ~b!ectiv~ly
depict the world. Therefore, objectivity cannotb~ a cntenon fOJ)u~gmgthevalidity of rn
terpretive case study findings. In its place, one lffiP~Ses the cnt~n~D;of usefulness. One
way in which a case study can be useful is that it enlightens.the m?iv:duals who :ea~ ~e
report of its findings. Another way in which it can be useful IS that It liberate~ the mdi,:d
uals being studied, readers of the report, or some other group. Cultural studies, a qualita
tive research tradition described in Chapter 15, emphasizes this view ofusefulness.

2. Contextual completeness. In order for case study phenomena to be properly un
derstood, they need to be set within a context. The more comprehensive the research~r's
contextualization, the more credible are her interpretations of the phenomena. Althelde
and Johnson recommend that case study researchers consider, at a minimum, the follow
ing contextual features in interpreting the meaning of the ~~enomena.~~y investigate:
history, physical setting, and environment; number of partICIpant:'; actlVItles; sche~ul~s
and temporal order of events; division oflabor; routines and variatlons from the~; SIgnif
icant events and their origins and consequences; members' perceptions and meanmgs; so-

cial rules and basic patterns of order. . . . . .
Altheide and Johnson also emphasize the need for senSltlVIty to a settmg's multlvo-

cality and the participants' tacit knowledge in assessing ~e validi~ ~f case study inter
pretations. Multivocalityrefers to the fact that, in~anys~ttmgs,p:rrttclpants do not sp~ak
with a unified voice. Rather, they have diverse pomts ofView and mterests. Case stu~y.~
terpretations are more credible if the researcher demonstrates openness to the pOSSIbility

ofmultivocality. . .
Tacit knowledge refers to the "largely unarticulated, contextual understanding that IS

often marlifested in nods, silences, humor, and naughty nuances."54 In other words, ca~e
study findings are more credible ifthey incorpo~t~the imp~citme~~present in a SIt
uation. Implicit meanings are those that the indiViduals bemg studied eIther~ot find
the words to express, or that they take so much for granted that they do not explicate them
in everyday discourse or in interviews with th~ research~r. .

3. Researcherpositioning. Aresearcher's mterpretatlons are more credible and useful
ifhe demonstrates sensitivity in how he relates to the situation being studied. For exam
ple many settings are socially stratified, such as by social class (e.g., upper class vs. lower
cl~S) or byrole within a workgroup (e.g., managervs. production worker).The researcher

52. These types ofvalidity are mentioned in: Aitheide, D. 1.., &Jom:s~n, J. M. (1994). Criteria for~U:g interpreh
tive validity in qualitative research. In N. K. Denzin &Y. S. Lincoln (Eds.), Handbook ofqual.tative researc

(pp. 485-499). Thousaod Oaks, CA: Sage.
53. Ibid.
54. Ibid., p.492.

Validity and Reliability of Case Study Findings

should be sensitiv~ to J:is own.various roles (e.g., member of the middle class, researcher
emp!oyed. by a umverslty, participant-observer in the setting) and how they relate to this
stra~catlon ~tructure. Ifa researcher is aware ofthese role relationships and thoughtfully
conSIders th?IT effects on the study, his findings will have added credibility.

. Thomass s~dy of deve~opmentalrelationships in cross-race pairs in a corporation,
w~chwe descnbed above, illustrates this self-reflective process. Thomas described two
maJ?r ~oncerns h~ ha~ about rn:nself in c~nductingthe study. One concern was the po
tentlal rn:pac~?fhis ?emg.an Afrlcan-Amencan male ofjunior rank. His other concern in
volv~d his abili~ to l~entifyand have effective interview rapport with senior managers,
particul~lywJ:ite sernor managers. In order to manage these concerns, Thomas enlisted
~o sernor white male colleagues who were familiar with race relations research and clin
Ical methods ofsupervisiop. to serve as his research supervisors.

Some of our beliefs, values, and other personal characteristics may be subconscious
an~, therefore, may not be amenable to self~reflection.This problem can be addressed by
asking colleagues who ~owyou well t? reView your research project, including its goals,
~eth?ds of data collectIo~and analySIS, and purported findings. They might be able to
Id~ntifypersonalch~actensticsor conditions that threaten the credibilityofyour findings.
Michael Patton proVides an example of the need for this process:

!he fie!dw~rkfor evaluation ofan African healtb project was conducted over tbree weeks dur
mgwhich time tbe evaluator had severe diarrhea. Did tbat affect tbe highly negative tone of
tbe repo~?The evaluator said it didn't, but I'd want to have tbe issue out in tbe open to make
my ownJudgment.S5

You ,nught be able to refute conceITIS of this sort, thus strengthening the credibility of the
findings. On ~e other hand, you might find it necessary to reconsider your findings.

4.~epOrtingstrle. The researcher's choice ofreporting style can affect the validity of
readers mt~rpretatl?nsofthe findings. As a researcher reconstructs the participants' phe
nome~ologIcal reality, he must find a way to express this reconstruction in written or
gra~~c.f~rmso th~t it is perceived as credible and authentic. The goal, then, is to achieve
vensimilitude, which Patricia Adler and Peter Adler describe as "a style of writing that
draws the reader so closely into subjects' worlds that these can be palpably felt."56 Some
case study resear~hersconsider literary structures (e.g., the telling of tales, one-act plays,
poetry) to be partietllarlygood formats for achieving verisinlilitude.

The following a:e.addition~pr.o.cedures that case study researchers have developed
as che~ on the validity and re~abilityof their case study findings. The appropriateness
ofa.sp~cific .procedure for a particular study depends on the researcher's philosophy ofsci
entific rnqurry and the phenomena being studied. Because validity and reliability are not
clearly distinguished in some forms of case study research, we do not present separate
proc~duresfor c~~ckingvali,?ty.and reliability. However, those procedures that clearly re
late eIther to validity or to reliability, and not to both, are so indicated.

5. Triangulation. Imagine that you are studying youth gangs, and a gang member
tells you that he engages in acts ofvandalism because he is bored. Is this a valid statement
of the respondent's state ofmind? Ifthis person also indicates a habitual state ofboredom
on a ~~cture~ questionnaire or personality measure, this evidence would strengthen the
credibility ofhis statement. Ifwe find that other gang members make similar statements,

55. Patton, M. Q. (1990). Qualitative evaluation and research methods (2nd ed.).Thousaod Oaks. CA: Sage. Quote ap·
pears on p. 472.

56. ~,:r, P.A., &Adler, P. (1994). Observational techniques. InN. K. Denzin &Y. S. Lincoln (Eds.), Handbook ofqual·
.tattve research (pp. 377-392).Thousaod Oaks, CA: Sage. Quote appears on p. 381.
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464 Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research

this finding would be further evidence of credibility. Still another type of evidence would
be finding that the statement is consistent with a well-supported theory of-aggression.

What has been done in each of these instances is to validate a case study finding by
drawing on corroborative evidence. Case studyresearchers call this process triangulation:
It is the process ofusing multiple data-collection methods, data sources, analysts, or the
ories to check the validity of case study findings. Triangulation helps to eliminate biases
that might result from relying exclusively on anyone data-collection method, source, an
alyst, or theory.

The key to triangulation is to vary in some way the approach used to generate the find
ing that you are seeking to corroborate. Ifyou generated a finding by a qualitative method,
perhaps you can checkit byusing a quantitative data"collectionmethod. Ifthe finding came
from a statement in a group interview by interviewerX, perhaps its validity can be checked
by having interviewer Y conduct individual interviews. Ifyou detect a certain construct,
theme, or causal patternin a set ofdata, perhapsyou can checkitsvalidityby asking another
researcher to reviewthe data independently and seewhat themes, patterns, or causal expla
nations she detects. Depending on what type offinding you are seeking to validate and the
kinds ofresources available to you, otherforms oftriangulation mightbe appropriate aswell.

Sandra Mathison observed that triangulation in social science research sometimes
does not produce convergence, but instead produces inconsistencies or contradictions
among findings about the same phenomenon.57 For example, in studies of controversial,
stressful, or illicit phenomena, self-report data might be inconsistent with, or might even
directlycontradict, data resultingfrom more direct methods ofdata collection, such as ob
servation or document analysis.When this happens, it still maybe possible to validate the
conflicting data by reconciling them within some explanatory framework.

Ovadia Aviram's case study of an Israeli boarding school for Jewish youth illustrates
this process of data reconciliation.58 Aviram's direct observations of how staff members
treated and talked about students produced data that were highly incongruent with what
staffmembers reported in interviews and informal conversations with the researcher. Avi
ram explained these discrepancies as due to the staff's use of"generating appearances," a
process of maintaining a necessary illusion to the outside world that the boarding school
provides a benign environment for students and staff.

6. Member checking. Amajor purpose of case study research is to represent the emic
perspective, that is, reality as constructed by the individuals who were studied. The valid
ityofa researcher's reconstruction ofan individuals' emic perspective can be corroborated
bymember checking, which is the process of having these individuals review statements
made in the researcher's report for accuracy and completeness. Thiswas the primarystrat
egy used in the case study of teachers in residence by Dona Kagan and her colleagues to
ensure the accuracy of the findings generated by the principal investigator.

Member checking might reveal factual errors that are easily corrected. In other in
stances, the researcher might need to collect more data in order to reconcile discrepancies.
It is possible, too, that the opportunity to read the report will cause participants to recall
new facts or to have new perceptions of their situation. The report would then: need to be
rewritten accordingly. .

7. Outlier analysis. Rather than ignoring or explaining exceptions away, Miles and
Huberman recommend using extreme cases as a way to test and thereby strengthen the

57. Mathison, S. (1988). Why triangulate? EdutXltional Researcher, 17(2), 13-17.
58. Aviram, O. (1993). Appearance and reality in a stressful educational setting: Practices inhibiting school effec

tiveness in an Israeli boarding school. InternationalJaurrud a/QualitativeStudies in Edut:ation, 6, 33-48.

Generalizability of Case Study Findings

basic findings: "You need to find the outliers, and then verify whether what is present in
them is absent or different in other, more mainstream examples ... "59 As we explain in
Chapter 5, an outlier is an individual whose score falls at the extreme or end of the score
distribution. In case studyresearch, an outlier is an individual or situation differing greatly
from most other individuals or situations. For example, in a case study of school innova
tion, Miles and Huberman found one site where a new practice was evaluated by many
teachers as a miraculous cure for local ills. The researchers, however, found two outliers,
that is, individuals at the site who had not adopted the practice or had expressed strong
criticism ofit. Because these individuals had not mastered the innovation as intended and
gave reasons for not adopting it that were opposite to those given by adopters, their com
ments strengthened the validity of the researchers' interpretation that technical mastery
ofan innovative practice oy users leads to positive results.

Miles and Huberman also recommend seeking out individuals who have the most to
. gain or lose by affinning or denying something. Ifsuch individuals give an unexpected an

swer (e.g., a personwho has much to gain by denying a statement affirms it), the researcher
can be more confident that theyare answering truthfully. Arelated tactic is to lookfor neg
ative evidence, that is, to actively seek disconfirmation of what the researcher thinks is
true. For example, asking skeptical colleagues to look at one's raw data and independently
come up with their own conclusions is a good way to test the sounqness ofone's analyses
and interpretations. .

8. Long-term observation. Gathering data over a long period of time and making re
peated observations ofthe phenomenon can increase the reliability ofcase study findings.
For example, students' perceptions of school are known to vary depending upon how
much of the school year has passed, what the weather conditions are, whether a school
holidayis coming or has just passed, and whether they are experiencing personal prob
lems. Ifdata are collected over an extended time period, the researcher might be able to
distinguish situational perceptions ofschool from more consistenttrends.

9. Representativeness check. To determine whether a finding is typical ofthe field site
from which it is obtained, the researcher should consider whether there was overreliance
on accessible or elite informants in collecting data. The researcher also should try to de
termine howunusual occurrences, or the fact that the researcherwas present on some oc
casions but not others, might have skewed the findings.

10. Coding check. In describing interpretational analysis above, we explained how
researchers develop or select a categorysystem to code the segments into which interview
transcripts, field notes, documents, and other materials have been divided. The reliability
ofthe coding process can be checked using the methods for determining inter-rater relia
bility developed by quantitative researchers.

Generalizability of Case Study Findings
Aresearch study's findings are generalizable to the extent that they Can be applied to indi
viduals or situations other than those in which the findings were obtained. Generalizabil
ity is considered an important, achievable goal in quantitative research. In meta-analysis,
for example, research findings ofvarious studies on the same phenomenon thatwere con
ducted by different researchers are cumulated to determine a mean effect size. This mean
effect size is considered to be widely generalizable. (Meta-analysis is explained in Chap
ter4.)

59. Miles & Hubennan, Qualitative data analysis, p. 269.
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Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research

The generalizability of case study findings is more problematic. Proponents of the
grounded theory approach to case study research question the possibility ofgeneralizing
findings from the cases that were studied to other cases. Sally Hutchinson, a proponent of
grounded theory, expresses this view:

Is grounded research replicable [Le., generalizable]?"Probablynot." Grounded theory depends
on the interaetio!,- between the data and the creative processes ofthe researcher. It is highly
unlikely that two pepple would come up with the exact same theory.60

Hutchinson recommends using case study research to develop grounded theory that, in
turn, can be used as the basis for quantitative research studies, which she feels are more
suitable for testing the generalizability of research findings.

Other rese~chers,however, believe that case study findings can be generalized. They
recommend de~igniqgcase studies in ways that will increase the probability that the
findings will app~yto other cases also representing the phenomenon being studied. One
approach is to stUqy a case that is typical of the phenomenon. If an atypical case is se
lected because it is of particular interest, it might be possible to select a typical case for
study ilS well. Ifa unit of analysis has been defined, a random sample within this unit of
analysis co41d be sampled. For example, if researchers are studying the effects of an ex-

. perimental iri~1IUctionalmethod being used in a particular teacher's classroom (the
case), they might select a random sample ofthe teacher's students for intensive data col
lection aI1d analysis.

Ap.other approach to the issue of generalizing case study findings is to place the re
sponsibility for generalizing on the "consumers" of the findings rather than on the re
searc4ers. For example, Sandra Wilson uses the term reader/user generalizability to
indicate that it is the responsibility of each reader or user of case study research to deter
mine the app~cabilityofthe findings in their own situations.61 Similarly, Lee Cronbach ar
gues that in social science any generalization should be regarded only as a tentative
hypothesis that must be tested against the specific conditions operatingin each situation.52

Researchers can use several strategies to help readers ofa case study report determine
the generalizability offindings to their particular situation or to other situations. First, re
searchers should provide a thick description ofthe participants and contexts that comprise
the case, so thai: readers who are interested ill applying the findings can determine how
similar theyare to the situation ofinterest to them. Second, researchers should address the
issue ofwhether the selected case is representative of the general phenomenon being in
vestigated. Finally, if a multiple-case design was used, the researchers should conduct a
cross-case analysis to help the reader determinewhether there was generalizability at least
within the cases that were studied.

Reporting a Case Study
Our review of'published case studies indicates that they generally follow one of two re
portingstyles-what we choose to call reflective reportingand analytic reporting. Elements
of either style can appear ill the other, but generally the characteristics of one style are
dominant. We describe the two styles below, but first we consider the researcher's decision
about which case or cases will be reported.

60. Hutchinson, S. A. (1988). Education and grounded theory. In R. R. Shennan & R. B. Webb (Eds.), Qualitative re
search in eduearion:Focus and methods (pp. 123-140). London: FalmerPress. Quote appears on p. 132.

61. Wilson, S. (1979). Explorations ofthe usefulness ofcase study evaluations. Evaluation QuartErly, 3, 446-459.
62. Cronbach, L J. (1975). Beyond the two disciplines ofscientific psychology. American Psychalogist, 30, 116-127.

Reporting a Case Study

Finalizing Definition of the Case
When the researcher has collected "thick" data about various aspects of the phenomenon
being studied, it is possible to define the case ill different ways. For example, consider
Rossi's study of teachers (she called them teacher-leaders) who had participated in the
California Mathematics Project. Instead offocusing on the teacher-leaders, she mighthave
focused on data that she had collected about the project (its history, project directors, sum
mer trairIing programs, etc.) and specific facilitation events for which the teacher-leaders
were responsible. However, Rossi decided to focus on one particular aspect, namely, the
change-agent role of the teacher-leaders. Also, although she started collecting data on
three teacher-leaders, she eventually decided to exclude one of them because ofunusual
circumstances pertairIing t9 that individual. Thus, decisions about which cases andwhich
aspect ofthe cases to reportwere not finali2ed until well after her dissertation proposal had
been approved and data collection was underway: .

Deciding which case, or cases, to report can be difficult, because technolOgIcal tools
like computers, videotape equipment, and photocopy machines tempt researchers to gen
erate ever more data The researcher must sort through the data and report only those
cases and aspects ofthem that have the greatest bearirIg on the questions that interesther.
Wolcott makes the point this way:

The critical task in ql'aIitative research is not to accumulate all the data you can,.but ~o .~.
(i.e., get rid of) most ofthe data you accumulate. That requires constant winnowmg, m<:!uding
decisions about data not worth entering in the first place, regardless ofhow easythat might be
to do. The trick is to discover essences and then to reveal those essences with sufficient con
text, yet not become mired trying to include everythingthat might possibly be desetibed.63

Because case selection can occur late ill the research process, Wolcott argues that case
studyis not a research designor method, but rather an outcome ofqualitative research that
the researcher chooses at the stage ofpreparing the report.64

Reflective Reporting
As we explained earlier in the chapter, some case stu~y research~rs rely heavily or exclu
sivelyon reflective analysis oftheir data rather than ~:m mt~rpr~tatio~or structural analy
sis. These researchers most likely will prefer to wrIte therr dissertations or other reports
using a reflective reportingstyle. The two primarycharacteristics ofreflectivereporting are
the use ofliterary devices to bring the case alive for the reader and the strong presence of
the researcher's voice in the report.

Authors of literary works, of course, tell stories. In reflective reporting, we find that the
researcher often weaves case study data into a story: It is this type ofresearcher that"":olc~tt
apparentlyhas in mindwhen he argues that the abilityto be a storyteller, rath:rthan~d~
for number crunching, should be regarded as the distinguishingcharacteris~cofqualitative
researchers.55 Among the waysWolcott suggests for organizing and presenting a cas.e.study
as a story are: (1) relating events in chronological order; (2) ~ocusing the.st.oryon a cntical or
key event; (3) recounting the events through the ~yes c:,f~erent p~:lpants whose per
spectives may differ considerably; and (4) reporting a day-m-the-life, for examp~e: a re
construction ofthe first dayoffieldwork, or a typical day in the life ofa case studypartiClP~t.

Figure 14.3 presents the headings forWolcott's case study of a school dropout, which
we mentioned earlier in the chapter. The story ofBrad (the "sneaky kid") starts ill present

63. Wolcott, H. E (2001). Writing upqualitative research (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: sage. Quote appears on p. 44.
64. Wolcott, Transformingquaiitativedata.
65. Wolcott, Writing up qualitative research.
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468 Chapter Fourteen/Case Study Research

Organization of aPublished Case Study Involving Reflective Reporting

Adequate Schools and Inadequate Education

The Life History of a Sneaky Kid

The Cultural Context of a Free Spirit
The Life History of a Sneaky Kid

"In the Chute"
On the loose
Getting busted
Second-rate jobs and second-rate apartments
A new life
"Picking up" what was needed
The bicycle thief
Being sneaky
Idon't have to steal, but
Breaking and entering
Inching doser to the chute
I'm not going to get caught
Home is the hunter
Growing up
Getting paid for dropping out
Hiding out from life

Worldview: "Getting My Life Together"
Ajob-that's all that makes you middle class
Building my own life
Being by myself
Friends
I've been more places and done more things
Some personal standards
Moderation: Getting close enough, going "medium" fast
Putting it all together

Formal Schooling
Adequate Schools and Inadequate Education: An Interpretation Summary

"The report starts with an introductory section that does not have a heading.

Source: Wolcott, F. (1994). Transforming qualitative data. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. Copyright © 1994 by Sage
Publications. Reprinted by permission of Sage Publications, Inc.

time, and then recounts earlier events in his life as appropriate. Much of the story is orga
nized around broader and narrower themes, one ofwbich is "in the chute," a phrase used
to describe individuals whose experiences appear to be leading them toward prison.Wol
cott states that he arranged the story sequence this way so that "the reader meets Brad on
his own ground, first through a recounting ofmajor events and everydayaspects ofhis life,
next through important dimensions of his worldview."66 The researcher's voice is heard

66. Wolcott, Transformingqualitative dara, p. 64.

Reporting a Case Study

clearly in the last two sections, whereWolcott presents his interpretation and summary of
the case.Wolcott states that the reason for this sequencing is that, "By the time readers ar
rive at the point where I offer my thoughts as to what might be done [about school
dropouts], I want to be sure they have a sufficient background to form their own assess
ment ofBrad and his circumstances."67

Wolcott's life history ofa "sneakykid" illustrates two principles ofreflective reporting.
First, the organization of the report highlights what the researcher has learned from the
data analysis. Second, the researcher keeps the reader in mind in deciding how to present
what he has learned.

The researcher can use various literarydevices within the framework ofstorytelling to
bring the case alive for the reader and to conveyhis point ofviewas the researcherand nar
rator ofthe report. Direct quotes ofremarks by the case studyparticipants are particularly
effective because they clarify the emic perspective, that is, the meaning of the phenome
non from the point ofview of the participants. Much ofWolcott's report consists of direct
quotes ofstatements by Brad, for example:

1guess being sneakymeans 1always try to get awaywith something. There doesn't have to be
any big reason. 1used to tell the kid 1was hanging around with, "1 don't steal stuffbecause 1
need it- 1just like to do it for some excitement-"58

Some case study researchers have used more dramatic methods for conveying their
findings. Laura Richardson cites examples of case studies that have been reported in the
form offiction, poetry, drama, oral readings, comedy and satire, andvisual presentations.69

In one ofher own studies, shewrote a poem to conveyher understanding ofan unmarried
motherwhom she had studied. The poem uses only the mother's language, as arranged by
Ricl1ardson. The first lines of the poem are as follows:

The most important thing
to say is that
I grew up in the South.
Being Southern shapes
aspirations shapes
what you think you are
and what you think you're going to be.

(When I hear myself, myLadybird
kind ofaccent on tape, I think, OHLord.
You're from Tennessee.F°

The use of these dramatic forms to represent case study findings has been called the
performance tum in qualitative research. Norman Denzin observes that whereas a stan
dard written text involves one-way transmission of findings from the researcher to the
reader, the performance tum intends a dynamic interaction between researcher and au
dience to co-create meaning:

Through the act ofcoparticipation, these works bring audiences back into the text, creating a
field ofshared emotional experience. The phenomenon being described is created through the

67. Ibid.
66. Ibid., p. 77.
69. Ricbardson, L (2000). Writing: A method ofinquiry. InN. K. Denzin&Y. S.Lincoln (Eds.),Handbooko!qua/ita

tive research (2nd eeL, pp. 923-948). Thousand Oaks, CA: sage.
70. Richardson, L (1992).The consequences ofpoetic representation:Writingtbe other, rewriting the self. In C. Ellis

& M. G. Flaherty (Eds.), Investigating subjectivity: Research on lived experience (pp. 125--140). Quote appears on
p.126.
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Source: Table 73 on p. 179 in: Miles, M. B., & Huberman, A. M. (1994). Qualitative data.analysis: An expandedsourcebook (2nd ed.). Thousand
Oaks, CA: Sage. Copyright © 1994 by Sage Publications. Reprinted by permission of Sage Publications, Inc.

Vance More comfortable Still useful. giving good Working thro49h materials Time too limited
with style of direction and helpful Giving, participating in eny'l for tasks to be
teaching and ideas, activities educ workshops done
with having kids Working with community
outside Off-eampus site work

Drew Concern with Too discovery-oriented Adapting materials and Dealing with more
growing number for kids without biol- lessons to growing nonachievers
of nonachievers ogy basics; lecture style nonachiever population successfully
in forestry/ more appropriate Off-eampus site work
ecology class

Carroll Excitement with Same as first year Working with community Overextended
new activities, GiVing, participating in env'l activitY
expanding educ workshops commitment
science program Off-campus site work

ProblemsWhat Was User Doing Most?

Need for
"breathing room"

Met "marginal" alienated youth
Wish to do something

Hard realitY of factory work
Lack of a link to own practical interests

How Innovation lookedFeelings/Concerns

Interruption ---------+1

User

Matrix Display ofTeachers' Experi~nce in Using aNew Educational Practice

Event-Flow Network: AStudent's Learning and Work Experiences

act ofrepresentation....A good performance text must be more than cathartic, it must be po-
litical, moving people to action and reflection.71 .

Richardson observes that case study researchers who use these unconventional gen
res typicallyhave a postmodern sensibility. As we explained in Chapter 1, postmodemism
casts doubt on all claims to authoritative methods of inquiry and reporting, inclUding
mainstream scientific reports. A postmodemist, therefore, would be inclined to view po
etry to be just as legitimate a genre for reporting case study findings as the standard jour
nal article format used by quantitative researchers.

Analytic Reporting
An analytic reporting style is appropriate when the researcher has emphasized interpreta
tional or structural analysis of case study data and has conceptualized the study from a
positivist or postpositivist perspective. The major characteristics ofanalytic reporting are
an objective writing style (I.e., the researcher's voice is silent or subdued) and a conven
tional organization oftopics to be covered: introduction, reviewofliterature, methodology;
results, and discussion. This is essentially the same style and organization used to report

. quantitative research studies. (See Chapter 2 for guidelines for writing quantitative re
search reports.)

Suppose a case studyresearcherhas done data analyses to identifyconstructs, themes,
and patterns in the phenomena that have been studied. Suppose further that this researcher
used a multiple-case design. Should the researcher report the results for each construct,
theme, and pattern across all the cases that have been studied? Or should she report each
case by itself and show how the constructs, themes, and patterns are manifested in that
particular case? lf the former approach is used, the construct, theme, or pattern is high
lighted; however, the reader does not get a holistic understanding ofeach case. Conversely,
ifthe latter approach is used, the reader sees each case as a whole, but it is difficult to make
cross-case comparisons with respect to particular constructs, themes, or patterns.

We have found that a combination of the two approaches works well. First, the data
analysis results for each case are reported, including sufficient thick description so that the
participants, events, and context come alive for the reader. Next, a cross-case analysis is
given, which notes consistencies and differences in constructs, themes, and patterns
across the cases that have been studied.

As in quantitative research reports, tables and figures are an effective way to present
the results ofcase study analyses. A useful sourcebook ofvarious display formats for this
purpose was prepared by Miles and Huberman.n They distinguish between two types of
display formats: a matrix and a network. A matrix is a table that has defined rows and
columns. Figure 14.4 is an example ofa matrix in their sourcebook, taken from a case study
of school improvement and change. It represents in summary form the experiences of
three teachers who are attempting to implement a new educational practice.

A network is a figure for displaying bits ofinformation, each in a separate "node,' and
links that show how the bits of information relate to each other. Figure 14.5 is an example
of a network in Miles and Huberman's sourcebook, taken from case studies of university
students. The left part of the figure shows a sequence ofexperiences ofa student who had
temporarily left the university. Each box (a "node") contains a separate experience. The
right part of the figure shows a different set of nodes, each containing a force or forces
moving the student to the next experience.
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71. Denzin, N. K. (2000). The practices and politics of interpretation. In N. K. Denzin & Y. S. Uncoln (Eds.), Hand
book ofqualitative research (2nd ed., pp. 897-922). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

n. Miles & Huberman, Qualitative data analysis.

Source: Adapted from box 5.2 on p. 114 in: Miles, M. B., & Huberman, A. M. (1994). QuaHtativedata analysis: An
expanded sourcebook (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. Copyright © 1994 by Sage Pubhcations. Adapted by
permission of Sage Publications, Inc.
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3. The unit of analysis in a case study is
a. the population from which the case is drawn.
b. the type of term selected for structural analysis.
e. the database segment selected for category

analysis.
d. an aspect of a phenomenon that is sampled

from possible cases.
4. Experts generally agree that researcher bias in case

studies is best handled by
a. honestly revealing one's possible biases and

being willing to have them disconfirmed.
b. using data-eollection methods that rule out the

possibility of researcher bias.
e. using several researchers and seeking consensus

in their conclusions.
d. not studying phenomena in which the researcher

has a personal interest.
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Displays such as those shown in Figures 14.4 and 14.5 can be helpful in two ways. First
they help researchers organize the results of a data analysis and plan the next stage of
analysis. Second, displays can be used in the case study report to present research findings
so that they are easily comprehended by the reader. Miles and Huberman's sourcebook
contains many examples of matrices and networks that are suitable for various purposes
in case study research.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Case Study Research
Now that you have read about case study research, you are in a position to appreciate its
advantages over traditional quantitative research methods. One of them is that the case
study researcher, through a process of thick description, can bring a case to life in a way
that is not possible using the statistical methods ofquantitative research. Thus, readers of
case study reports mayhave a better basis for developing theories, designing educational
interventions, or taking some other action than theywould have from reading only quan
titative research reports. Also, thick description helps readers to compare cases with their
own situations. These comparisons are more difficult to malce when reading reports of
quantitative research, which typically provide only statistical analyses and sparse verbal
descriptions ofthe situations that were studied. Furthermore, a good case studyreportwill
reveal the researcher's perspective, thus enabling readers to determine whether the re
searcher has the same perspective on the phenomenon as they do.

Quantitative research designs are well suited for identifying general trends in popula
tions. However, there are situations in which a researcher wishes to learn about a particu
lar individual, for example, an outlier who does not fit the general trend.73 The case study
method is ideally suited to investigating outliers and other unusual phenomena.

Another advantage ofcase studies is their emergent quality. As researchers collect data
and gain insight into particular phenomena, they can change the case on which the study
will focus, adopt new data-collection methods, and frame new research questions. In con
trast, quantitative research designs are difficult to change once they are set in motion.

The main disadvantage of case studies is the difficulty ofgeneralizing the findings to
other situations, although limited generalizations can be made using the procedures that
we described in this chapter. Another disadvantage is that ethical problems can arise ifit
proves difficult in the report to disguise the identity ofthe organization or individuals that
were studied. Also, case studies are highly labor-intensive and require highly developed
language skills in order to identify constructs, themes, and patterns in verbal data and to
write a report that brings the case alive for the reader. Researchers who lack these resources
perhaps can malce a better contribution to knowledge in their field of interest by employ
ing quantitative research designs.

73. The outlier phenomenon is discussed in Chapter 15.

v'SELF-CHECK TEST
Circle the correct answer to each ot the following questions.
The answers are provided at the back of the book.

1. The term ernic perspective refers to
a. a positivist researcher's view of the phenomenon

being studied.
b. an interpretive researcher's view of the phenom

enon being studied.
e. the research participants' view of the phenome

non being studied.
d. the reader's view of the phenomenon being

studied.
2. Case study researchers need to become personally

involved in data collection because
a. a great deal of data must be collected.
b. they need to develop a holistic understanding of

the phenomenon.
e. researcher involvement helps ensure the reliabil

ity of the findings.
d. the researcher must continually triangulate the

data while it is being collected.
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9. Explain the goals and underlying as
sumptions of the cultural studies and
critical theory traditions.

10. Describe the types of investigations
conducted by researchers who work
within the cultural studies and critical
theory traditions.

11. Describe the purpose and techniques
of ethnomethodological research.

12. State the goals of narrative analysis,
ethnoscience, ethnographic content
analysis, and the ethnography of
communication.

13. Explain the goals, assumptions, and
basic concepts of hermeneutical
analysis.

14. Explain the goals, assumptions, and
basic concepts of semiotic research.

15. Explain the basic principles of struc
tura�ism and poststructuralism, and
describe the types of phenomena that
might be investigated using these
approaches.

VIEW

. searchers in anthropology, psychology, and other disciplines have developed vari
Ive r~udY human behavior. Their methods, theories, and accumulated finding~ consti
·n~ive research traditions. In this chapter1l~e explore th~se traditions ~nd descnbe how

ed in educational research. Some traditions are partICularly well-sUited to the Inves
e~:people's inner experience, some to th~ investigation of social and cultural phenom
d some to the investigatIon of commu~lcatlonphenomena such as speech and text.

about these qualitative research tradItIons wIll help you thInk more broadly about
9arch problem and consider a variety of methods for studying it.

CllVES

udying this chapter, you should"be able to

ribe the characteristics of a quali
research tradition.

ribe the types of phenomena that
nitive psychologists investigate and
research methods that they use.
lain the purpose of phenomena
ical research and the steps involved

conducting a phenom~nological
udy.
plain the similarities and differences

etween phenomenography and phe
omenological research.
scribe the types of educational phe
mena that might be investigated by
life history approach.
ethe 90als of the research tradi-
sof symbolic interactionism, event
eture analysis, and emancipatory

·on research.
ribe the characteristics of ethnog

and the steps involved in con-
9 an ethnographic study.

lain the strengths and weaknesses
ethnographic research.

c. thick description
d. pattern. .

8. In interpretational d
researcher ata analYsis,
a. searches for the .

the data. meanIng inh

b. imposes meaning h "
On t edc. searches for natur II a

ments in the day OCCurr. ata.
d. typIcally uses catego .

other researChers: nes d
9. Usefulness, COntextual

h . . completsearc er POsItIoning and
are features of ' repOrt
a. interpretive validity.
b. case study generalizability.
c. case study verisimilitude
d. audit trails. .

10. Reflective reporting of a case stu .
tends to rely heaVily on
a. prese~tati.on of structural data
b. an objectIve writing style.
c. formats developed for use in

ing quantitative research stu
d. the use of literary devices.

5. Thick descriptionin case study research
refers to

a. a Comprehensive, literal depiction of a
phenomenon and its meaning.

b. description of a phenomenon from
both an emic and an etic perspective.

c. the use of triangulation in writing up
case study findings.

d. reliance on reflective analysis in writ
ing a case study report.

6. In grounded theory, constructs are de
rived from

a. a pre-existing theory about the phe
nomenon being studied.

b. reflections by the case study partici
pants.

c. the data that have been collected.
d. all of the above.

7: The case study finding that there is an
association between the amount of
structure in teachers' lessons and how
teachers think about students' learning
processes is an example of a
a. construct.
b. theme.
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